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Introducing Infinitary Lambda Calculus 
Пуа Beylin * 
Zinovy Diskin 
Abstract. The paper introduces a notion of infinitary lambda 
calculus. While in the ordinary X­calculus functions can be 
applied only to a single argument, our version allows 
multiple (particularly, infinite) applications and abstractions. 
So some X­terros can involve infinitely many (or even all) 
variables, what makes syntactical machinery rather subtle. 
An algebraic semantics for the new cakulus is constructed 
and the corresponding completeness and representation 
theorems are presented. 
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0 l u traduction 
12 
Uiity^td lambda calculus is a well known model of compute Dili ty, and all effective 
procedures can be modeled by A­terma. Such terma Involve a finite number o f 
variables, i.e. a modeled procedure can call a finite number of auxiliary 
oubroiinnea. Perhaps, millions and millions calls. Once, their exact number (say, 
10 7 or 10 7 +б) turns into a tedious detail, and as the rich experience o f 
mathematical analysis shows, that is Just the moment to consider procedures with 
infinite number of subroutine calls and, respectively, Л­terma of infinitely many 
variables. 
Tiiotigb this and other interpretations may look intriguing, our research was 
initially motivated by the purely mathematical curiosity: what а Л­caku I us with 
infinitary A­terms does present from the algebraic point of view? It ia 
interesting that in the universal­algebraic framework for A­cak'ilus metathsory, 
leveloped in (D91], [DB93], [PS93J, infinitary versions of A­calculus are 
described quite simply, while the feature of finitarity (each term depends just on 
a finite number of variables) cannot be expressed by the f irst order axioms. So wa 
had a nice algebraic version — of an unfamiliar theory, and the goals (first 
pointed in (D91J as an open problem) of the paper were just: 
11) to describe precisely syntax of some calculus allowing terms to be 
infinitary; 
12) to define axiomatical!у a class of algebras» intended to be an algebraic 
counterpart of the new­introduced calculus; 
(3) to state adequate nees of^the corresponding algebraic semantics: the main 
result asserts that theories (1H and algebras (2) are different 
specifications of the same object. 
iii ere are two principal ways to introduce infinitary terms into calculus: ODS can 
either add infinitary applications and abstractions directly to syntax (thus 
obtaining term trees o f finite depth and infinite breath,) or allow infinite 
iterations of unary applications and abstraction (in that case we have to extend 
the notion of reducibility to deal with such infinite­depth term tress). We chose 
the former approach, due to its closer connections to algebra. On the other hand, 
the latter shows similarity to graph rewriting technique (cf. ( K M ) and IKKSdVMJ, 
where generalizations of Church­Rosssr property for infinitary systems are 
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elaborated.) Generally, as soon as our calculus copes with Infinitary composition 
It appears to be a finite meta-theory for infinitary graph rewriting. 
Certainly, an interesting question is how all this can be related to categorical 
versions of Л-calculus. Leaving it for future research, we note only that our 
machinery is expected to be Interpreted in something like infinitary CCC, i.t. a 
category with infinite products and infinitary exponentials. 
1 Calculus. 
In the first section we describe our version of lambda calculus, where terns can 
be applied to infinitely many arguments and abstracted from infinitely many 
variables. Since a natural 'currying' property also has to be postulated for 
finite concatenations of (possibly Infinite) arguments and indices, we found it 
relevant to define general operations on infinite tuples. Further we will 
Introduce simple substitution-like operations on these terms, and equivalences 
compatible with these operations. These equivalences Lre infinitary counterparts 
of a and 0 conversions in the ordinary lambda calculus. 
Our calculus will operate with disjoint sets Const of constants, Fvar of Roman 
variable* (intended to be free) and Bvar of Greek variables (intended to be 
bound). 
The number of constants is not restricted. Bvar and Fvar are countable and 
somehow ^numerated by w (the first infinite ordinal); normally we will use letters 
€,6,€ and xty,2 to refer to their elements. (The idea of separation between bound 
and free variables to avoid substitution collisions is well known; some formal 
machinery was developed by KeisleiiEei83] for the case of infinitary predicate 
calculus. Note, however, that algebraic behaviour of term-in-formula substitutions 
is quite different from that of term-in-term substitutions: while the latter 
constitute a monoid-like structure itself, the former amounts to a monoid 
homomorphism into another monoid arising from some closed set of logical 
operations). 
On the other hand, a variable bound in some term may turn into free in its 
aubterm. This forces us to Introduce, at first, genera, terms where Greek 
variables can be free or bound (Boman variables are always free) and then to 
distinguish among them regular terms having alt Greek variables bound. (Note that 
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Whet makes our calculus really infinitary, are infinitary operations of 
abstraction and application. Any functional can be abstracted from infinite tuple 
of variables, and be applied to infinite tuple of arguments. The ceiling for 
their dimensions is иы, that allows to concatenate several infinite tuples to a 
correct tuple again. Tuples of arguments and of lambda-indices are rather 
. different, however we will use similar notation for them, what provides our 
considerations with more symmetric view. 
1.1.1 Definition 
An argument tuple is a function a: \a\—>Tena, where |в|<сш is the tuple's length. 
Concatenation of two tuples atb is defined in an evident way: 
ak if i<\a\ 
\a*b\ - |a| + |6|; ia*b\ - b, if #<|b|, i=\a\+j 
Unfortunately, we would meet difficulties trying to extend this obvious 
construction to Indices. Namely, if we allowed variables to repeat in a lambda-
index, we would not be able to equalize, say, Лтга.л to Л4£.£, or A C i < w - 0 to 
Ahm,..).* without very complicated a-axioms. To avoid this, we impose a rigid 
restriction on variable usage in lambda operator it must be indexed by 
irrepetitive string .of Greek variables, and a special blank symbol • ie introduced 
for dummy variable. The precise definition is as follows: 
subterms of regular terms may not be regular). Just the regular terms considered 
up to a-equivalence will be our infinitary counterpart of ordinary A-terms: while 
the latter make the set A(Const), we would like to convert the set of the former 
into a substitute for A n (Const ) , that is , to define over it infinitary 
substitutions with the proper behaviour. It proves to be indeed possible, however, 
in contrast with the ordinary A(Conet) where substitutions can be defined almost 
trivially, the substitutions over A m (Conet ) are derived operations with hidden 
internal structure. Actually, converting A^CConet) into a "good* substitution 
algebra turned out to be unexpectedly subtle and forced us to develop a monstrous 
machinery of handling lireek and Roman variables, several kinds of substitutions 
and many other frightening things demonstrated below. However, the result is good: 
we will see that infinitary substitution, application and abstraction over 
A^fConst) behave as desired and their monstrous origin is hidden. 
1.1 Infinite tuples 
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For example: l£ .Ķģ^J+lĶģaZs) " (jttEjŌfc&Š* 
at if »<|ti|. <*j defined, a^Rgb; 
if /<ļb|, bj defined, i=|a|+y; 
otherwise undefined. 
We use the symbol e for empty tuples of both kinds (that is ļjcļ =0 » x=c). Assuming 
Bvar and Term fixed, we designate the set of argument tuples as Args, and index 
tuples as Index. It is easy to check that not only (Args.+.e), but also 
(Index,* ,e) make monoids with left reduction (that is a+c=£+a=£, (а+Ь)+с=а*(Ь+с), 
and а+Ь=­а+с •» b=c for any a,ft and c, though a+c=b*c * a=b is not necessarily 
true). 
1.2 General and regular terms 
1.2.1 Definition 
The following rules introduce a set Tens of (general) terms and corresponding 
functions FV: T e r m — > 2 F w a r u B v ^ r and BV: T e r m — ^ a * " . 
Context Term FV BV 
0 ceConst с 0 3 
i xeFvar X [x) 0 
ii • ŠeBvar 0 
In the following two rules k<uu is a parameter ordinal. 
Context Term FV BV 
iii € 1 < K € l n d e x , tcTerm, Rg^SFVft) X ? K K . t BV(*bRg€ 
iv tcTera , * 4 < K e A r g B *4<* UFV(t4)uFV(f) UBvitifcjuBvm 
Since we have defined lambda terms inductively, we can use induction by general 
term structure to determine operations and to prove tlieorems concerning them 
Later we will introduce another kind of induction, by the alpha term ttructur* 
1.1.2 Definition 
A lambda-index tuple is a partial injection a: ļ a j ^ B v a r , where |a|«i>u. 
Concatenation is introduced as follows; 
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(0) ceConst * Ren(c) ­ с 
(1) xeFvar * Ren(x) ­ Renix) if xeDom Ren, otherwise x 
Ш) ^eBvar » Ren(£) ­ Renl£) 
(iii) C€lndex,teTere •» Ren(A<.t) ­ ARen«) .Ren«) 
(iv) г.в^^еТегш * Ren« 'e^< K ) ­ Ren(*)'Ren(e|KK) 
Renaming involves all occurrences of variables, including lambda indices. If У=0, 
i.e. Ren is a permutation of Bvar, then Ren preserves regularity of terms. 
1.3­2 Definition. Let Subst be a map BvaruFvsr •Term. Then the operation of 
iubfiUtutton, Subst* : Term >Ters, is defined as follows: 
(o) ceConst * S u b s t * c ­ c 
( « xeFvar * Subst** * Subet(x) 
HI) £cBVar m Subst*? ­ Subet (? ) 
(till Index,tcTerm * Subst*ACt ­ A<.(SubellngO*i, 
(where SubstlRg< coincides with Id on Rg< and with Subst elsewhere.) 
(iv) < , * A < K € T e r a * Sub8t*/ 't*< K ­ Subst^f 'Subst 1 "*^^ 
Obviously, the ^bove­introduced substitution also preserves regularity of terms. 
If Subst maps Xf to t*, for all *<K ,where xuc c —>FvaruBvar, t : * c c —tferm, к<ыы, and 
the other variables to themselves, we obtain a direct generalization of the 
ordinary substitution, denoted by ( x : ­ t l , . 
1.2.2 Definition. A regular term is a term t with FVitKFvar. The set of regular 
terms will be denoted by Regterm. 
1.2.3 Examples. Regular terms: x, А о ^ к ^ ^ ­ С к ^ j • 
General, not regular, terms: £ , A£.(0'0£x), A n ^ 4 < ( J f 7 . ^ A < 6 , + s 
The following are not correct terms at all: 
1.3 Operations over terms 
We define three operations over terms ­ variable renaming^ term­in­term 
substitution, and lambda­quantification lla^jdaing). 
1.3.1 Definition. Given a map Ren: BvaruV'—»Bvar, where VSFvar, we define 
renaming Ren:Term<—»Term : 
1.8.8 Examples. I i Ren-= 
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If Ren* 
X 7], 
4o ty+1 then R e n t x ' t n ^ ) ) ­ V^aV 
It:-*» ­ tf'A^.A'A^. 
1.8.4 Definition. Given a к­tuple хж »Fvar, we define lambdaing 
Xх: Reg term—»Reg term, as 
A** ­ A S h i f U x ^ U S h i f t ] * , 
where mapping S h i f t = S h i f I х : (RgxnFV(t))uBvar <•—> Bvar renames Roman variables, 
freely occurring in *, to Greek ones, (and the others, which occur only in x. to 
a'es.). 
A concrete choice actually influences only names of bound variables, so we may 
take a restriction of an arbitrary mapping FvaruBvar*—>Bvar, for instance. 
(cd) for any ReniBvar*—>Bvar, a — Ren(n); 
(ot2) for any у:ь><—»Fvar, fl­Ь, V w " « J K u И 1У:=»к<ы1а " 1у : = , "а<ы1*; 
Alpha equivalence la the minimal a­theory. 
Informally, two terma are alpha­equivalent iff they differ only in bound 
variablea* naming. Regular term can be a­equivalent only to regular terms; 
moreover, a­equivalency la compatible with lambdaing and substitution. 
Now we can turn to Intended semantic, or logical, aspects of the calculus. In the 
previous section we did not require that fiab) is the same as {faYb or that 
A£jKM+r a 6 6 X 1 etand f o r A€0.A(€ f . .€ C M . ,)­a. We did not try at all to evaluate any 
terma. All this will be considered in the current section. 
FVaTļļ—» B v a r 2 I , BvaTj j—> Fvar 
1.4 Alpha and beta-theories 
1.4.1 Definition. Alpha-theory is determined by the following axioms and 
inference rules: 
(aO) ar-b h o « a ; a­fc,b—с h a*c ; 
, then R«n(x'A£.<) = x'An.n 
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1.4.2 Concatenation axioms. 
For any K,L<IMI), teTerm, u,u:Arga, d,£€lndex, 
(со) Хе.а * o, а с 
(cl) 
*4«>fe<K " ' '<"i<L + t , A<K>­(c2) 
The reader can notice that our calculus does not support any limit construction, 
i.e., for example, ­ 'e do not consider t'ui<(j> ая a limit of t'ui<n when n+u. So 
finite applications are separated from infinite ones, and cannot be converted one 
to the other. The same relates to lambda­operators. Introduction of infinitary 
concatenations would definitely break the ceiling for tuple lengths. 
1.4.8 Beta­axiom. For any к<ш, £ e I n d e x K , feTerm, u:tcc—>Regterm, 
1.4.4 Proposition. Neither 0 nor concatenation axioms break the regularity of 
terms. 
1.4.5 Definition. A AjB­theory is a Aa theory closed under axioms c0 , c l , c2 , and £ . 
The most important for us are Act and A0­theories over regular terms, since the 
syntactical procedures of lambdaing and substitution behave on Reg term/a very 
similarly to A­quan*iiier and substitution over ordinary A­terms. All involved 
techniques become hidden. We refer to elements of Regterm/a as alpha-terms, and 
in fact they are the objects over which we will construct our algebra. 
2 Algebras 
Let A be a non­empty set of elements interpreted as alpha­terms, and the following 
families of operations be defined over it. 
19 
Name of operation Parameters) Symbol of operation Arity 
Notation 
example 
Intended 
interpretation 
variable 0 x i x i 
application к < ш • U'2k<K и'гк<к 
substitution * u+1 \xt:=Wļ]u 
Л-operator i: KC-HJ Ai 1 Xi.u X*u 
Figure 2.1. 
( Symbols witutZļf in the 5th column mean elements of A, 
and in the 5th - intended a-terms, where xi<(ji and * i < w 
are some enumerations of Fvar and Bvar. ) 
To extend the similarity with terms, we will use the abbreviations [ti^a)b and 
a]b with respect to algebras, (Kw, 1<к<—*i>, atb€A, aeA K ) . 
2.1 Definition. An infinitary Act substitution algebra (or iXaSA) is an algebra of 
above­introduced signature subjected to the following identities: 
Parameterization: a (isl) 
j<u 
a) (is2) 
(is3) 
K<tMl Ь1<ы*ЬПа1<и*с„)к<к (isA) 
t<(A>J,k:t c Hi) AM[J:=*k>i)#Rg(j)*o (isL) 
( .« ju. i .^k: ļ 
Hg(J)nRg(k)-0 Г A U J : - * * ! * - AUfc -x j l l j : - ** )* (isa) 
These identities have their origin in the substitution algebras (F82J, infinitary 
clones (C901, XSAb fD91,DB93) and X-abstraction algebras [PS931. Moreover, they 
generalize XSA axioms written out in (DB93}. However they have some specifically 
infinitary fads: e.g. (isa) can be written out NOT for any tuple j . If it ranges 
too wide (say, Rgj—tfs(l}), it may be impossible to allocate a tuple k of unused 
variable names. 
To obtain Afi-algebras {ОфЭАв), we add three more identities (very similar to 
their calculus relatives): 
i.<LKi. J:L{ xj 
L,K<(Mi 
L0.Lt<i 1>f\o:i a4b> 
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(AJ.a) 'c 1 < t ­ | J : ­ c K < > 
A j . o ­ Aj 0.(Aj,.a) 
Oa0) t J 
( ieAC) t 
(isLC)j 
2.2 Definition. Dimension is a mapping A:A—>2<*>, Да ­ [i | [i:*­jc 1 + /]a * a}. An 
element aeA is closed if Д а ­ а . 
2.3 Proposition. The following are equivalent reformulations of ieAa: 
V/*i [i:=x ;Ja*a; U : « x i + , lajta; 3t[i:­t]a*a. 
2.4 Proposition, (why the plain dimensions are sufficient) 4 
If аеАк,1:кЧб>чАЬ, then [i:­a]fe ­ o. 
2.5 Proposition. An arbitrary Ар­algebra is generated by its closed elements. It 
is worthwhile to note that this does not hold for Act­algebras, where unreachable 
elements can exist. 
3 Results: Connections between Syntax and Algebras 
If we, given infinitary A­calculus, will interpret its constants as closed 
elements of infinitary Afl­algebras and syntactical operations over its R e g t e r a / a 
as the corresponding algebraic operators from Fig.2.1, we can show that iASAs make 
algebraic semantics for a­theories, that is , determine consequence relation *XaJ9A 
a i i d ^Aa0SA • over the set of regular terms, Regterm/a. 
The principal results here art* as follows : 
3.1 Theorem (Soundness) Let Г be an a(0)­theory,and a,otRegterm/a. 
ft 1>а(Э) fl­6» ^ е п r^\aifi)8A a"b* 
3.2 Theorem. (Completeness) If T>\a.ifi)SA a " * » *Ье п r h i ( f l ) a " * i 
3.3 Theorem. (Representation) For each AJ3­algebra A (not Aa I Cf. proposition 
2.5.) there is some set of constants С with a theory Г over it, such that 
А*Л(С)/Г. 
The proofs can be found in (Be93). 
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I. BeiļimL Z. Diskins. Infinitārie lambda rēķini 
Anotācija, Rakstā tiek ieviests atšķirīgs no vispārpieņemtā infinitaro A-rēķJnu 
jēdziens. Atšķirība ir tā, ka funkcijas var tikt pielietotas ne vienam, bet bezgalīgi 
daudziem argumentiem. Tādējādi, X-termi var būt atkarīgi no daudziem, pat 
visiem, mainīgajiem, kas būt :ski sarežģī darbu ar tiem. Bez tam, uzkonstruētajiem 
rēķiniem tiek piekārtota algebriska semantika ar pilnības un reprezentācijas 
teorēmām, kas tipiskas tādos gadījumos. 
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ABSTRACT ALGEBRAS OF FINITARY RELATIONS: 
SEVERAL NON­TRADITIONAL AXIOMATIZATIONS* 
Jānis Cīrulis 
Abstract . We show that several non­traditional classes of algebras related to 
first­order logic are definition ally equivalent to that of locally finite cylindric algebras. 
AMS 1991 Subject Classification: 03G15. 
1 Introduction 
E.M. Benjaminov has introduced and investigated in [Bl], [B2] a class 
of algebras called by him relational algebras. The term comes from 
database theory, and it generally refers to algebras of a certain kind 
suggested by E.F. Cadd [Co), [К]. Beniaminov described another ver­
sion of the relational data model and also proposed a set of axioms 
to characterize abstractly his class of "concrete" relational algebra*. 
However, he did not present any results corceraing strength of the ax­
iom system, neither did he compare his algebras with Codd algebras 
or other known algebras or relations­
It was shown early tha* every Codd algebra can be embedded iu 
a cylindric set algebra [IL1J, [V,2ļ. In 1983, B.I. Plotkin put a question 
whether the concept of a(n abstract) relational algebra in the sense of 
Beniaminov is equipollent to that of a locally finite polyadic algebra 
(with equality). N.D. Vblkov has given an affirmative answer to the 
question in the series of papers {Viļ, (V2ļ, [V3], [V4] by showing that 
•This work is partially supported by Latvian Science Council Grant No 93/254 
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the categories of algebras of both kinds are equivalent. Unfortunately, 
the considerable total length of these papers (caused partly by unnec­
essary reproving of many results that could be find in literature on 
algebraic logic), the style of exposition and a lot of inaccuracies both 
in formulations and proofs make it difficult to follow them. The present 
author has made an attempt in [CI] to establish such an equivalence to 
cylindric algebras rather than polyadic ones. In that paper the axiom 
system of .[Bl] was considerably simplified and its incompleteness was 
noticed (see §3). Still there is an error in the proof of Lemma 3.2 and 
a gap in the proof of Lemma 6.2 in [С1]. 
Our aim in this pap^r is twofold. It is a revised version of [CI], and 
we present here a proof of the main result of [CI]—that Beniaminov 
relational algebras (with a minor modification) are indeed interdefin­
able with locally finite cylindric algebras of an appropriate dimension. 
To save space (and patience of the reader), we—just as in [CI]—try to 
involve several known facts and constructions; we therefore go through 
a number of non­traditional algebraic structures related to first­order 
logic. In this respect, the paper supplements the surveys in §5.6 of 
[HMT] and in §7 of [Nļ. 
The reader is supposed to be familiar with the notion of a category. 
Occasionally, some results are summed up in terms of isomorphism or 
equivalence of categories. As to algebraic logic, the paper includes all 
necessary definitions and formulations of results. However, proofs that 
are not original are usually omitted. 
2 Boolean homomorphisms admitting con­
jugates 
Let A and В be two Boolean algebras, and let з: A —• B> t: В —• A 
be any mappings. We generalize the notion introduced for the case of 
one algebra (when В = Л) in (JTj and call t a conjugate of s if, for all 
« * Л 6 = 0 о а Л 15 = 0. (1) 
Clearly, if t is a conjugate of s% then s is a conjugate of t, and we 
may speak of that the mappings s and t are conjugate. As shown 
in [JTj, s has at most one conjugate which we usually denote by s* 
when it exists. So, s** m a. Furthermore, a mapping that admits 
the conjugate is additive; in fact, it is even completely additive and 
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preserves 0. Admitting В = A, we conclude that the identity map is 
self­conjugate. Finally, if С is one more Boolean algebra and mapings 
SiiA —> В)32' В —• С have conjugates, then the composition S2S1 also 
has the conjugate and 
(вал)* = (2) 
If s has the conjugate and preserves complements, then it is a 
Boolean homomorphism. Moreover, in this case (1) is equivalent to 
за > b a>tb (3) 
—the well­known condition characterizing the so called residual pairs, 
or (contravariant) Galois connections—see, eg. [GHJ. Also, s is com­
pletely multiplicative and preserves 1. (3) is equivalent to the following 
collection of four inequalities: 
sai < з{аг V o 2 ) , tbi < t(bļ V 6 2 ) , (4) 
b < stb, tsa < a, ( 5 ) 
each of which can be rewritten in the form of equality (involving 
Boolean operations). We obtain as consequences some more relation­
ships between conjugate mappings: 
stsa = a, tstb = b, ( 6 ) 
о 
t(saAb) = о At*. (7) 
3 is injective t is surjective о tsa = a о tl = 1, (8) 
&* = s"1 if 3 is bijective. (9) 
At last, in the case A = В (3) and any of the conditions (8) imply that 
if mappings s and t are idempotent, then s = id^ = t. (10) 
For these and several other properties of Boolean homomorphisms 
admitting conjugates, see Lemmas 13-18 in [Crļ. (Only the case A — В 
is considered there; this is of no significance, however.) See also [GH], 
Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.7. 
Definition 2.1 Let К be some category, and let A\(K) and A?(K) be 
classes of (heterogenous) algebras of kind 
(A x » $a) X eOMf, a eMor к, 
respectively. 
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( 4 X i S a , t a ) €оЪА\ a€Mortf» 
where (a) euer# A * is a Boolean algebra, (b) / o r every morphism 
a: X —i У, s a a7id t a are operations of types Ax ­# Ay arati Ay —»• Ajŗ, 
respectively. An algebra A £ Ai(i*r) is a Boolean action algebra of 
in symbols an В А А ( ^ ) , or just a Boolean # ­ a c t , if each sa is a 
Boolean homomorphism and the following axioms are satisfied for all 
a l : sca = a if e is an identity morphism, 
a2: $ p a — SpSaa if a and ft are composable. 
If hioreover> every sa admits the conjugate, we call the algebra a 
BAA(A') with conjugates, or a Br\Ar(K), and consider it as an al­
gebra from Аг(/С). 
We sometimes omit the adjective 'Boolean 1 in the above context 
and, following the practice of [KMT], use each of the abbreviations 
BAA(K) and BAAC(if) also as a denotation of the respective class of 
algebras. The following proposition is an easy conseqence of the general 
properties of conjugates. 
Propos i t i on 2.2 (a) An aljebra A G A2(K) is an BAAC(if) if and 
only if the following conditions а?ъ fulfilled: 
( i ) every s a preserves complements, 
(H) all sa and ta are correlated by (3) or, equivalentially, by (4) and (5) , 
( i i i ) either axioms a l , a2 or their duals 
•t 
a*l: \ca = a if e is an identity morphism, 
a*2: tpa = t at^a if a and, ft are composable, 
hold for every e,a , / ? . 
(b) Both a l and a ' l may be omitted in (a) if instead every pair 
( s „ t e ) obeys (8). 
(c) In any BAAC(K), if a and ft are K­morphisms with a common 
codomain, and if a = (3­y, ft = aS for appropriate 7 and 6, then sata = 
Let us consider three concrete examples of the above situation. 
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Example 2.3 К may be a monoid, i.e. a one­object category. A trans 
Boolean algebra in the sense of [Cr] is nothing else than a A'­act with 
conjugates for such а К (satisfying a few additional axioms reproduc 
ing of which here is not necessery). Ii was proved in [Cr] that In the 
case К is a monoid of transformations of some set the concept of a 
trans­Boolean algebra is equipollent to that of an equality polyadic a l ­
gebra. In [C2], we announced a result according to which the additional 
axioms of trans­Boolean algebras are superflous if the full transform a­
tion monoid and locally finite algebras are considered. Wt prove in §5 
below a similar result for К a monoid of finite transformations ( a n d 
relatively to cylindric algebras rather than polyadic ones). 
Example 2.4 К may be a partially ordered set treated as a category. 
If it is directed, then any A'­act is a direct family of Boolean algebras. 
A heterogeneous cylindric algebra in the sense of [Z] is a A'­act, where 
К is the set of all finite subsets of some set. We shall consider algebras 
of this latter kind in §6 in more detail. 
Example 2.5 Beniaminov algebras are also partially covered by the 
above scheme. Assume we are given a sot of sorts E. A sorted set is a 
set each element of which is correlated with some sort. Where X laid 
Y are two sorted sets, an agreement of X with У is a sort preserving 
mapping <p: X —• У (see [Bl]) . Beniaminov begins with the category 
of all finite sorted sets and agreements which we denote by Е й . a u d 
the first four of his axioms describe, in fact, the class BAAC(E'). The 
category E* is, however, too big: as the collection of all finite sets »s a 
proper class, it is difficult to w O m p a x e relational algebras in the original 
Beniarainov's sense with algebras of relations traditionally arising in 
algebraic logic. With this in mind, we shall restrict in the subsequent 
section the category Е й to its small subcategory whose objects are 
subsets of some fixed set. 
From the category theoretical viewpoint, a BAA(A') is determined 
by an action of a functor s from К to the category of Boolean algebras 
and may be identified with the functor. А ВААС(Л') is then essentially 
a pair of functors fs.t), where t acts from К to the category of Boolean 
lattices (considered as posets). We do not take this position her?; 
however, we notice that, such an approach to Beniaminov algebras has 
been proposed in Chapter 8 of [Р1]. Moreover, there E' is replaced 
by a certain algebraic theory in the sense of Lawcrc. Of course, the 
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category of Boolean algebras (lattices) also could b e replaced e.g. b y 
that of Heyting algebras (lattices). 
3 Relational algebras 
Thus, let V be any sorted set which is assumed to De fixed throughout 
the rest of th:» paper. Elements of V are usually called variables or 
­tributes, and we assume that V contains infinitely many variables of 
all sorts. 
A relation type is a finite subset of V . Let RT stands for the set of 
all such types. We shall base the concept of a reniaminov algebra on 
the category ifV of all relational types and agreements over V rather 
than on Tfl (see Example 2.5). 
Subsets of V will also be used with a view to classify algebras 
of certain kinds according to their similarity types. We shall term a 
subset used this way a dimension type of the algebra, or just type of it 
if misunderstanding is unlikely. 
Definition 3.1 We call any BAAC(E'V) a weak relational algebra of 
dimension type V} or briefly a wRelA^. A Beniaminov algebra of type 
Vt or briefly BenAv, is a wRelAy which satisfies the condition 
b : for all X,Y,Z e RT such that Z П {X U Y) = 0, and all agree­
ments ct\X ­+ У, 
where 4ь*2>*з are the^embeddings X—^XuZtY—tYuZ and Z ­+ 
У U Z respectively, and ct1 is the agivement of X U Z withY U Z that 
is an extension of a and acts as the identity map on Z. 
The axiom b was formulated in [Bl] (cf. the last axiom there) 
in terms of direct sums of sets and mappings and was therefore even 
more involved. We shall see below that a simple particular case of b 
does the job. As noted in Introduction, we shall add one more axiom 
(see r lO below). This way we come to a bit narrower class of algebras 
which we name relational algebras, the term being used by Beniaminov 
himself. 
First we introduce a certain codification of morphisms in E*V; this 
will ease our further analysis. The related notion of a transformation 
will be in use also in other sections. 
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By a transformation we mean any sort­preserving self­map of V. 
Let Tru stand for the set of finite transformations, i.e. transforma­
tions a whose effective domain eda := {x € V:ax ф x} is finite. 
Clearly, Tru is a monoid: it contains the identity map e and is closed 
under composition. Given two relation types X and Y, we denote 
by Т г ( Х , У ) the set {a € Tru\ eda С X and ctX С У } . (Note that 
Trx := Tr(X,X) is a submonoid of Tr w . ) If aX С У, let (Iх) stand 
for the agreement <p:X —• У such that v> = In particular, if 
X С У, then ( f * ) is the embedding of X into У. Obviously, the trans­
fer а ь+ a\X yields a one­to­one correspondence between Tr(X^Y) 
and the set of all agreements of X with У, and it is precisely this set 
the notation { ( y x ) ; ft £ ^ ( Л ^ У ) } refers to. This way we obtain a 
wparametrizationw of the set of all E^V­morphisms by finite transfor­
mations. Warning: although ()П(Г*) = (f*) f o r л € Tr(X,Y) 
and /? € TV(Y,Z) , the composition /ta itself belongs to Tr(X>Z) iff 
ed#a С X iff ed0 С X. 
Now, given an algebra from A 2 ( E 8 V ) , we shall write $%x and K 
for s^, resp. t^, if tp = So the algebra itself can be written as 
/ л УХ +XY\ 
\Ax>Sct *Xa JXtYeBT, ačTr(X,Y)s 
where every s y j r is an operation of kind Ax —fc Ay and t * y is an 
operation Ay —* A x . In this notation, the wRelAv axioms read as 
follows (see Proposition 2.2(a)): 
r l : £ * ( - a ) = - s y * a , 
r3: t * y & < t j y ( b v t f ) f 
r 4 : 6 < s ™ t * 4 
r5: t * y s y * a < a, 
гв: sf * a = a, 
while b takes the form 
b>: if Z П (Xu Y) = 0 and a e 7 > ( X , Y ) , then 
t(jruz)(yu^)( s(vuz)y a д s ( ^ u 7 ) z ^ = s(xuz)XtXYa д s ( * u * ) S f c e 
Definit ion 3.2 A relational algebra of type V, or a ReiAy, is a wRelAv 
that satisfies the additional axiom 
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r&: ii Z П (X UY) - Hi, Y U Z С U and a € Г г ( Т . У ) , then 
We call attention to the following restriction of r8 obtained by 
setting U = У U Z: 
r9: if Z П (X U У) = 0 and a e T r ( X , У ) , then 
t(*u2)(yu2)s(yu2)ya _ s (xu^)x t xy a 
Remarkably that r9 can be obtained also from b* by substituting 1 for 
b (гесаЧ that both s « y u ^ and s [ X u Z ^ z a r e Foolean homomorphisms 
and thence preserve 1). The subsequent theorem shows the "distance" 
between BenAy's and RelAy's. 
T h e o r e m 3.3 (a) A wRelAy is a Beniaminov algebra iff it satisfies r9. 
(b) A BenAy is a relational algebra iff it satisfies the condition 
rlO: t ^ ^ U Y ^ l = 1, where У does not contain variables of sorts 
presented in X. 
Proof, (a) It remains to prove that b* holds in any wRelAy satisfying 
r9. Assume that X,Y>Z and a are such as in b \ By r ? , (7) and r9, 
x(XUZ)(YVZ)^(YiJZ)YaAs(YUZ)Zb^ _ 
t{XUZ)(YuZ)^(YUZ)Ya д s(YVZ)(XUZ)s(XuZ)Zh^ _ 
x(xuz){Yuz)s(Yoz)Ya л s(xvz)zb = S^^)XXXY a Л s(XLlZ)zb. 
(b) Assume axioms of BenAy's. An application of rlO yields 
r l l : every sYX is injective. 
Indeed, let X' = {x £ У: the sort of з is presented in X]. Then 
XC У , ( Y X ) = ( ™ ' ) ( f * ) and = sYX'sx'x (by r7) . By r lO, 
t f y l = 1, and by (8), sYX' is injective. Choose a € Tr{X\X) which 
agrees with e on X; then { x x ' ) ( x x ) = Again by r7 , and гв, 
sxx'sx'x = sfx — idAjr­ So sf ' x also is injective, and r l l follows. 
By r l l and (8), 
П 2 : XхYsycxa = a. 
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Now we can derive r8: by r7 and its dual, r l 2 and r9, 
JXUZ)UJJYn _ JXVZ)(YUZ)^Y\JZ)UJJ(YUZ)JYU2)Y„ _ 
l a 5 c a — l a l c 5 c 5 e я — 
t{XU3)ļYUZ)s(yuZ)Y a _ 5 ( Х и ^ ) Х ^ У а 
Conversely, given a RelAy, we set Z = 0, У = X and a = e in r8: 
By гб and its dual, the right­hand side equals to a. So Xxv\ = 1 by 
(8), and 110 follows. • 
R e m a r k 3.4 Therefore, wRelAy С BenAy С RelAy, and none of the 
inclusions is reversible, r l l cannot be proved in full extent without 
using r lO or some equivalent of it. T^e present author turned atten­
tion of N. Volkov to the fact that this was overlooked in Proposition 1 
of his [V3]. (For relevant corrections see Section II of [V4].) E. Beni­
aminov communicated to the author in August, 1 9 8 7 , that he also had 
discovered independence of r l l (of his axioms). 
An inspection of the proof of r l 2 shows that the identity is valid in 
any wRelAy satisfying rlO. This makes further splitting of r8 possible. 
Propos i t i on 3.5 The identities r l ­ r5 , r7, rlO and 
r l 3 : фт**ЦВ*#к = s ^ x x x y a with Z n У = 0 (and 
XCY)> 
rl4:>iYXXxxb «i \YYsYXb with aeTrx, 
make up a complete ахшт, system for RelAy s. 
Proof. Clearly, r l 3 is contained in r9, while r l 4 follows from r9 by 
setting У = X and subsequent relettering of У U Z. Hence, in view of 
Proposition 3.3 we must only show that гб and r9 are derivable from 
the mentioned list of axioms. By rlG, t f * l = 1, and гб follows by 
Proposition 2.2(b) . Now assume that X^YtZ and a are such as in r9, 
and let W stand for X и У. Then by r l 2 , the dual of r7, again the 
dual of r7, r l 3 , r l 4 , r7 and its dual, again r7 and its dual, r l 2 , 
AXUZ)XtXYa = s{XUZ)XxXYxYWsWYa = J ^ U ^ W %WY a = \ 
s{X\JZ)XtXWxWWsWYa _ x(XUZ)(WVZ)s(W\JZ)WtWWsWYa _ 
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ŗ(XVZ)(WuZ)t(WuZ)(WUZ)s{WUZ)(W)sT'rYa t(XUZ)(W\lZ)s(WUZ)Ya = 
t(XUZ)(YUZ)ļ(YUZ)(WUZ)s(WVZ)(YuZ)s(Y\JZ)Ya _ ŗ(XUZ)(YUZ)s{Y\JZ)Yfl 
and the proposition is proved. • 
Now we leave relation algebras until §7, and turn to some other 
classes of algebras. Most of them, in that or other form, have already 
appeared in literature. We notice m this connection that, as a rule, 
dimension types of algebras usually dealt with in algebraic logic are 
unsorted sets. To compare the algebras considered above with these, 
we are forced either to extend the traditional definitions and results or 
to assume that in the rest the set of sorts, E, will be a singletone. We 
choose the latter alternative. 
4 Cylindric algebras 
In this section, we list some basic facts concerning cylindric algebras. 
The standard reference on cylindric algebras is [НМТ]. For our pur­
poses, it is more convenient to deviate from the tradition and to index 
the operations of a cylindric algebra by elements of an arbitrary set 
rather than by ordinals. 
Definition 4.1 By a cylindric algebra of type X} or briefly a CAjŗ, we 
mean an algebra A := (A ,c r ,d ,y) r > j , € x, where A : = (A,V,A,— ,0,1) is 
a Boolean algebra, every cx is a unary operation an A, every dxs is an 
element of A, and the following axioms are satisfied for all x>y%z 6 X: 
cl : c*0 = 0, 
с2: о < csat 
сЗ: cx(a A cxa!) = c xa Л сла', 
c4: cxcya = CyCxat 
c5: dxx = 1, 
c6: d X J = c 1,(d x y Л 6ул) if у ф x,zt 
c7: cx(a Л d^) Л с г ( - о Л d r y ) = 0 if x ф у. 
We shall need the following additional properties of operations cx 
in a cylindric algebra: 
c8: cxl = 1, 
c9: cxa< с х(а\/.У), 
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clO: cyc f^l = c*a, 
e l l : (^ (­Cxtt) = 
c l 2 : c^ dx, = 1, 
c l3 : c*d,» = dy, if x # y, z. 
Moreover, every Cs is a self­conjugate operation: с* = c,, so it is a 
completely additive closure operator. 
Now suppose that A is a CAjŗ. Бог every Z С X, we define 
a generalized cylmdrificaiion, or quantifiers c% on A as follows (cf. 
[HMT,§1.7]): 
al- с a = ( a if 2 = 0, 
a - С г в ļ c^c^ • • • c^a otherwise, 
where zi, z j , . . . , z» is a fist of variables from Z in some fixed order. In 
fact, the order is irrelevant by c4. Obviously, every cz has properties 
analogous to cl -сЗ, c 8 - c l l ; moreover, also 
c l 4 : CflO = a, 
c l 5 : c^c^a = cg^a 
hold. This motivates the following definition which we shall need later. 
Definition 4.2 Lei BT{X) stands for ВТ О X. We call a quantifier 
algebra of type Xt or a QAjr, any algebra {A*CZ)Z*KT(X)I where A is 
a Boolean algebra and all cx are operations on A subject to с 1-е4 and 
(al) (or equivalentially, cl-^3, cl4 and cl&). 
An element a of a CAjr A is said to be independent of x if c £a = 
a. A support of a is a subset У С X such that a is independent of 
every x £ Y . If all elements of A have finite supports, the algebra is 
called locally finite. In any case, the elements having the same support 
make up a eubaJgebra of the Boolean algebra A. Moreover, the subset 
-A|Y:= {a G А : У supports a} , the restriction of A to У, is closed 
under аП operations с* with x € У. By cl2 and cl3 , AjY contains 
also the elements d*, for all x. у € У. So we come to the CAy AjY: = 
( A l Y ^ d * , ) , ^ , called a neat Y-reduct of A (cf. Definition 2.6.28 in 
[HMT]). 
Two useful families of operations are defined in a cylindric algebra 
in the following way ([HMT, §1.5], [P, (3.6))): 
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01: s*a = { ū if x = у, 
v \ cx(a Л d r y ) OTHERWISE, 
m 4« = \ a А л t i l l 
y ^ cxa A axy otherwise, 
for all a E A and every i , y 6 I . It was proved *n [P] that the class 
CA ,y with \X\ > 2 can be characterized in terms of these operations. 
We shall consider this question in some detail. 
Definition 4.3 A substitution algebra of type X, or a SAx, is an 
algebra A := (A%sļ)Xyyex > where A is a Boolean algebra, every sļ is a 
unary operation on At and the following axionv hold: 
s i : is a Boolean endomorphism, 
s2: sf a = a, 
s3: s ^ a = s*sf a, 
s4: sfsja = sja if x ф у, 
s5: sļsļa = sļsļa if уф иф хф v. 
If, moreover, every operation s* has the conjugate t j , then A is called 
a S A with conjugates, or SACy. In this case we consider it as an 
algebra of kind (A,s^,tJ) Z J , € jŗ . We shall say that such an algebra is 
commutative if it satisfies one more axiom 
s6: s«tja = t*s> if уфифхфь. 
According to (4) and (5) the class SACX is equationally definable, 
in a SACjŗ (A,sjj,tJ)X | 3, €jŗ we set 
7 I : cxa = ejtjja w i * у Ф ж, 
7 2 : d n = tJL 
The definition 7I is correct: č x a does not depend on the chaise of y. 
Now we can restate the content of Theorem 2.7 of [P], in connection 
with the algebras we consider, as follows (see also the proposition (F) 
and the note after the proposition (G) on p. 176, Theorem 3.3 and the 
note at the bottom of the page 177 in [P]). 
Propos i t i on 4.4 Assume that \X\ > 2. For any two algebras 
(A, cx, d*, )x#ex and (A, sj, t * ) ^ * » 
the following statements are equivalent 
a) (A,cx,dxy)Xtyux ts a CAX and p\, 02 hold, 
b) (A,sļttxy)XlVex is a SAC* and s6, 7I, 72 hold. 
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s a t 0 a = s^t^a whenever aX = flX. ( и ) 
In particular., = (sļ)* in 0Xi 02. Via 7 I , the notion of a support 
applies also to arbitrary SAC's. The following im: īediate consequence 
of Theorem 2.12 and Lemma 2.13 of [P] is crucial (here, and below. If 
stands for 'locally finite ,). 
Proposition 4.5 Every LfSACy is commutative. 
Now it follows that the classes LfCAy and LfSACy are definitional^' 
equivalent and may be considered as indistinguishable; the more so as 
any cylindric homomorphism is an SAC п о т о т о г р Ы з т and vice versa. 
See also Theorem 5.4. 
5 Transformation algebras 
Prom the viewpoint of their structure, cylindric and relational alge­
bras are too far from each other to be handily compared immediately. 
To reduce this difficulty, we now proceed from CA's to transformation 
algebras. Transformation algebras were introduced by the way by Hal­
mos, and studied by Leblanc in [L]. Roughly, a transformation algebra 
is a if­act with К the transformation monoid of some set. For our pur­
poses, it is more convenient to deal only with finite transformations. 
Following the tradition, we should use ļhe term 'quasi-transformation 
algebra' in this case. However, we do not, partly because the difference 
vanishes as far as locally finite algebras (of infinite dimension type) are 
considered. 
We first introduce sotnt, additional conventions concerning trans­
formations. The notation (y\/x\A.,Уп/хп) stands for a finite trans­
formation q such that eda С { x i , . . . , x n } and axi = yv for every i. 
We call a replacement any transformation of kind (y/x), and a trans­
position any transformation of kind (xty) := {y/xyx/y). Every finite 
transformation can be produced as a composition of a finite number of 
replacements and transpositions (see [Cr], p. 10); we shall refer to this 
fact as to the decomposition property (DP). 
Definition 5.1 Suppose that X С V. By a transformation algebra 
of dimension X, or ТА*, we shall mean any Trx­act. А ТА* with 
conjugates, or а TAC*. is defined in accordance with Definition 2.1. 
In a TAC*, the Proposition 2.2(c) can be concretized as follows: 
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Indeed, assume thai a and p satisfy the condition, and choose ip £ 
Tr(X) such that <py 6 P"xy when у € aJf. Then fitpa = a. Like­
wise, p — афр for some ф G Тг(Л'). Now the equality follows from 
Proposition 2.2(c). 
Clearly, the reduct of a TACx obtained by omitting all operations 
s a and t e but those with a a replacement is an SACjŗ. In particular, 
the notion of a support can be transferred to TA's and TAC's. Also, 
quantifiers can be defined in TAC's according to (7I) and (a l ) ; more­
over, Propositions 4.5 and 4.4 imply that a TACy can be converted into 
a cylindric algebra (hence, a quantifier one as well). 
Now we are going to show that any locally finite SACy can be 
expanded to a TACy. 
By (9), any operation of a JAy has the conjugate, for the 
transposition is inverse to itself. Moreover, ( s^^)* = Now the 
following proposition holds on the strength of the DP, «JŽ and (2). 
Proposition Б.2 If every operation **$\л\ of a TAy A has the conju­
gate, then A is a TACy. 
Let a := (y i / x i » ­ * ­ lb / x » ) be a finite transformation. For any 
element a of a locally finite substitution algebra A , we set 
here the variables z i , . . . ,z» are supposed to be distinct from each other 
and from Zb...,x»,|n>­•­>?»» and such that a does not depend on 
them. In [G, §4], it is shown that s a e does not depend on the chabe 
of zi , . . . , z* . Therefore, looking over all elements of A, we can define 
an operation sa on A. Actually the first statement of the following 
proposition is implicit in [G]; see also [HMT, 1.11.9, 1.11.11, 1.11.12]. 
The other one follows from Proposition 5.2. 
Proposition 5.3 An algebra (A,sa)ač2>M is a locally finite JAy iff its 
reduct (A, s(,/*))*.j€V ** a locally finite SAy and 61 holds for all a and 
appropriate z i , . . . , z». Moreover, if one of the algebras .admits conju­
gates, then so does the other. 
Now we can state in what sense the concept of a TAC is equipollent 
to those of the proceeding section. We call two categories L and M 
indistinguishable if there is an isomorphism F\L —> M such that Fa = 
a for every a € MorL. A typical example is provided by the categories 
of Booiean algebras and Boolean rings with unit. 
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Theorem 5.4 The dosses LfCAy, LfSACy and LfTACy. considered as 
categories, are indistinguishable. 
P r o o f . As to the first two of the classes, the result was essen­
tially established at the end of §4. It is clear from the above dis­
cussion that the transfer from-a TACy ( A ) s a 1 t a ) a € 7 > t f to its reduct 
(A,S(_y*)» t(i /*)) x^€V yields a one-to-one correspondence between classes 
LfTACy and LfSACy. Of course, every TAC-homomorphism is an SAC-
homomorphism between the corresponding SAC's. By «51, any SAC-
homomorphism h between locally finite algebras preserves all opera­
tions s a . By the DP, a2 and (2), every operation XQ of an LfTACy can 
be decomposed into a product of operations of kind t . j and t(Xļ3fy since 
= h preserves t e as welL Thus it is a TAČ-homrmorphism, 
and we have proved that LfSACy and LfTACy are indistinguishable. • 
We still derive some more properties of TAC's which will be used 
in further sections. -
Lemma 5.5 Assume that A is a TACy. a € TrVl Z 6 RT, and that 
c? is the operation defined on A by al and 7I . Then 
(a) Cļū = s e t e a if rana = Ž, 
(b) s ac*o = cs if edor С Z, 
(c) cgsaa = if Z Л rana = %, 
(d) c*s aa = s ac*a if Z П (eda U era) w 0. 
Proof, (a) Assume that Z and a satisfy the condition. By 11, 
we may consider a to be idempotent. Then Z = eda. Now if Z = 
and a = {vt/xuyiļz2b...%y»/2tt)% then ъ ф ул for all* 
and j , and a = (yw/z») • * * (|n/*i). Taking (a l ) , (7I), s5, Propositon 
4.5 and вб, a2 and a2Y into account, we infer that 
= = - C t J a s ^ - ^ t J •••£«. = set„a. 
(Ъ), (с), (d) are proved similarly, or they can be derived as partic­
ular cases from Theorem 1.1 LI 2(vi) of [HMT]. • 
Given a TACy A , it is easy see that every subset (in fact, a 
Boolean algebra) A\X := {a € A:X supports a) is closed under those 
operations %a with a € TV*: if a € A\Xy then c,a = a for у g Xt 
and we have that c,s aa = * a c,a = %a by (d). Using the dual of (d), 
we likewise obtain that A\X is closed also under ail operations \a with 
a € 3FVjt> We call the algebra Ax := (A\X,%a%ta)a^Trx the neat X-
reduct of A . 
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6 Heterogeneous cylindric algebras 
This section is "optional* in the sense that heterogeneous cylindric 
algebras are not concerned to the subsequent section directly. How­
ever, several constructions and methods considered here will be used 
afterwards in a less familiar context. 
Definition 6.1 A heterogeneous CAy, or HCAy, is an algebra 
(AxJYX,SXY)xcYera; (12) 
where each Ax := {Ax,ciX\<i^)XiyĒx W <* CA* and, for all X,Y,Z, 
h i : fYX is a homomovphism from Ax to the X-reduct of A y , 
h 2 : fZYfYXa= fzxa, 
h3: gXYfYxa=a, 
h4: fYX9XYb = c^xb, 
ЧгчД being the operation defined in A y according to a l . 
Observe that each algebra {Ax,c^)zcx in a HCAy is a QAjr. 
Heterogenous CA's first appeared in [Zļ. Zlatos* original axiom 
system included also 
h6: f x x a = a, 
Ьв: c ( , y ) f Y X a = fYXa if x e Y \ A'. 
However, h5 follows from the above axioms by Propositions 6.8 (see 
below) and 2.2(b), while h6 w^s shown superfluous in [C4, item (3.6)]: 
by h4, h2, h3 , h2, 
4y> f Y x a = /У(У\{*))д(У\{*})У f x a = 
fy(y\[*})g(y\{*))yfr(y\{*})f(y\{*})xa = fY(y\(*})f(y\{*})xa = jYXa 
It was proved in [Z, Theorem 1] that the concepts of a locally fini e 
C A a n d a h e t G r o g e n e Ō u s Č f l a r e e q u i p o l l e n t i n t h e f o l l o w i n g 
s t r i c t s e n s e . 
T h e o r e m 6.2 The categories LfCAy and HCAy are equivalent. 
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We sketch a somewhat different proof of this theorem, several 
details of which will be referred to in the last section. 
First, a komomorphism from a HCAy A to another HCAy A 1 is, 
as usual for heterogeneous algebras, a family Ф := (<px- X € RT) of 
CA-homomorphisms (fxi Ax —> A'jŗ such that for all XyY with X С Y 
,л *YX „ _ {1УХ1Л л , л nXY „ _ JXY Irs „ 
<PYJ a= J <pxa% 4>xQ a - g фуа. 
Ф is an identity homomorphism if all ipx- A x —• A'x are identity ho­
momorphisms, and the composition of two HCAy­homomorphisms is 
also defined componentwise. Ф is said to be an isomorphism if all i+>x 
are bijective. 
We call a HCAy flat if Ax С Ay whenever X С Y and every 
monomorphism fYX is the embedding that realizes this inclusion. In 
this case the axioms h i , h2 become trivial while h3 and h4 reduce to 
equalities 
gXYa=a if a £ Ax and gXYb = c^yb if ft e Ay, (13) 
respectively. Moreover, then 
dg> = d£> a n d c W a = cLy)a (14) 
for ж, у € X С Y and a € Ajŗ. The proof of the following proposition 
is straightforward; we only note that this is where h5 is needed. 
Proposition 6-3 Every algebra from HCAy is isomorphic to a flat al­
gebra. Moreover, the category HCAy is equivalent to its full subcategory 
determined by flat algebras. 
Now we associate with every flat HCAy A an algebra AL* := 
(A , c r , d x , ) X ļ , € y by setting 
eO: A = \J(AX:X € ЯТ) , 
e l : c9a = сяХ^а for some X € RT such that a G Ax aud x € Хл 
£2: d», = d^ ) with а, у * 
By (14), definitions ( e l ) and (e2) are unambigous: any X which satis­
fies the conditions may be used. Conversely, given a locally finite CAy 
A , we construct an algebra AF := [Ax*fYX.gXY)xcYeRr as follows: 
£0: А д := A\X is the neat X­reduct of A , 
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Cl: f Y X is the embedding of Ax into Ay, 
C2: gXY is the restriction of cy\x to Ay. 
Proposition 6.4 (a) If A is a flat HCAy A , then ALf is a LfCAy аш* 
{ALf)F = A . 
(b) If A is a LfCAy A , dien AF is a flat HCAy and (A*)** = A . 
Proof, (a) Assume that A is a flat HCAy. Clearly, A L ' G CAy, for 
any finite number of elements of A belongs to some Ax - To verify that 
ALf is locally finite, it sufficies to show that X supports a whenever 
o € A x . L e t a € A * , s 0 X and X U {x} С Y . Then in A, dY)fYXa = 
fYxa by h6, i.e. c s a = a in A ^ . 
We have just seen that Ax С A|X. Conversely, if b € A]X, then 
Суд = Ь whenever у g X. There is Y e RT such that b 6 Ay and 
X С У; so we have 6 = Cyy^ft = c^xb. By h4* then b = / y * a far 
some a £ Ax; since A is flat, we conclude that b € Ax­ Therefore, 
A\X = A^. Now it is easily seen that Ax is the neat X­reduet of A 1 ' ' , 
indeed, and that (Cl), (C2) hold as well. 
(b) Straightforward. • 
This is a routine job to check that if {<px>X € RT} is a HCAy­
homomorphism from A to A' , then the mapping tp := \J((px'X€RT) 
is a homomorphism between the respective CAy's. Conversely, if tp is a 
CA­homomorphism from A to A', then the family (tp\X:XERT) is a 
homomorphism between the respective HCAy's. These transformations 
are mutually inverse; therefore, we come to 
Proposition в.Б The category LfCAy is isomorphic to that of flat 
HCAv'8. 
Now Theorem 6.2 follows from Propositions 6.3 and 6.5. 
Returning to the structure of a HCAy, we note that the following 
result was proved in [С4]. 
Proposition 6.6 Assume that A is an algebra of kind (12) and that 
each Ax of the form ( A x , c ^ ) z c j r ­ Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) every Ax is a QAx and hl­h4 hold, 
(b) (Ax,/™,fir* r)xcV€/*r is а ВААС(ЛГ), and h3, h4 as well 
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Ь7: fYixnr)g{xnY)xa = gYZfzxa 
hold. 
The conditions listed in (b) correspond to items (2.1), (4.2) and (2.3) 
in [С4]. h3 can even be omitted: an instance of h7 (with X — Y) gives 
fXXgkxa _ gX2jZXa^ ^ ^3 follows by al and al*. On the other 
hand, a weakened form 
h 8 . jY{X(\Y)g{XnY)Xa = gY(XUY)j(XUY)Xa 
of h7 would suffice: 
gY2 jZXa = gY(XVY)g(XUY)Z jZ(XUY) j(XOY)X д = 
gY(XUY)f{XVY)Xa = jY(XnY)g(Xr\Y)Xn 
by a2 and a2\ h3, h8. 
Remark 6.7 Thus, а ВААС(ЯГ) that satisfies h7 may be treated as 
a wquantifier­freen heterogeneous quantifier algebra, h4 being m^ioly a 
definition of quantifiers. If endowed with diagonal elements in all A x ' s 
(subject to appropriate axioms involving only operations / and g )y surh 
an .RT'­act becames essentially a heterogeneous cylindric algebra. For 
a class of algebras defined along these lines, see [C3j. 
7 Equivalence of RelAv's and LfCAv's 
Now we are almost ready for proving the following result which shows, 
in particular, that the concept of a relational algebra is properly de­
fined. 
Theorem 7.1 The category RelAy is equivalent to LfCAy. 
We still need only one lacking link—heterogeneous TAC's! We 
shall imitate Definition 12; however, there is a trouble with quantifiers 
(Y\ 
in the axiom h4. If we define cx ' according to (7I), the case Y = 
{x} makes no sense while quantifiers Cy^  prove to be unrelated with 
operations of the algebras A y . For this reason, we use a different 
definition, restrict h4 and add one more axiom instead. 
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1 Jefi nit ion Y.2 A heterogeneous TACy, or HTACy, is an algebra 
(Ax,fYX)gXY)xcYeRT> 
where each A x •= (Ax Д*\т . 1 Х ^) а € у Г х *» a TACx and> for all X,Y,Zt 
the axioms h i ­ h 3 , 
h4n fYxgXYa ^ c^x for X ф 0, 
o.ud 
h9: fY*g*xa = gYix"Y) f(XUY)X j f x щ у = ļ 
hold, the operations Cy^x in h4i being defined by 
rj 1: c{YJx = sL r )tLV ), where aY = X. 
Note that h9 is included in h8. By Lemma 5.5(a), the right-hand 
aide of (я1) does not depend on the choise of a. 
Now let A be any HTACy. We set 
r/2: cļT^a = gYZCy^fzya, where Z is a proper superset of Y. 
Then 
С(У) = gYZc(Z) f Z Y Q = gYZ fZ(Z\Y)g(Z\Y)Z fZYa = 
fyg42\r)jiZ\Y)*g%Ya = fY*g*Ya 
by (n2)y h 4 i s h9, h3. Therefore, the operations C y ^ are also well-
defined. Moreower, we conclude that h4 holds in A in full extent and 
that every fYX is a homomorphism from ( A x , c^^zcx to (Ay , c^)zcx-
At last, the proof of he remains valid, and h5 again is a consequence 
of the following lemim*. 
Lemma 7.3 ГЛе Boolean part (Ax>fYX*gXY)xcYeBT of the algebra 
AisaSAAC(RT). 
P r o o f . For X nonempty, h4i implies that every g^Y is isotone 
together with (see (4)): 
6, < ь3 =• < $ Ц = > / y V y * i < fYXgXYb> * а х Ч х < f b . 
It immediately follows from (n2) that also every ty^ is isotone, and 
even extensive: by (tļ2\ (5), h3: 
Jfc = g Y l l c ^ f 2 Y a > g Y 2 f Z Y a = a. 
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Sa ~ s a » 
t W _ .XX 
Then all mappings д г у are isotone as well in a similar way. and v-ъ 
apply Proposition 2.2. • 
The following theorem is the counterpart of Theorem 6.2 aud h 
proved after the same fashion. 
Theorem 7.4 The categories LfTACy and HTACy are equivalent. 
The definition of a homomorphism between HTACy's can be mod 
elled after that of the previous section. Instead of el and e2 we now 
use the definitions 
el ' : saa = s^a for some X € RT such that a G Ax and at G TRx • 
e2'r Xaa = X(Y)a for some X RT such that a G Ax and a G TRx • 
Of course, (r/1) implies that ( e l ) follows from (e l ' ) and ( e 2 ' ) . 
Furthermore, when proving the TAC­analogue of Proposition 6.4, 
we must pay more attention to the inclusion A\X С Ax- 1 he point is 
that the equality b = Сууд/j = c ^ x 6 presupposes that the operation? 
cY\x and Cy^x satisfy­(al). But this is the case: ALf is a QAy (see 
the note just after the proof of (11)) , and therefore every (Лу,с^ ])7c\ 
is a QAy. 
Now we move to relationships between HTACy's and RelAy's. 
Let us correlate an algebra AH :=? ( A x , / y x , f l Y v ) x c V € H T with 
every RelAy Л := (AXisYX ttXY)XtY€RT, *еГг(х,У) by sating 
00: Ax = (АхЛ^Л^осТтх, vvhere 
01: 
62: 
as well as 
03: fYX = sYX, 
04: gXY = xfY. 
Therefore, AH is merely a reduct of A. Also, let us corre'ite an al­
gebra A * := (Ах^х,гхг)х^втъ a€Tr(x,v) with every HTACy A :=* 
(AxifYX>gXY)xcYeRT by setting 
lO: Ax is the Boolean algebra underlying Ax, 
11: s Y X = g Y U s ^ f u x , 
i2: t » = ^ t ? ) / w e 
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where U in ( Л ) , (i2) is selected so that XUY Č U. The two definitions 
are correct: sYX and XXY do not depend on U. For example, since 
a 6 Тг(хиу> we have by h2 and its dual, h i , h3 : 
gYVs[U)jUXa _ ^ У ( Т и у у д Г и П ^ ) f V ( X U Y ) j { X U Y ) X a _ 
^У(ДГи1Г)^(ЛСиК)1/ ^ ( X u y ) s ( X u K j j ( * u y ) * 0 _ gY(Xl.S)s(XuY) j{XUY)X^ 
aud likewise for (i2). (Actually, (*2) is the dual of (Л) . ) In particular, 
SYX = gYYs(Y)jYX = fYX b y ^ h 5 т А ^ d u a l ļ m d a . Therefore, 
we have 
Mft s y * = / y \ 
and, similarly, 
t 2 ' : tfv = < r * y . 
T h e o r e m 7.Б (a) / / A is a RdAy, *Леп А я is a HTACy and ( А я ) я = 
A . 
(b) If A is a HTACy, then AB is a RelAy and ( А л ) д = A . 
Proof, (a) Assume that A is a RelAy. First of all, then every 
Ax in AH is a TACjŗ (obvious) and every Boolean homomorphism 
fYX preserves also the operations siX^ and tax^: by (01)-(04) and r7, 
we have 
fYXJX)„ _ JYXJLX„ _ е У Х л _ ^УУ^УХ _ JX)fYX„ 
and the other identity fYxt^b = XiY)fYXb is r l 4 . So h i is valid 
in A H . Furthermore*h2 is included in r7, and hS is r l 2 . Finally, 
we obtain h4ļ by Proposition 2.2(c): oviously, ( Y Y ) = ( Y x ) ( Y X ) and 
( Y X ) = (Г'Н™) f o r e o m e 9 8 4 c b t n a t £ x € оГхх whenever x G X . By 
(03) and (04), h9 is included in r l S . 
So А я is a HTACy. Furthermore, by (01)-(04), r7 , r7, r l 2 , 
JYVAV) rUX - _ +YUJ)VAJX„ +YVJJX„ + У 1 / Д , П л _ „ У * 
i.e. (tl) holds, and likewise (t2) can be checked. We have proved (a). 
To prove (b) , assume that A € HTACy and apply Proposition 
3.5. It follows immediately from definitions (el) , (i2) and (2) that 
the operations sYX and XXY of А л are conjugate. Furthermore, rlO 
follows by (8) from hS while r l S and r ! 4 are included in h8 and h i , 
respectively (by (*!') and (L2*)). Finally, as to r l and r7 , it is handily 
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to assume that the algebra A is fiat and then transfer the problem to 
the corresponding TACy. 
If the initial HTACy is flat, the equations (e l ) , (e2), when trans­
ferred to the corresponding TACy ( A , s f l , t a ) a € 7 y w , read there as follows: 
« а * * = Cu\Y*a*> t * 4 = щхХаЬ (15) 
for a в A\X% b 6 A\Y and U D X U Y (see (13)) . We assume that 
U = XUY. Now, by (15), r l , Lemma 5.5(c), e l l , (15) 
* a * ( ­ f l ) = ct /\ys a ( ­a) = С ( / Х у ( ­ в а а ) = 
By (15), Lemma 5.5(c), a2 , 15 , if XyY,Z С £/, 
ZY YX ZX 
Sp sa a = cV\2sficu\Zsaa — Cu\zSesaa = c ^ s ^ a = spa a. 
So A * is a RelAy. Furthermore, s y * a = gYYs{Y)fYXa = f Y X 
by (e l ) , the dual of h6, a l , i.e. (03) holds, and likewise (04) can b e 
checked. • 
R e m a r k 7.6 In Proposition 3.5, r l S could be replaced by its partic­
ular case 
r l 5 : s v *tj*a = \YZs*xa if X and У are disjoint 
obtained by setting X — 0 and appropriate relettering of types. Indeed, 
in the proof of (a) only r l 4 , r l S and r l 2 (i.e. r lO) were used along 
with wRelAy axioms. Moreover, r l 3 was only needed to justify h9. 
Therefore, axioms of HTACy are derivable from r l ­ г б , r7 , rlO, r l 4 , 
r l 5 , and we already have proved in (b) that r l S holds in any HTACy. 
Note that, in fact, r l 5 is, essentially, the same h9. 
Obviously, every homomorphism between two RelAy's is also a ho­
momorphism between the respective HTACy's, and vice versa. There­
fore, we have 
T h e o r e m 7.7 The categories HTACy and RelAy are indistinguishable. 
Together with Theorems 5.4 and 7.4, this leads to Theorem 7.1. 
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т р а д и ц и о н н ы е а к с и о м а т и з а ц и и 
Аннотация. П о к а з а н о , ч т о н е с к о л ь к о н е т р а д и ц и о н н ы х к л а с с о р а л ­
г е б р , связанных с л о г и к о й п е р в о г о п о р я д к а , д е ф и н и ц и а л ь н о э к в и в а л е н т н ы 
к л а с с у л о к а л ь н о конечных ц и л и н д р и ч е с к и х а л г е б р . 
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CORRECTIONS TO MY PAPER 
"AN ALGEBRAIZATION OF the FIRS! ORDER LOGIC WITH 
TERMS" 
Jānis Cīmlis 
Abet гас t. We present an improved hst of axioms for term systems and correct a 
number of misprints in [1]. 
AMS 1991 Subject Oaserfcatioo 03G15. 
We assume thct the reader is familiar wiih [1] and has a copy of that 
paper before him/her. 
1. In §1 of [1], we proposed a formalization of substitutions in term 
algebras. It turned out Kter that a couple of inaccuracies are acquitted 
in subsequent considerations and that the axiom system T1-T4 is, in 
fact, insufficient for substantia' ing a technical device used in §2. Afe owe 
Z. Diskin for indication that there was something wrong. 
The problems are concerned with the notation [wj/xi , . . . , wm/xm\w 
introduced on p. 132 just after the proof of Lemma 2 2. First we have 
overlooked that it requires a special justification in the case m = 1, for 
the notation [v/x]w was aheady used on the previous pages on its own 
rights as a shortening for sK(v,w) (see p. 128). What is needed here is 
the conditional identity suggested by (2.1) 
T': [v/y][y/x]w = [v/x]w if wind у and у ф x. 
T ' can be modified and given the form of a pure identity (see oelow) . 
Furthermore, to justify the notation āwy also introduced on p.132, 
v e must be aware that, for example, [wi/xi]w — [w\ļxi^w-x/x^w when 
W2 = З2. Difficulties of tk :s kind are eliminated by m ^ ans of th *• identity 
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[x/y][y/x]w = w if windу and у ф x. 
By T\ it may be reduced to 
T" : \xlx)w = w. 
The following is the corrected axiom list of term systems in tbe 
original notation of [1]. 
T l : sK(v,xK) = t>, 
T2: s A ( t > , x * ) = x* if А ф к , 
T3: s,.(xK,v) = vy 
T4: s A ( v , s K ( x A , S A ( x ^ , t u ) ) ) = sk(ii,sa(x№,10)} if А ф / e , / i and к ф / i , 
T5: 5 л ( г » , 5 я ( ­ л , = з л(ха, w) if Л ф /с, 
Т6: s ^ f r ^ u ^ s ^ v . t o ) ) = 
s « ( s A ( s « ( x M , t i ) , v ) ) S A ( s < e ( x / t , t i ) > t i ? ) ) if А ^  and к ф / i . 
Here, ТЗ = Т " , is ъЬе equational version of Т\ and T l , T2, T5, Т6 
are respectively the axioms T l , T2 , T 3 , 1 4 of [1]. 
Meantime we have learned ггэл [5] that a similar axiom system has 
been studied by N. Feldman already in [4]. This system (proposed by 
C. Pinter in 1972 for essentially the same purposes: to characterize sub 
stitutions in t j . m algebras) is not properly equational; however the two 
non­equational axioms A4 and A6 of [4| can be given a form of an eqva­
tio.i in the same maiJie.­ as T ' above (then A6 Ьесаыев our TC). It is easy 
to show that the two axiom systems are equivalent uiider tlie assumption 
of local Hnitei ass—see the paper by A. Silionova in thL volume. 
2. While investigating relationships between two axiomatizatiors 
of cylindric algebra*» with tjrms [lj,[5] 4 A. Silionova noticed that there is 
a troupe with Lerrma 3.12(i) in [1]. Really, the Cjdom D!2 should read 
like the axiom (c) in [3], §2: 
Г>!2: d„u, = j f ( d w A d w ^ if o,windz* 
This axiom, as well as D!3 and D!4, is not a pure identity. However, 
all of chem can be given a form of an equation in the same way as T* 
was. E.g , D!2 \? equivalent to 
d([r'*M(ly/«i«») = 5*(d*7ji4«) л whero уфт. 
We tak' tht. opportunity to note tLat originally the iollowing single 
generalization of D2 did the job of D?2 and D!4 (see [2]): 
C j ' d u v А сЯЬ1) ­ d([u;j]t»v(w/j]«) • wind* . 
It is somewhat weake. than ­he axiom (e) in [5]. 
3. also correct the most unpleasant misprints in [lļ. 
Proof of Lemmr 2.2: in th'4 displayed formulas, т#Ш *[wmfym] • -
for %[wmļym ­Л 
Proof of Lemma 2.3: in the displayed eruality, o»nit t h e l a s t 'J1 at 
the end of the first line and the first V at the b e g i a n i n T of t h e >cbnd 
line. 
Read T S ' for 'ST* and for 'ST' at t h o bottom of p. 133. 
Read 'suoalgebra* for 'superalgebra' in Delinition 3.11. 
Omit the %st equality sign in 140ц. 
Replace '198Г by '1986' in ref. [С1]. 
R.ad 'State' for 'Scientific' in refs [C4] and [C6ļ. 
Read 'Ukrainian' for 'UkraHan' and replace 1980' by 1988' in ref 
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J. Clroli. Labojui~j manam rakstam " А д algebrai!ation of first order 'ogic with terms". 
A n o t f i c ^ a . Tiek koriģēts termu sistēmu aksinmn saraksti un islabotas daias 
iftdpiedklūdas darb& [1]. 
Я . Цирулис . Исправления к м о е й с т а т ь е *An algebrabaliou of first order logic with 
terms". 
А н н о т а ц и я . К о р р и г и р у е т с я с п и с о к акся ы т е р н о в ы х систем из [1] и 
и с п р а в л я ю т с я гежоторые опечатки. 
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SUBSTITUTIONS IN TERM ALGEBRAS: 
EQUIVALENCE OP TWO AXIOMATIZATIONS 
A. Si l i o n o v a 
A b s t r a c t . We p r o v e t h a t t h e a x i o m s y s t e m o f t e r m s y s t e m s 
[ 1 . 2 ] a n d t h a t o f s u b s t i t u t i o n a l g e b r a s [ 3 3 a r e e q u i v a l e n t i n 
t h e c a s e o f l o c a l l y f i n i t e n e s s . 
AMS 10О1 S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n ; p r i m a r y 0 8 A 4 0 , s e c o n d a r y 
0 3 G 1 3 . 
We a d d u c e t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f t e r m s y s t e m f r o m 113 С w i t h 
c o r r e c t i o n s f r o m С23Э and t h a t o f s u b s t i t u t i o n a l g e b r a f r o m 
{ 3 3 . We b o r r o w t h e n o t a t i o n o f [ 1 3 . 
L e t о b e a f i x e d o r d i n a l . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . A term. «ytt«m o f d i m e n s i o n a i s a n a l g e b r a 
T : «• ^9лж^жм^я<0к s u c h t h a t e a c h i s a b i n a r y o p e r a t i o n o n 
Wt e a c h Xg i s a n e l e m e n t o f W a n d t h e f o l l o w i n g c o n d i t i o n s 
a r e f u l f i l l e d f o r a l l /J,«,X < щ 
Tl: " 
T 2 : e x C u > X « 5 * x * » w h e r e X * a , 
ТЭ» t^Cx^.v) ­ w» 
T 4 : s x < w % e e C x x , e x C x ^ , w 5 5 > a i ^ C w . ^ C ^ , ! * ) ) , w h e r e X * 
and ч * j i , 
ТВ: a ^ s ^ C x ^ . x O ^ C v . w ) } ­
= « ^ С в ^ в ^ С х ^ . и З . и ^ . я ^ С в ^ С х ^ . и ) . ^ ^ ) , 
w h e r e X * * , р a n d » * ĻI. a 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . A mubsti tut хот algebra o f d i m e n s i o n ct i s 
a n a l g e b r a S : ­ C ^ a ^ . x ^ ) ^ s u c h t h a t e a c h i s a b i n a r y 
o p e r a t i o n o n V , e a c h x ^ i s ­in e l e m e n t o f V a n d t h e f o l l o w i n g 
c o n d i t i o n s a r a f u l f i l l e d f o r a l l м . * . Х < a : 
A l : я^Си.х^Э ­ w, 
A2: в х с « , х ж ) ч x ^ , where X * * , 
5* 
A3: * х с*ж>»> = J* 
А4г I f s x C u , u 5 ~ v f o r ­ i l l u € V , th^­n 
A5: s^Cs^C u , гг) ^ s^C V , u , Э , 
A6: i f s ^ c u , ­ , ) = u f o r a l l и « W9 V h e n 
I t w i l l b e c o n v e n i e n t t o d e n o 1 e a r b i t r a r y v a r i a b l e s b y 
l e t t e r x , y , e , a n d t " w r i t e . [ У х ] ш f o r s ^ C u . w ) w h e r e x ­ x ^ . 
We r e f e r t o t h e e l e m e n t s o f V a s t o t « r m s a n d t o t h o s e o f t h e 
s e t X : = *<°*> ~ a s t o var : a b i е л , t n e t e r . s ^ C u . w ) i s 
s a i ­ i • i b e L h e r e s u l t o f s u b s t i t u t i o n t­ f v f o r x i n w. 
к 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . We s a " " t h a t :> t e r m и i s \ mete pendent o ^ th«l 
vari a b l e x i -i a t e r m s y s t e m *" C i n a s u b s t i t u t i o n a l g e b r a SD» 
w 1 n d x, i n s h r* , i f [ и / х ] ш = w f o r a n y J e W. T h e tc.­rt* 
s y s t e m / ' С t h e s u b s t i t u t i o n a l g e b r a S3 i t s e l f i s s a i d t o b # 
Ir-rctllv finite, i f e v e r y t e » ­ m d s p e n d s o n l y o n a f i n i t e number 
o f vi.. ' i a b i e s . о 
N o t e L h s t , b o t h i n T a n d i n S» I f a > 1 . t h e n 
w i n d x *• C\ ' x J w = w f o r sortie у * x С v 3 
( s e e T h e o r e m 2 . 1 i n r 33 a n d t h e o b s e r v a t i o n a f t e r C I . 2 ) ir» 
r 1 3 > . 
Now T l — T O a n d Al ­ ­AO may b e r e v . ­ i t t c n a s f o l 1 ^wal 
T 4 ' a n d Т е * a r e r e . ­ l l y n o t J u s t o t h e r w o r l i n g ^ o f T4 a n d T o 
b u t a r e e q u i v a l e n t t o t n e m t>/ Ю ) : 
Tl 1 = Al • : [ v / x l x = u . 
T2» = A2" • C u / y l t = x , w h e r e у Й x , 
T^» = A 3 » : [ x / x 3 v ­ t>. 
T £ » . £ v / у З t y / х З w • l v / x l » , w h e r e у * x a n d w i n d у 
A 4 ! : I v ' y J I y / < l w = I v / y M t v ' x J w , w h e r e i n d y , 
T3* .­ t v / ' x M y / x l w = f ) » / x ] w , w h e r e x * •, 
A 5 * : [ v / х З С us: Зъ> С t v / х З u / X j **, 
TS» = A 6 * : Г j / y } [ ^ / x l w ­ f [ u ^ y } v / x 3 ' u / y 3 w h e r e x * у 
a n d tl i n d x . 
I f i i o v ^ n d ^ i n whe I a r t e q u a l i t y , t.ien 
[ ' j / y 3 C u / x 3 w =• С ^ / x 3 I u / y l * * : C**0 
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<and, p r o v i d e d t h a t a > 2 , 
u , u i n d у C u / x l w i .id у i f x я* у , С к < Ю 
C a g a i n , b o t h i n T a n d i n £ 0 . 
I n t h e r e s t we c o n s i d e r ­ h a t ct > to. 
T h e o r e m 4. I f Г i s l o c a l l y f i n i t e , t h e n A l — A 6 h o l d . 
P r o o f . T h * a s s e r t i o n s Al • , A2» , A3 • , AP» ^ o i i . c i d a w i t h , t h e 
a x i o m s T l » , T 2 » , T 3 I , Т в » , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Now we p r o v e ­ t h a t AS* 
h o l d s i n T. L e t у b e a v a r i a b l e d i s t i n c t f r o m x a n u s u c h t h a t 
u>v i n d y . T h e n b y T4* , To"* , T 5 » , T 4 * , 
t v / x 3 C u / x 3 w = [ *»>/x] С u / у З С у/хЗъ> = С Г v x 3 u / у З I v / x ) I у/хЗ^у ­
= [ t v / х З v y S t y / x 3 v • ГГ. и / х З и / х З w. 
A l s o , А4> h o l d s i n Т. L e t г * x , y > s u c h t h a t г>,ъ> in~1 г . I f 
w i n d y , T h e n _>y . Т / » , Т 6 ' T l • > С « О » T 6 • , T l • , T 4 * 
Г. u / у З E у / х З ъ * = [ и / я З Е г / у З E y / x 3 \ * » ~ Си/вЗГ С z / у З у / х З С £ / у З w ­
= [ v / з З С г / у З Е а / х З и » ~ [ [ и / а ] г / у ] ( и / я ! I а / х ] w * 
= Г и / у 3 Г и / » 3 [ в / х З w » С и / у 3 [ и / х З ш. • 
T h e o r e m 3 . T f S i s l o c a l l y f i n i t e , t h e n T l — T S h o l d . 
P r o o f . T h e a s s e r t i o n s T l 1 , "^2* , " 3 » , T 6 * c o i n c i d e w i t h t h e 
a x i o m s M • , A 2 » , A 3 » , А О » , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Now we p r o v e t h a t IV* 
h o l d s i n S. B y A 5 ' a n d A2» 
С г>/хЗ [ y / х З w = С С и / х З у/лгЗ ь> ­ l у / х З г*>. 
A l s o , А 4 ' h o l d s i n Т. L e t 2 ЙР x , y s u c h t b a t >o у i n d 2 . I f 
W i n d y , t h e n Ь*' С***Ъ , A 4 » , A 4 » , С * * ­ 0 , A 4 » , С м м О . 
Г. u / y j [ y / x 3 u » = Ct ^ « 3 C v / y 3 C y / x ) w J* 
ж E и / г З С г / у З С yv:<)fc> = t и / а З С в / у З С е / х З w = 
­ t t i / s K s / x l w ­ E u / * 3 E u / ­ ; 3 v * Еъ/х">и>. • 
T h e r e f o r e , i n t h e c a s e a £ to a n d t h e a l g e b r a d t under 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n e r e l o c a l l y u n i t e , e v e r y t e r m s y s t e m i ^ a s u b ­
s t i t u t i o n a l g e b r a , a i d v i c e v e r s a . 
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iii Older to study logical theories (specifications) and their models, it is often 
nomini tu be free from details of their representation determined by a concrete 
choice of the signature and the Bet of axioms. Algebraic logic, in particular 
categorical logic, supports auch an intention by means of replacing theories by 
algebras, and models - by homomorphisms into similar algebras extracted from 
semantics, what enables one to use powerful machinery of algebraic manipulations. 
The idea goes back to Тагбк! and Lindenbaum; at the beginning of sixties it got a 
иеху aound owing to deep Lawvere'e ideas of replacing theories by categories with 
addirtunal (algebraic!) structure while models - by this-structure-preserving 
functurs into similar semantic categories. 
in practice we often have different algebraizationa c f the same logic. For 
example, first order predicate logic (FOL) can be algebraized by means of polyadic 
or Bylindric algebras in a universal algebra fnshion (Halmos[Ha62], Henkin, Monk 
and Tarski[HMT_I,II]), or, alternatively, by hyper doctrines in a index*:,' category 
tashioi  (Lawvere [Law701, see also Seely[SeeS3]), or, else, by means of logical 
L-ategūiies (logoses, pretoposes etc., see, eg, Makkai and Reyes [MR77D which are, 
in fact, hyperdoctrines constructed internally. 
(/.нар i iter Science brought to life a plenty of logical systems for writing 
spbt'I 'ications; a majority of them can be (and often really done) algebraized in 
one or another v/ay. So, algebraization of logic has become a paradigm whose study 
in a unified general setting looks atrractive and useful. 
The objective of the present paper Is to suggest a framework for such a study, and 
to present some results justifying the approach. In particular, we will give some 
iiUiTitient condition when a certain algebraization of a logic is possible. In 
addition, fulfilment of these conditions in a majority of real logics is easily 
checked, thus, our results г/plato i in a sense, why a logic can be algebraized in 
a certain way. 
Biiefly, the approach is as follows. 
As a formal substitute for a logic we take the familiar notion of institution by 
Goguen and Burstall ([GB84], see also [GB82]). However, aince In the present paper 
our goal consists only in outlining ideas, to simplify things and to avoid 2-
cat gorical machinery, we will deal with the so called discrete institutions when 
in irphieim between models as well as between sentences (ie ( proofs) are not 
considered. That is, by an institution we will mean a quadruple ?*=(Sign,Sen,Mod>) 
where Sign is a category of aigantures, Sen and Mod are functors Sign --> Set and 
Sign u p •-> SET assigning a a m ' 4 eet Sen(t) of aentenaea and a class ModCZ) of 
model* геьр. to each signature ZeObSlgn, finally, Ь Is a function usslgning a 
binary **Щfaction relation • с Mod(T.)*Sen(l) for each siganture I s.t. for each 
digaotu = morphisiu cr: E -•> E7 in Sign and any m'€Mod(V), ņeSend.) one has: 
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where Sen(a) Is again denoted by a while <r* denotes Mad(a). 
Given an institution 5, a specification (or я theory, or a presentation i Is 
defined to be a pair (Е.Ф) with £ a aiganture and Ф a subset of «SV</'"'.). H, 
defining a notion of a specification morphiam in a suitable w?y, one gets the 
corresponding category of specifications over 3, Hpeci'J), equipped with a modrl 
functor Mod*: spec(i ) ~> SET° P. by Mod*(nti) Vм {meMod(Z): mt<p for all уеФ) 
Further, under a specification system we will mean a pair y={Spet\MV/U with Spec ,» 
category and Mdl a functor аз above. 
To be able to speak about algebraization, we need a suitable general notion ot 
algebra. For this end we take the notion of a generalized algebraic theory 
introduced by Cartmell [Ca86]. It is a direct generalization of the usual notion 
of a many­sorted equational theory: its extra generality is achiever! hv 
introduction of sort structures more general than those usually considered, i о 
that sorts may denote sets as is usual, or they may denote families of se!.s, 
families of families of sets or the like. (A basic example is the generalized 
algebraic theory of categories, in which Ob appears as a sort to be interpreted tis 
a set while Horn appears as a sort to be interpreted as a family of sets indexed by 
ObxOb). In more detail, a generalized algebrgic theory T appears as an adjunction 
if\U)i FamJ * j AlgT where AJgT is the (generalized) variety of ^­algebras, 
FamJ is the category of their carrier set structures, V is the underlying functor 
and F is the freely­generated­algebra functor. (For example, if J * 9 the theory of 
categories, then an object of Fam| ia nothing but a family of sets, (H €Set: 
i,/€/), indexed by the Cartesian squire of some set / , while a morphisni between 
two such families, (say, from into Hjp, is a pair (f ,g) consisting of a 
function f mapping I into Г and a family of functions g^ig^S-J^D with g u 
mapping into К д Л ^ In fact, for any T» FamJ is a full subcategory of the 
large category Fam of 6ets, families of sets, families of families of sets e t c 
described by Cartruell. 
Now, an algebraization of a specification system У is defined to be a list of the 
following data. 
A generalized algebraic theory, T, two classes of T algebras. Uh.ModcM^. an 
; G , ( • 
adjunction, a e"=(r\G): Spec Zļ 97i, and an isomorphic natural transformation 
F 
am: Mdl -> F;Hom(-,,Wad) (cf. the definition of categorical logic by Meseguer 
[Me87]). 
+ Further in the paper, this category is also deaoicd by Pres,/ 
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ь, adopting the terminology ct categorical logic, we will call a triple iJt3htMad) 
Eta above a doctrine. Each doctrine D determines a specification system spec(D) 
h. re Spec is УЛ and, given a specification T and a specification morphism т : T--
>T', MdtiT) is U{Hom(T,Af); Memod} and Мо*Дт) is defined by composition. Now we can 
i;- that an algebraization at a specification system У is a pair (2),a) with D а 
• iuciiine and a an algebraizing presentation If --> D, that ' Is, a kind of 
specification morphism from У into spec(2)). 
Note, in categorical logic, given a logic (institution) 5, identifying spec(5) 
A ith a certain spec(Z)) for some doctrine D is the starting point of precise 
Li'bsidetations, while in the framework being developed in this paper just such an 
Identification is a fact which must be proved. The principal idea we will be 
с hi! ^rating is to construct an algebraization of apec(3) out from an 
uljģebraizatian of the very institution 9 the chief notion to be defined in this 
paper. 
in comparison to algebarizatiou of a specification system, to define an 
Institution algebraization one needs a much more involved construction which we 
call a predoctrine, intended to model semantical!у defined logics in a algebraic 
manner Roughly speaking, a predoctrine is again a generalized algebraic theory J 
ы ф Ы with two classes of T-algebras, but now the algebraic theory is assumed to 
i.c endowed with two set-valued functors, FamT --> Set and Z): AlgT --> Set, 
. izTUA, intended to present the following. 
l i a T-algebra A is being thought of as the algebra of expressions (eg, terme) 
generated by some signature E, A^atiglZ), then PUA is to be thought of as the set 
of propositions over E (eg, equations between Г-terms), while if A is being 
thought as semantically generated by some S-model Af, A-a^^CAf) , then VAc9UA is to 
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be thought of as the truth set connected with M (eg, the diagonal of A), ie, МНР 
fin a proposition ip i f f (TUh)<peT)(A) where h^a^Jikt) is the homomorphism a^lZ) 
* *mttfi№ connected with the model Af. 
Actually, by forgetting some additional (algebraic) information, each predoctrine 
J deurinines a (discrete) institution, inat(^), so that there is a forgetful 
i и or tor from the category of predoctrines into the category of institutions. 
NIJA. let Э be an object institution. Briefly speaking, under algebraization of Э 
(in a universal algebra fashion) we mean encoding the components of 9 by 
f a ti I i ties offered by some predoctrine A, in other words, to algebraize Э we 
deoign ь kind of presentation of Э In A. In fact, such a presentation proves to be 
a special kind of institution morphisme a:9 --> uast(J). Thus, algebraization of 
an histitiiti n 9 is defined to be a pair M,a) with A a predoctrine and a an 
algebraizing presentation, in such a case we write a:9 --> A and call the 
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institution algebraizable (by means of a) . 
The main result of the paper can be formulated as follows: every algebraization 
ot:5 --> A of an institution ? gives rise to an algebraizing presentation of the 
associated specification system, a*: sped?) —> Z)[a], where the latter list is 
determined by d and a. 
Now, some general words on the crucial In the paper notion, the notion of 
algebraizabitity of an institution, will be relevant-
Institutions introduced by Goguen and Burstall provide a general algebraic 
framework for describing specifications in . various logical systems. However, the 
pure institutions themselves are rather poor algebraically in the sense that their 
algebraic facilities are exhausted by very general functoriality a sumptions. At 
the same time, as ia well known in software methodology, endowing a complex 
structure with algebraic machinery provides, as a rule, a much more handy and 
efficient way of using or operating the structure. Apparently, the most natural 
and evident way of applying this general principle for institutions is to build 
into the institution framework the old idea of classical algebraic logic in the 
style of Halmos, Tarski and Hen kin: to relate a class С of algebras to the logic L 
in question In such a way that L-models could be considered as homomorphisras from 
syntactically generated С-algebras into C-algebras arising from L-semantics. This 
is just the way we adopt in the paper. An attempt to go along this line was also 
made by Goguen and Burstall who suggested in [GB85] a construction of chartering 
institution. However, in this construction, treatment of the semantic part of an 
institution ia closely connected with Lawvere'a tdea of functorial semantics while 
the basic paradigm o f algebraic logic presumes, besides the model-as-homomorphism 
idea, that the L-satisfaction relation should be determined by assigning a set of 
designated elements to every semantic С-algebra (that is, by converting semantic 
C-algebras into so called logical matrices - in the terminology of Polish school 
of algebraic logic going back to Lukasiewicz and Tarski LT301). 
As rich experience of algebraic logic has shown, such an approach has an immediate 
consequence that L-theories proye to be in a precise correspondence with kernels 
of the above-described homomorphisms an? so are connecting with the corresponding 
quotient algebras (usually called Lindenbaum -Tarski algebras). Thus, 
theory - congruence - quotient-algebra correspondence Is taken in algebraic logic 
very seriously from the very beginning and, in fact, turns algebraic logic into a 
special part of universal algebra (see (ANS92],[Ke90), {Di921 for an explicit 
demonstration of this statement). 
Thia paper is the first in a aeries of works wit a general intention to 
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incorporate the above­outlined methodology into the institution framework and thus 
to "inject" rich intuition (based on a large body of results and experience) of 
algebraizing logics accumulated in classical algebraic logic. (For example, as far 
as I know, there are no powerful results induced by exploiting the idea of 
chartering institution, and, on the whole, the introducing work of Goguen and 
Burstall had taken no development. I can suppose that this is the case just 
because algebraic logic is not very popular in the Institutional Community and so 
the latter is denied very useful guidelines. Indeed, algebraic logic methodology 
immediately gives a bundle of schemes of definitions, constructions and 
presupposed theorems ­ seme of them will be demonstrated in this paper). 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In section 1 we present an algebraization of first order logic in a universal 
algebraic fashion, in fact, very closely to classical algebraization via polyadic 
Boolean algebras due to Halmos [Ha62]. It is hoped that this section provides a 
general motivation for the forthcoming abstract considerations. 
In section 2 the notion of a predoctrine is introduced and an adjunction between 
the category of its theories and a certain class of algebras is stated. In proofs 
of this section there is used standard but often non­evident universal algebraic 
machinery connected with congruence lattices. 
In section 3 we deal immediately with algebraizing institutions and prove the 
above described theorem. 
By the lack of зрасе many intermediate results and proofs are only outlined or 
described informally. 
0 Notation 
Throughout the paper we designate categories by bold letters or abbreviations 
while subclasses of their objects by script letters, these classes can be also 
considered as full subcategories. We shall always assume they are abstract, i.e., 
closed under isomorphisms. SETT is the category of large seta while Set ­ of small 
ones. 
Let К be a category and feMorK. Then we denote the domain of f by o f and the 
codomain by fa . If f ū ­ a g , the composition is denoted by f ;g . If Ми{А)еК=ОЬК then 
the object class of the slice category A/M will be denoted by Horn [A, M). The 
corresponding functor К—>SET°P will be denoted by Нош(­.Л). 
If * is an equivalence on morphisms of К compatible with composition then the 
corresponding quotient category will be denoted by K / « ; note, K / « and К have the 
same object aet and in the paper we will deal only with such quotients. Given an 
adjunction F:K—>L, U:L,—»K between categories К and L with F the left adjoint and 
U the right one, we will also write it as {F\U):K * > L and call also F and U 
the lower and the upper adjoints resp. 
We regard the power­set construction as a functor 1): S e t — ­ » P o s into the 
category of posets. If t:X »Y is a (many­valued) mapping, the associated image 
and preimage mappings will be denoted by f + : f )X—>py and by f J or f: f)Y—>f)X resp. 
Note, actually they make an adjunction with f the upper (right) adjoint and f + 
the lower (left) adjoint. 
D­Set and h­Set denote the concrete categories whose objects are pairs (X,R) 
and morphisms ( # ,R ) »QT,R') are the set mappings f:X »JT s.t. f (R)cR ' where X 
denotes a set and R denotes a designated subset DcX for the former category and a 
consequence relation t­ с JXXxX for the latter. 
Forgetful functors from concrete over Set categories will be uniformly denoted 
by |_ļ, this ambiguity Swill hopefully not be confusing. 
S and P are standard universal algebra operations on classes of algebras 
closures under subalgebraa and products resp. 
Following to traditions of universal algebra, as a rule we will designate the 
carrier set of an algebra and the very algebra by the same letter - a capita! 
italic one. 
1 Motivating considerations: an algebraization of first order logic 
Though this section contains some technical results, the presentation is rather 
informal and incomplete, the point is that the true goal of the section is to 
exhibit only a certain style of algebraizing logics - not details - and, what is 
very important, to develop a definite intuition. So, technically involved 
formulations may be simply skipped without serious tack of understanding. 
1.1 Under first order logic (f.o.l.) we mean the following institution. 
A signature is a pair £«(Op,Pred) consisting of a set Op of one sorted opei atiou 
symbols (with their ari ties) and a set Pred of one-sorted predicate symbols (with 
their aritxes), all aritias are finite. 
Given £ and a countable set of variables Уаг=(х^,1<ы), the set of terms over Op. 
Term(E), and the set of ordinary f.o.l. formulas over E, Forui(E), are built in the 
standard way. Now, our crucial step for algebraization is to identify formulas 
mutually convertible by renaming hound variables (a kind of a»con version, it will 
be denoted by ~ '. and then to turn the collection of all syntactical екргецыюиа 
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(modulo ­<• ) into a two­sorted algebra A=F(£)= ,Si ) (so, the sort set is 
{7\Ф} and the signature is denoted by Si) with the carrier sets T*—Termffi), 
*A«Form(£)A' and the following operation signature (i runs over u): 
xt : 0 — > T, x f ­= ж,, 
S b ^ : TxT—>T, Sb*f(u,n) » v[xt/u], 
л : ФхФ »Ф, л А (ф/а,£ /а) — (ф6гф)/а, 
not: Ф—»Ф, notA{<p/a.) (notf>)/a, 
3^ Ф—»Ф, 3|(у/а) *• [Зхр)/а, 
Sbfļi ТхФ—>Ф, S b / A ( u . ? / a ) - (vUļ /uJl /a . 
(Below we shall omit the superscript A near symbols of sorts and operations). It 
is easy to see that these definitions do not depend on choices of representatives 
in the ^-equivalence classes (and below we shall aVro omit the symbol A* of 
factorization). 
In addition, these operations meet the following equations for all i,/,A<a>, НФ%Ф\% 
and all к,и,ш€Г, р,0,х€Ф (for better readability of the equations below we will 
always use italic and Greek letters above for e'ements of T and Ф resp., instead 
of SbttfUtU) and Sbfļ(vtip) we will write more suggestive [o/i)u and [v/i](pf and, 
finally, use the abbreviations n^j and фц for the expressions \xji\u and [x^/ilp 
reap.): 
(Sbl), \xji\u - u\ \xjt\p ­ Щ 
(Sb2), [u/i]Xi ­ u; 
(Sb3) ( / [u/ihr, ­ x y ; 
(Sb4)i [u/ll|u/ilu, ­ [(u/ilu/40; [v/J]Ii>/l]f> ­ Ци/<]иЛк>; 
ОЯЬДщ 1П 4 1//1[УА1» ­ [IuuZ/WiIvu/jlvi iHu/iHuAhP ­
[[n^yiu/iMuw/ylv; 
(SbP)i iu/i\(utAu2) ­ [u/i]uJA(o/i]u2; (и/Цля? ­ noilo/ify) 
(SbQDj (y/il 3ju ­ Э,и; 
ffibQ2)ljfe [n A i / / l Зц) ­ ЩШ^Ш 
• щ - wfa$m* 
These equations (being considered as identities with variables u,o,u>€T, v,e),xe#) 
determine a variety of two­sorted algebras which in the terminology tradition of 
algebraic logic could be called (finiiary or quasi)polyadic substitution algebras 
(abbreviated to PSA in the singular and PSAs in the plural). In fact , the list of 
identities is an amalgamation of identities for the variety SA of substitution 
algebras o f FeHman (Fe&2] and a modified version of a part of identities for 
poly ad to Boolean algebras of Halmos [Ha 62}. Note, these identities do not concern 
any logical laws as such, they only explicitly describe syntactical rules of 
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substituting and interacting substitutions with quantifiers. 
Note also that, owing to (Sb2) and (Sb3), U) implies х[фх] if only \T\ 1, and we 
shall always assume this condition is fulfilled. So the mapping i ь i acj iīate 
an isomorphism of 6 ) onto the set Var(A) :- {x^: Kw} of A-onriables and wo лЬч11 
often identify i and 
1.2 Definition. Given a PSA A, for any elements и€7\реф we introdure the so 
called dimension sets: 
Д*м :«•= {*<ш: [u/i]u t и for some ueT}. 
Afy> {»<u: [o/i]^> Ф ip for some ueT}, 
and say that u or <p is Independent on i (the i-th variable) if гйД'а, f«A'v 
(below we will often omit superscripts *./ if they can be reconstructed ftpm the 
context). 
From (Sb4), and (Sb3)^, tfj> it follows that. given tee7'. 
[u/l][Xf/i]w " [*,Л]и> for all u€T, i.e., for any u\ ītfu[.r;­ iJu­ if 
Therefore, in the list of identities above. u f c i (0 A i ) denotes an arbitra» у 
element of T (of Ф) independent on i. Also, ftfA3,p by (SbQl) 4. 
1.8 Definition. Given a PSA A, we call an element аеА^ГиФ finitary if Да is 
finite; a PSA A itself is said to be Locally finite (l.f.) if йа is finite fm 
all acA. 
Given a PSA A, for sny Y£u we introduce the set AIY] := {aeA: &a£Y} and call 
elements of А[0]=Т[в1иФ[в1 closed: those of Tlal ­ closed terms while those pi 
Ф[0) ­ closed formulas. 
For a given PSA A, we shsll call the set Aŗin:—{a&A: Дп is finite} ^7"^^ ' i , , . , 
<Ле locally finite part of A. 
A more detailed examinat: >n of the structure of PSAs gives the following 
results (see |Fe82],|Ci881 for proofs), 
1.4 Proposition. If A is a PSA, then for all i<u, а€А,и€7\<£еФ: 
(0) i€ta iff [xj/i]a m a for -some jti, 
(1) Ax, - {*}, 
(ii) a(|u/ilo) Я (Да - {i}) и ли, 
(iii) b(<pl8vp2) fi Дф1 и Ау>2, Л(ло^) £ Ар, 
(iv) AfBjpJ £ Д? - {i}, 
1.5 Proposition, For any homomorphiem h: A—>B of PSAs and any a€.4 one has 
ДЛа £ Да. 
1.6 It is easy to see that in the above-described syntactical algebra A^J-'iZ). 
for all elements иеТ,<реФ their dimension sets consist of exactly those- variables 
which syntactically free occur in them, hence, A 1 3 a l.f. PSA owing to finite 
ari fies of Г-symbols. Actually, with each oeQp aud each rttPred tliera are 
correlated certain sets of defining relations (in the везде of universal 
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algebia), Lo w»t: 
Ra - {[xļ/i\o-o: i>arity(o)./«i)}, R^ = [[Xj/i\n—n: i>arity'rc), y<U)}. 
In tact, the algebra F(Z) is generated by the two sorted set Z with defining 
i elationa H£ - {RfliotEOpJuJRjjjnePred}. Thus, in the variety PSA there is a 
distinguished subclass (of l.f. algebras): 
Sacpn = (F(Z): Z is a f.o.l.signature). 
Note, tfais class is a proper subclass of all l.f. PSAs because by taking 
quotients of čapa-algebras we obtain a lot of l.f.PSA which are not freely 
generated by signatures, hence, do not belong to Secpn. 
Conversely, with each l.f. PSA A there is correlated a f.o.l. signature £=G(A) 
with 
Op " {исТл: Lu={l...n} for some n<u}, Pred = {^еФА: L<p={l...n} for some 
it is easy to see that actually we have an adjunction 
(f\G):Sign ( * I Sana 
where Sign is the category of the f.o.l. signatures. 
1.7 Note also that if a PSA is freely generated by a two-sorted set X then X can 
be considered as a f.o.l. signature with countable arities of all its symbols; 
conversely, for each such a signature Е ю , the freely generated PSA, F(ZM), is 
nothing but the algebra of f.o.l. expressions (modulo a-conversion) over Zm. 
Moreover, as soon as we admit infinitary signatures there is a forgetful functor 
G^PSA—>Sign m and an adjunction F^G^. 
1.8 Remark. It is easy to see that the class of one-sorted {xit SI t i sJ<u}-reducts 
of l.f.PSA proves an algebraic counterpart of one-sorted equational logic. 
Moreover, by enriching the latter signature with a countable family of unary 
i? 
operations of Л-quantification and a binary operation of application, one car. 
construct an algebraic version of type-free л-calculus and algebraize its meta-
theory (see (DB93J and [PS93] for these' results). 
1.9 Up to now we were concerning on f.o.l. without equality. Note, however, that 
an equality formula is nothing but a pair of terms, so we can capture equality in 
our framework by adding into the signature 81 of item 1.1 the set of constants 
jd^: t,i run over u) of the sort * subjected to the following identities (to be 
add to the list of identities in 1.1): 
(Ец2\ du - 1; 
(ЕцЗ)^  [xk/i]<p л dki * \xji\t 
where <р*ф abbreviates and 1 abbreviates -ч(фл-ф). 
The resulting variety will be denoted by PESA. 
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Thus, in the selected way of algebraizing f.o.l. we have some vHriety of algebras, 
PESA, with the forgetful functor t/:PESA >SetxSet and a set -valued functui 
fP:SetxSet >Set, ЖХ,У) e У, producing propositions; we will call it the 
ргоровШоп functor. So, given a signature I, the collection of expressions <>VPI T 
is constituted by the (two-sorted) carrier set (7\Ф) of the expression aigphrw 
F(E), while the collection of all (open) propositions over E is constituted by the 
set #F(E) where # denotes the functor U;T. 
1.10. To algebraize semantics we proceed as follows 
Let В be a non-empty (base) set. By OpB and RelB we designate respect, the set Ы 
all w-ary operations on В (i.e. maps from BP into B) and the set of all wary 
relations on В (i.e. suhsets of В ш ) . In fact, OpB and RelB contain also all 
finitary operations and relations which (being considered as their elements) 
depend actually on finite number of arguments only, while other arguments are 
dummy. Tuples from BP will be denoted by x,y,z, the very operations - by u,v.w and 
relation r - by R,Q etc. Given K u and an operation2 u, there is defined a map 
[u]ļiBP — > B w which sends a tuple x into the tuple у coinciding with x for all 
f<u> different from l, yļ~Xļt while yi-u{x). 
The following standard operations are defined on the two-sorted set Л/ = МЧВ) = 
<OpB,RelB>: 
projections, Hf€OpB, nft := xit i<cj; 
binary compositions, Sbtļ(utw)x := ш[и],х, 
Boolean operations on RelB; о 
cylindrificationB, Э^ВеШ—>Relfl, 3,R := {xeBP: *fw.j­­­y|«­i f o r s o m e ''€R}; 
subetitutione, Sbft(utR) lujj 'fl, i<u. 
It is easily checked that these operations convert M into a PESA. However, in 
contrast to yntactical PESAs, algebras arising from semantics satisfy additional 
equations and conditional equations reflecting concrete logical structures of 
OpB's and RelB's, for example, RvQr^QuR, RvnotR=QunotQ, ЗЗВ­­=ЗЯ, ЯсЭЯ. RcQ => 3Rc3Q 
etc. (see, e .g., [HMTJMIl for a complete list). 
Thus, in the variety PESA besides the distinguished class g<rpn there is another 
distinguished subclass, namely, the class 
Mod — {M(B): В is a non­empty set}. 
Now, let E=(0p,Pred) be a f .o .l signature and 5П be a E­model, that is, ?Л ­
( B ^ o ^ o e O p . ^ ^ i i e P r e d * w l t h ^СУрВ and ir^eRelB for б о т е non­empty set B; in 
addition, if arity(o)=n then A(o^) £ л for all oeOp and similarly for all neRel­
It is easy to see that any such a model is nothing but a signature morphism ( ­ )^: 
E >GmM{B). The latter uniquely determines an algebra homomorphism h ^ : FE >M. 
Conversely, any homomorphism h: E—»Af from a PESA Ее£агра into a PESA belonging to 
Mod could be considered as a model of the signature GE because of proposition 1.5. 
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PSA D-Set 
S e t x S e t - Set 
1 1 i lb*, above described definition of satisfaction loads in the ordinary way to 
a fоinily of consequence relations indexed by the class of expression algebras, 
Eefsxpi). In the terminology of the paper [HCT801, this is a logic of validity 
type all propositions are implicitly universally closed. T o capture logics o f 
truth type into our framework we can proceed as follows. 
The key observation is that propoeittone of a truth-type logic are rather 
sequences **v> than formulae themselves. S o , we. define a new proposition functor 
/ ^ S t t x S e l >Set by веШя:: - РЫУ(Т,Ф) x УЧТ.Ф), in fact, 5 > * - ? J ; < p ( J , W > 1 
and then correspondingly define a new functor V* by setting f o r all AePESA, Z>* — 
[<-*.<f>u¥*UA: if ФсДА then f € D A ) , where DA is the "o ld" set o f designated elements. 
One wan see that with such definitions of 7 " and 2>* we have 
* *L <f (*rh)(*,9)6f)ļ, ir-U\¥+ for all h: FZ—MeMad, 
here on the left we have the ordinary f .o . l . consequence of truth-type. Thus, we 
• • e that thfc matrix semantics framework provides sufficient flexibility to 
describe various logics in a unifying way. 
ii. tail, there ib a canonical isomorphism between ModZ and Hom(FTtMad). 
\\\\\. LĻ ЛI be a E model and фе#гТ is a I-proposition. What does it mean Hit ф 
alt v iii.iii ally? 
л-i wc have ьееп, with 311 there is correlated a homomorphism h: £—>Af and the map 
# £ — -*#Л/ at signing to each proposition <pe#E its semantic meaning 
iitjļ - (--hVēOp^ OpB и Relfi. In addition, 
'Гинь, with any Zmodel 'JĪI there are actually correlated a PESA . Af, together with a 
jut or d aignated ^proposi t ions , DtfCtiM, in such a way that for any Z­propoeition 
i we have ? ( # h m ) v » 6 D M . (Just such a machinery is called matrix 
semantics ш Polish tradition). In fact, a definite set of designated elements may 
• assi fitd not only f o r a Xad­algebra but to an arbitrary PESA algebra A as 
follows: . • 
DA = (<u,u>: ueT 4 } u {ДеФ*: RvnotR - R); 
moreover, this gives rise to a functor 2):PESA »D­Set s.t. the following diagram 
commuted: 
2) 
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1.12 Up to now, we were dealing with one­sorted f.o.l. Our framework can be 
immediately generalized for the case of n­sorted f.o.l with arbitrary but fixed 
number of sorts, n, through the evident construction of л­sorted PESA over the 
underlying category Set n xSet instead of SetxSet. However, the situation becomes 
much more difficult when one has to deal with many­sorted logic with different 
sort sets, and hence algebras of the kind Pit) may have different number of 
carrier sets for different E's. 
A natural algebraic framework for working in such situations is the notion of 
generalized algebraic theory introduced by Cartmell (Ca86). It is a direct 
generalization of the usual notion of a many­sorted equational theory: its extra 
generality is achieved by introduction of sort structures more general than those 
usually considered,, in that sorts may denote sets as is usual, or they may denote 
families of sets, families of families of sets or the like. (A bL_,ic example is 
the generalized algebraic theory of categories, in which Ob appears as a sort to 
be interpreted as a set while Horn appears as a sort to be interpreted as a family 
of sets indexed by ObxOb). In more detail, a generalized algebraic theory J 
appears as an adjunction (АГЛ: FamJ * } AlgT wb­ire Algy is the (generalized) 
variety of T­algebras, FamJ is the category of their carrier set structures, U is 
the underlying functor and F is the freely­generated­algebra functor. (For 
example, if T is the theory of categories, then an object of FamJ is nothing but a 
family of sets, (H^eSet: i./еЛ, indexed by the Cartesian squire of some set / , 
while a morphism between two such families, (say, from Ну into Hjy), is a pair 
(f,g) consisting of a function f mapping / into Г and a family of functions 
g­(gy, l , /6 l ) with gy mapping H „ into H ^ J t In fact, for any T, FaruT is a 
full subcategory of the very large category Fam of seta, families of sets, 
families of families of seta etc. described by Cartmell. 
As an example of algebraizing logic in a Cartmell'a style, let us consider the 
following algebraization o f the many­sorted equational logic. 
Symbol Introductory rule Notation 
...is denoted by.... 
Sorts h Sorti is a set 
Trm seSorts \- Trm(e) is a set * Trm{s) Trms 
xt aeSorta H xl(aWTrma Xlia) хк:а 
SbL. M,t€Sorta,u€TnnabVeTrmt h Sbtaiu,o)€Trmt SbL. e(u,u) [u/i:s\u 
Axioms 
a,teSortatu^Trma r- Ix,:«/i:a]u ­ u 
a,t€Sorta,ueTrrna h |и//:в1х,:в ­ u 
a,teSortatu^Trma h [u/j:s\xi'* ­ xt:a 
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FamJ 
and the others counterparts of equations (Sbl)...(Sb5) 
(By the way, similarly we can algebraize also typed A-calculus what gives its 
algebraic version alternative to the categorical one via Cartesian closed 
categories). 
So, meta-theory of a logic containing a n-sorted term system with arbitrary but 
fixed number of sorts, n, can be algebraized by means of a certain many-sorted 
algebraic theory while algebraization of logics with many-sorted term systems 
requires to use generalized algebraic theories of Cartmell. 
Thus, generally speaking, a proper unified algebraic universe for algebraizing 
meta-theories of different logies must be not a variety but a generalized variety 
of algebras. 
2 Metatheory of a logic via universal algebra4 
In this section, under an algebraic theory we mean a generalized algebraic theory 
in the sense of Cartmell. With each such a theory T there is correlated an 
adjunction (F\lO:FamT - ? AlgT where Famļ" is a full subcategory of Fam, AlgT is 
the variety of T- a 'gebras, U is the underlying functor and F is the 
freely-generated-algebra functor. 
2.1 Definition. A logic metatheory in algebraic form consists of the following 
constructs. 
(i) A language is defined to be a triple l=(T.?\Z» with T an algebraic theory, 
T: FamJ > Set and V: AlgT > D-Set functors s.t. the following diagram 
commutes: 
A l g T > D S e t 
l-l 
S e t 
Given a language 1, we will designate AlgT and FamT as Algj and Fam{ and often 
omit the subindex. The functor U;T will be denoted by # . If for an algebra A 
XKAMX.D) then the set D will be denoted by DA. 
(it) A logic is defined to be a triple ^ ( l . & r p n . h ) with £<rp/icAlg( a class of 
expression algebras and н€(Срп н—Set a functor s.t. the following diagram 
commutes: 
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V |_| 
Pamj —» Set 
We shall also write a logic over a given language I as ^={г­к,Ееё(срп) and call it 
an I­logic. 
(iii) Ал algebraic semantics is defined to be a pair Au={\,Mad) with Madc\lg[ a 
class of model algebras. 
2.2 Construction. Given an algebraic semantics each homomorphism h:£—>MeMad 
can be considered as a model of the expression algebra E (or jome signature 
generating £ ) . With this intuition in mind, elements of the set # £ will be 
referred to as propositions and elements of # M ­ as predicates (от relations); the 
elements of the set DM can be thought of as universally true predicates in the 
sense that for any proposition (pe#E we put 
h ķE <p (#h,V € DM. 
This construction determines in the ordinary 'way a consequence relation 
^ л ^ ) с Р ( # Я ) х ( # £ ) and, hence, the theory lattice Th{Mad)E с p # £ and the 
consequence operator Cn£^°*^\ p#E—>p#f i . 
2.3 Definition. Ал institution in algebraic form or a predoctrim is defined to 
be a triple »WI,(?*Ep/i,jHGd) with 1 a language and £ясрл, Mod two Fubclas ее oi Algj 
with members called expression algebras and modei algebras reap. 
s 
By construction 2.2, with each predoctrine there is corre) a ted an I ­ logic 
, £ в £ с р л ) , correspondingly, there are defined the family of theory 
lattices, ( T n ļ ^ ^ . E e f f a p a ) , and the family of closure operators [Cn^oct\EelŠj:pn). 
As a rule, below we will often write the superscript W) instead of {Mad]. 
2.4 Basie Assumption Our next goal is to state some results about the introduced 
constructs necessary for proving our main theorem described in the introduction. 
Proofs of these results require rathe> involved universal algebraic machinery, 
moreover, at the present moment they are stated completely only for the snocial 
case of ordinary one-sorted algebraic theories when FamT is Set. Generalization 
for the case of many-sorted algebraic theories, PamJ—Set" for some fixed number n, 
ia immediate and tedious white the general situation oi Certmell's theories is 
much more difficult- The point is that our machinery is based on ex plot ti ng a 
certain universal ilgebraic technique of relating con. rueuce lattices and quasi-
Ёхрп - - > н-Set 
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varieties (see (D1921, some aspects were demonstrated also in the book [BP89D, 
however, for generalized universal algebra, the problem of etating such a relation 
is much more involved. (Indeed, as Cartmell explained in [Ca86], generalized 
algebraic theories are equal in descriptive power to the essentially algebraic 
theories of P.Freyd; but it is well known that constructions of a congruence and a 
quotient are rather capricious in the case of Freyd's algebras, at any .rate, 
cannot be generalized in a straightforward way from ordinary algebras ­ this was 
clearly demonstrated, e.g., in the book of Reichel [Re871). 
Therefore, for the sake of transparency of the main ideas, on the one hand, and by 
the lack of a general proof, on the other, below we shall deal with the special 
situation of ordinary one­sorted algebraic theories when FamT^Set. It is hoped, 
however, that transition to the general situation will require modifying proofs 
but not results. 
Thus, our goal is a theorem on connection between theories and algebras in a given 
predoctrine, concretely, theorem 2.12 
First of all, we need a refinement of the notion of a language. 
2.5 Definition. A language l—[JtT,V) is said to be regular iff it meets the 
following two conditions: 
(i) the functor T, hence preserves inclusions, surjections and products, 
(ii) the functor D preserves subobjects and products where (X,D) is a subobject 
of (Y,£) if XzY and D=EnX. 
Remark! On one hand, these are quite natural algebraic conditions, on the other 
hand, it can be checked that a majority of algebraization languages appearing in 
practice are regular, thus, this constraint is not restrictive for practical 
using. 
Now we need a portion of universal algebra. 
2.6 Conduct ion . Let У be a variety of algebras the universe of our 
considerations. Given an algebra A, the lattice of its congruences will be denoted 
by ConA and if fleConA then the corresponding canonical epimorphism will be denoted 
by c:A *­*A/0. For any relation pcAxA, the least congruence containing p will be 
V 
denoted by Cg^p. Further, if h:A »B is a homomorphism and GeConB then I r ' e a 
(hxhV'e is also a congruence on A. Hence, Con turns out to be a functor 
V frPos^, and since Роя can be regarded as a category. Con is an indexed 
category. 
Now, for any clas3 Я of algebras, let Соп^Ы denotes the collection {0€ConA: 
A/deK). It can be shown that if К is a quasi­variety, K^S?H, then O m ^ U is 
closed under intersections for all AeV (this is wHl known) and, moreover, for any 
homotuorphisui h:A—-±B, if tftšCon^B then h ' t f e C o n ^ A (it seems that this simple 
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Con<<?>A * Ч T h ' * > A 
h + ; C g f l Q ) ( #п )+ ;Сп< Л ) ( # h ) * 
C o n « 2 > B * lļ Ж**'» 
fact as well as the converse statement that the above features of the family 
(Con^ 'A , AeV) imply that Я is a quasi­variety (see (Dill for proofs) are not 
known even for the universal algebra community ­ so. relations between logic and 
algebra are fruitful in both directions!). Thus, if К is a quasivariety then the 
family (Con^ ; A,AetO can be also regarded as an indexed category C o n ^ M 7 *Pos 
As we will see immediately below this simple machinery turns out extremely useful 
in algebraic logic (see also [Di2]) and in algebraizing institutions. 
2.7 Construction. Let tib={l,Mad) be an algebraic semantics over a regular language 
and Q denotes the quasi­variety generated by Mad, i.e., Q-SSPMad. We note that 
owing to preservation properties of 2) and for any homomorphism h:A—>BeQ and 
any ye#A, (#h)p€D f l iff <fz{^c^)lDwhere Q denotes kerb, in addition, A/tieQ 
since it is isomorphic to a subalgebra of B. So, if for each AeAlgļ we introduce 
an operator H : C o n ^ A »f)#A by setting HAfl := {#c^)lDA/& then ht=v? iff 
y€H^(Aerh). Now one can see that for any tfeCon^A, н д 0 is a theory with respect 
moreover, each such a theory can be obtained in this way. 
A 
Actually, it can be shown by using standard universal algft>raic machinery that 
owing to preservation properties of T and 2), each \lA preserves meets 
(intersections), hence, its image is closed under intersections and this closure 
system is just T h ^ ° ^ A . Since Н л preserves meets (and f)#A is a complete lattice). 
H A has the left (lower) adjoint П д : ļttM. — » C o n ^ ° ^ A , in particular, there is a 
Galois insertion (see IMSS86] for a theory of afljoint situation for posets): 
C o n ( Q , A , H * Ч 1 Ъ ( Л ) А . 
here and below, in diagrams M denotes the class Mad. . 
Finally, again owing to preservation properties of T and Ъ (namely, their 
compatibility with inclusions and subobjects), the family (H A , AcAlg) is 
compatible with homomorphisms in the sense that for any homomorphism h:A—»fl one 
has H A h ' d ­ ( # h ) ' H B 0 for all OeConB. 
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In particular, this implies that if TeTh^MafJ) then (#h) 'TeTh^^ and all the 
diagrams on the figure above are commutative. 
In algebraic logic the latter condition is called structurality condition and a 
logic meeting it is called structural. Actually, structurality of a logic 
i (h£,Ee&(cpn) is equivalent to the implication Фнр => ЬФьЬр for any 
homomorphism h of £<rp/i­algebras (see [Di92J for details and more precise 
formulations). 
Theso considerations immediately provide the following result (from now on we 
begin to use the terminology adopted in the paper (TBG91J). 
Let j4a=(I,jHad) be an algebraic semantics over a regular language 1, Q 
denotes SP./Hod and 6 be a subclass of Algj . 
2.8 Proposition. The families ( C o n ^ E . E e g ) , ( T h ( M Q d ) E , E e S ) prove to be indexed 
categories <WQ>:£—*Poe° p , Th >Poe°pc*Cat°p while the fau : i : (H^Eefi 
car be regarded as an indexed functor (natural transformation) 
Moreover, this indexed functor is locally reversible. 
• 
Now, let T h e o r ^ ° ^ S denotes the category whose objects are pairs (EtT) with EeS, 
TeTh^MadiE and morphisms (EtT)—•(E\T#) are the homomorphisma Ъ:Е ьЕ1 s.t. 
ШМТсТ; and let C o n g r ^ g be the similar category whose objects are pairs (£ ,4) 
with 0eCon (Q>E. Since F l a t t C o n ^ H C o n g r ^ t e and F ! a t ( T h W o d > ) ­ l , I i e o r ( i t o d ) e by the 
very definition of flattening, theorem 3 of [TBG911 gives immediately an 
adjunction (which is, in fact, an embedding due to fact that the local adjunctions 
are Galois Insertions): 
c o n g r f Q ) e Г H , , M T H e o r ^ e 
• 
To get our goal in searching an adjunction between theories and algebras we need ' 
an adjunction between C o n g r ^ g and Q, however, there are some delicate universal 
algebraic points here. A natural functor from C o n g r ^ { ? to Q is evident while to 
construct a reverse functor we reed two refinements. 
2.9 Definition. Let hl ,h2: (£ ,6) HE*,*') be two morphisms in C o a g r ^ S . They ere 
said to be equivalent, h l « h 2 , if <hl(« ) ,h2(#)>c0 ' for all The category of 
squiva' nee classes is a quotient category and will be denoted by C o n g r ^ l S / " ­
2.10 Definition. Let V be a variety of algebras. A claas 6cV is said to possess 
the projectioity property (PP) (or PP holds for S) iff for any diagram 
f я. 
Л—­—>C<< p — В with А,Веб and g epi there is some h€Hom(A,B) s.t. h;g—f; in other 
words, each algebra Л of £ is projective with respect to epis from Č-algebras (see 
15 
3 Algebraizing Institutions 
Let 5«=(Sign,Sen,Afod.H be an institution. 
3.1 Definition. An algebraization of an institution J is defined ю be a pair 
(«,jd) with d-(l,6<Lp/~L,.'iiad) a regular predoctrine and a a representation of J in .1 
e.g. Mac Lane [CWM71] for the standard definition of a projective object in a 
category). с 
Natural universal algebraic considerations state the following 
2.11 Lemma. Let V be a variety, QcV a quasi­variety and ĒcV a class with PP. Then 
the categories C o n g r ^ ^ £ a n d (Qr\ti&) are equivalent. • 
Thus, we see, to get our goal we must modify the notion of a theory morphism and 
deal with the quotient category T h e o r ( i t o d t e / « where two T h e o r ( y M o c % ­morphisms 
h l , h 2 : (E ,T)—»(£ ' ,T ' ) are equivalent, h l « h 2 , if < ( # h l t y , ( # h 2 ) ? > € # i n £ , r ] for all 
9>€#£; we will write a more suggestive T h e o r ^ ° ^ £ / f t instead of 
Finally, given a predoctrine *d=­(l,&(rpn,Mad), we will write Theor^ and Congr I for 
Т п е о г ( Л о с % л р / 1 and Congr^Eapn. res p. 
Now, our chief result in this section is almost immediate 
2.12 Theorem. Let A=*{ltSccpn,Mad) be a predoctrine over a regular language and 
a.t. бара has projectivity property. Then, for some class of I­algebras 3h, there 
is an adjunctive embedding 
J h j * Ч Theor­J/n. 
Q 
Algebras from that class may be called LindenbaumTarski algebras. 
2.13 Remark. The PP­requirement for Sxpn may seem to be rather unnatural. 
However, there is well­known in algebraic l&gic that definite algebraic properties 
o f classes of algebras correlated with logics are closely connected with 
properties of that logics. For example, amalgamation property (ЛР) for Q is a 
universal algebraic counterpart of Craig's interpolation property, all epiy are­
eurjective property (ESP) is a counterpart of Beth's definability property and the 
like (see,e.g.»|HMT85). Thus, PP as well as its "colleagues" can he considered as 
rather respectable from the theoretical view point of algebraic logic. On the 
other hand, the expression algebra classes of a majority of logics in use has PP ­
this point provides a justification from the practical view point. 
2.14 Definition. Theorem 2.12 makes it reasonable to introduce л special паше for 
predoctrines over regular languages with PP classes of expression algebias. We 
will call such predoctrines regular. 
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(A4 ) y m к (9) 
Naturalness of the definition is justified by the following 
3.3 Fact. Institutions describing logics from the following list 
• many­sorted equational logic, untyped and typed A­calculi, polymorphic A­
calculi and their conditional versions; 
• Horn f.o.l., universal f.o.l., full f.o.l with and without terms... 
are algebraizable. 
(It is hoped that considerations of section 1 give a notion of proving this fact). 
Recalling the definition of specification system algebraizability described in the 
introduction we can observe that specification system associated with the 
institutions listed above are also algebraizable. This 1в not a matter of chance: 
the main result of the paper, theorem 3.9, states that if an institution is 
algebraizable then the a satiated specification system is algebraizble too. 
We turn to proving this result. 
3.3 Proposition. If an institution 9 is algebraizable via a\9 >*4 then for all 
signature morphisms a: E >E* there is the following commutative diagram of 
adjunctions, in addition, the horizontal adjunctions are Galois insertions: 
-) 
z + ^ f t » M ) 
<#<r+);Cnj£} 
T h ^ F E 
(#<r1 
consisting of the following data: 
(Ai)  a^ g,r^Fiig\^6ig^: Sign *t—* > fsxpn an adjunction , 
IA$] a i e n : &en—bTļļg!00 a natural transformation, 
(A3) u m £ H i : Mod—^Ftilg;Rom(-,Mod) an isomorphic natural transformation, 
such that the following condition is fulfilled" 
(A4)£ 3J1 ņ ^ (#Ь) (а^, л ^) с D n a where h denotes a , ^ ^ , . 
for all Ее | Sign |. yeSenZ and WeMod(Z). 
In auch a case we will say that the institution can be algebraized via a:9—>л6. 
3.2 Remark. With construction 2.2 condition (A4) means that for any signature £ 
we have: 
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(a) 
Theory 
T h e o r i Theor? 
Proof (sketch). Owing to commutativity of the proposition 3.3 squares above, the 
families of upper arrows can be considered as indexed functors and we can apply 
theorem 3 from {TBG91} and the lemma below. 
Lemma (a modification of theorem 3 of (TBG911). Let C:I°P *Cat, U:K°P >Cat be 
indexed categories, f:I >K a functor and F:C >f;D an indexed functor. Then 
FJat(f.F): Flat(C) >Flat(D) haa a right adjoint as soon as f has a right adjoint 
and F has a right adjoint locally. Here Flat(f.F) denotes the following functor Ф: 
QiUaWti^a) and Ф(«г,/)­(йг,Р^): (fi.Pjo) ­ > (f/.Fyfl) 
for all (*,a)e[Flat(C)j, (cr,/):U,o)—»(/,*) in Flat(C). 
We would like to state on adjunction between Pres^S and some class of J^dj­
algebras. Jorollary 3.4 and theorem 2.12 would be sufficient for this purpose if 
in theorem 2.12 we would have the category Theond on the right. However, we have 
there the quotient category Theory/ft, hence, we must modify corollary 3.4 in order 
to capture fi­factorization of Theor^­morphisms. It is obvious that to this end we 
must introduce something similar П­equivalence on the set of Theori­morphisms. 
3.5 Definition. Let * be an institution and ol^r2:(Z.*) №jt') be two Presei 
morphisms. They are said to , be stmantically equivalent, irl+o­2, if, for any 
sentence e>, DU^fo l fe iff Я^(<г2)р Лг all models 5R of ( Г . * ' ) . It is checked 
immediately that + ia compatible with composition and the corresponding quotient 
category will be denoted by Theor5 / * . 
With corollary 3.4, thla gives 
3.6 Proposition. If an Institution 5 is algebraizble via a: i >J, then IT1*4T2 iff 
FprL*! я Pprlā^ * o r а п у presentation morphisms crl,<r2 
Proof (sketch). The left square commutes by virtue of the institution satisfaction 
axiom, the right one commutes due to (A2) and structurally of the logic t { A ) . 
Adjunctions on the left square are checked straightforward, those on the right one 
are due to (A3) and (A4). 
%A Corollary. If an institution $ is algebraizble via a-J—fcd then 
there is the following commutative diagram of adjunctions where all functors f ' s 
are lower (left) ad joints and all the functors (/'s are upper (right) adjoints: 
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Cn <9) 
T h e o r ? / = l ^ » 
Id 
v<a> 
T h e o r ^ / i h 
3.8 Theorem. There is an isomorphic natural transformation 
a**,: A f o d * — . F j ^ , ; H o m ( . , i t o d ) . 
Proof (sketch). Firstly, for each presentation п=*(£,Ф)е|Presei we define a map 
$^:nomiF(p(ļltn,Mad)—Mod*n as follows. 
Let (E,T) - FJ™,*. that is, E-F^, Т - С п ^ Ц ^ у * and let denotes For 
each Ъ:Е/д—*MeMad we have 
W L)De/q с Dm since 7)h is a D-Set (matrix) morphism, 
<* ( # c d ) , D £ / < ^ : ( # e d ) ' / ( # h ) ' ; D M by f+\f' for any mapping f 
* (#h)(#e J H ^ f e T c D ^ by definition of H £ 
=• [ШЯ^1ЕТсОм (where E-e ;h). by functoriality of 9 
* ( # E ) T c D v since TcUtpET by П £ \ Н £ 
* ( # E ) a e e i l j : * c D 4 D since T :- C n J ^ P a ^ * 
* amo&)\ ķSŗt * owing to isomorphity of a ^ j and the direction («=) of 
<A4>y, 
Thus, with each heHom (F p n a n,Mad) there is correlated a Z-model Л1 = ^modZ^ e Mod*n 
and this defines a mapping 
J3j;: Н о т ( ? р , „ я , Л о а ) ~ > Mod*v. 
Moreover, р£ is injective since 
h l * h 2 « h l * h 2 =* Ш/5Л2 as e t f is epic and a O T £ d £ is injective by (A3). 
Surjectivity of /3^ is proved by the following arguments. 
For each lūeMod'n we have 
With corollary 3.4 this immediately gives 
3.7 Theorem. If an institution 9 is algebraizable via a\S >*d then there is the 
following commutative diagram of adjunctions where all functors F's are lower 
(left) adjoints and all the functors U'h are upper (right) adjoints: 
Ш 
upret 
P r e s ^ / H * j > Theord / f t 
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Mod** / о 
ЗП tl?} Ф by the definition of Mod* 
* * Ч ( л 1 Ф с о А п (where h denotes VmotuN ) by (A4)(*) 
+ ( # h ) C n ļ ^ a M n S * с Dha by definition of Cn^) 
i.e. (#h)T S D A Q by our notation 
* Тс(#Ь)^Л £ / 7 1 (where Ti^kerh) by the first statement of constr. 2.7 
i.e. TcHET) by definition of H £ 
* tf^QgT с fi£H£ņ £ n=fterh by П £ \Н £ < 
Hence, there is a homomorphism К: Е / б — ^ a ^ ^ J W n s.t. c^;f»=a / n o c / 5;^­
In addition, it is easy to see that /S f^i ­ a ^ ^ t e ^ f i ) ­ с с ^ ^ а т о ^ З Л = ОТ, that is, 
0£ is eurjective and has the inverse mapping denoted by 
It remains to check compatibility of mappings a*^ with morphisms, in other words, 
to state commutativity of the following diagram: 
( S , * ) M o d * ( Z , * ) — g m o d £ > H o m ( £ / O , i f o d ) 
( F a V * ; ­ ) 
М о й * ( Г , Ф ' ) > H o m ' t f i ' / d ' . J H c d ) 
where (#F<r)tf с 0* hence (#F(r)/»: Я/0 »£ ' /^ f is followed from the very definition 
o f the functor by flattening. Now, commutativity can be checked directly 
f rom definitions by using (A3). • 
Together with the definition of specification system algebraizability de cribed in 
the introduction, theorems 2.12,3.7 and 8.8 immediately imply 
3*0 Thee: em. Any algebraization 
y­(Sign,Sen,fl /od>) » d­(lt8(cpn.tMad) 
of an institution 9 gives rise to the following algebraization 
« * ­ ( a * ^ ) 
spte{f}=iSpet№tMad*) > ZMAlg| . ?AMh*ad) 
X 
o f 5's specification system, where a* la as above and У/iWJ­ SPJlod л Н£<Ерл 
4 Conclusion: towards generalizations 
It seems that the principal contribution of the paper consists in definition 2.1 
on the ground of which it is suggested to develop, algebraic logic in a very 
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general setting. Actually, the framework is a generalization of the familiar 
approach to algebraizing logics developed by Polish school (see, eg, [W08SJ). 
According to the latter, a logic is a consequence relation on a (countably 
generated) free algebra of some signature. Definition 2.1(ii) generalizes this 
construction in the following directions: 
• there is considered a family (not a single one) of consequence relations (via 
functor h: S(rpi --> h-Set); 
• there are considered algebras over arbitrary carrier structures, not only over 
sets (via machinery of monads); 
• given a logic, there are distinguished its algebras of expressions from its sets 
of propositions (via functor У). 
The functor D provides capturing in our framework a crucial for the Polish 
approach notion of matrix semantics. 
Thus, while the Polish approach is suitable for algebraizing only propositional 
logics, the theory developed in the paper hopefully provides a unified framework 
for studying algebraizations of a whole diversity of logics both semantically and 
axiomatical P.* defined. 
Indeed, as for the former, one nontrivial result, theorem 3.9, is presented in the 
paper, while others concerning, eg, investigations of compactness, can be 
hopefully got along the same lii.es (for example, for the esse of logical languages 
with ?=\d and T being an ordinary algebraic theory, ie, FamJ^Sei, a bunch of 
results on compactness of semantically defined logics was obtained in [Di92]). 
As for axiomatically defined logics,.the following can be said. 
A thorough classification of these logics was developed in a series of works by 
Avron (see, eg, [Av91),[Av92]). His framework can be easily captured in our 
setting as follows. The main feature of Avron's considerations is to deal with 
consequence relations (CR) over various kinds of sequent-carrier set structures: 
single as well as multiply-conclusioned GRs, CRs over sets, over multisets, over 
sequences etc. In our setting this is provided by the functor fP. For example, if J 
is an algebraic theory over Set, then the ordinary single-con clusioned sequents 
corresponds to the case when ^=VHorn:mV *Id, sequents over multisets -
. . ж ж . ж 
?=VAvron:-V(i)xVL), sequents over sequences - p - p ^ ^ - p ^ x p ^ where p^X and p^X are 
the sets of all finite multisets and all finite sequences over a set X, other 
cases are now obvious. At the same time, our framework makes it possible to handle 
substitutions in a very natural and easy way via composition of morphisms in the 
Kleisly category of the theory ļ\ 
Moreover, we conjecture that ^нот> VAVIW Vctntz a n a * similar functors give rise 
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to monads over FamT, thus providing one more direction of algebraizing logic* (eg. 
transition from equational logic to Horn equational logic can be described a? free 
generation of a p W o r n -a lgebra , or, more generally, transition, say, from the 
Hilbert-style version of a logic to its Gentzen-style version can be described hy 
a suitable monad Vcentz^-
As for formal inferential systems for generating CRs, in our framework they are 
naturally modeled by corresponding formal sequents (inference rules) over free 
algebras in the variety AlgT. In more detail, given a language \-i~\,P). an 
inference rule is a pair (I\v>) with ruMcļ^ l^TfVar ) ) where Var is a set of inetn 
variables, T(Var) is the carrier set structure of the T-algebra freely generated 
by Var. A Kleisly morphism from Var into a T-algebra A is nothing hut a 
substitution of formulas from A for metavariables from Var - this enables us to 
generate CR via inference rules. 
Some results about the construction for the case of ordinary f and Id were 
obtained in [Di92]. Proofs of their counterparts as well as counterparts of the 
above-mentioned compactness results in the general setting developed in the paper 
are open problems. 
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and algebraic theories: 
an application o f categorical algebra to database theory 
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Summary. The genera! intention of the paper is to demonstrate the 
naturāli ry of using category theory language and nmchincry For 
building specifications in database theory. Concretely speaking, 
notion of a query over a given database schema S is discussed from 
the viewpoint of transformations of both the schema S and the 
query schema. For the sake of independence on data model, a 
formal oVtfmtion of an abstract data modd (a.d.m) is introduced 
and all considerations are put into the abstract framework pro\ ided 
by this ootion. There is shown naturality and handincss of 
fbfmaliztng intuitive notion of derived data through setting a 
closure operator (monad) on the category of all schemas pertaining 
to the data model in qiicsuon. In particular, query schemas over a 
schema 5 turn out to be iiothing but subschemas of the closure 
Der(S) of the schema S while 5-mstanccs can be treated as 
bomonwrphisms from DerfS) into schemas arising from semantics, 
which arc closed 'from the very banning', i.e. appear as algebras; 
men extensions of queries are nothing but images of the 
conesponding subschemas under these horoomorhisms. All this 
constitutes the essence of algebraizabiiry of an a.dm and it is 
shown mat relational data models are algebraizable. 
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the general intention of the paper is to demonstrate naturality of 
using category theory language f o r the specification part o f database 
theory. Given this purpose, the paper is oriented more on definitions 
than theorems. Concretely speaking, the notion of a query over a given 
database schema S is discussed from the viewpoint of transformations of 
both the schema S and the query schema. For the sake of independence on 
data model, a formal definition of an abstract data model (a.d.m.) is 
introduced and all considerations are put into the abstract framework 
provided by this notion. This constitutes з more wide (than just 
discussing queries) context of the paper — to suggest a certain 
mathematical framework f o r abstract, data modeling under which . e mean a 
unified way of reasoning on data modeling constructs (schema, instance, 
query etc. ) being independent on (but applicable f o r ) any (reasonable) 
concrete data model: relational, higher­order relational, extended ER 
etc. In fact, our notion of an a.d.m. explicates it as an institution­
like structure — a kind of categorical constructs introduced in 
computer science by Goguen and Burslall in order to support 
specification formalisms completely independent on underlying logics 
(see [GB921 f o r г survey and further references). 
The intended audience o f the paper is assumed to be an amalgamation of 
the specification­oriented part of the database theory community and 
the institution theory community. 
From the viewport of database theory, the main technical novelty o f 
the paper consists in introducing transformations of database schemas 
into the notion of a data 'model. Such an .action enables us to organize 
the collection of all schemas accepted by a given data model into a 
category, and then use the language, methodology and machinery of 
category theory — it is hoped this provides far­reaching conceptual 
consequences for database theory. We believe that similarly to that 
institutions provide a powerful unifying framework f o r handling 
algebraic specifications and specification languages, the categorical 
framework will be extremely useful in specification aspects of data 
modeling. 
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From the viewpoint of institution theory, the paper introduces two 
developments over the basic institution standard. The f irst one is not 
very essential and consists in defining and justifying a special kind 
of generalized institutions. 
The second development over the basic standard is principal. It is 
commonly accepted to think that the institution framework is an 
Immediate formal categorical refinement of the framework of abstract 
model theory. We assert, however, that this is not the case by virtue 
of the lack in the former of any concreteness facilities, i .e., 
facilities enabling us to speak about elements of models and relations. 
Indeed, ordinary models considered in model theory or database 
instances considered in database theory are not abstract algebraic 
structures but structures over domains or lists of domains, wnich 
enables us to speak about model's (instance's) elements (values). So, 
each such a model (instance) structure must be considered together with 
its list of underlying domains, in fact , there is a forgetful functor 
into the category of many-sorted sets, SSet, and, thus, in categorical 
terms, categories of models are actually concrete over SSet categories. 
Moreover, in database theory there is well recognized the necessity of 
involving domain independence into discussing queries, so , categories 
of models must be endowed with another underlying functor which assigns 
to a model its active domain, i .e. , the set of elements (values) 
actually appearing in structural components of this model ( for example, 
in relations the model consists o f ) . So, just a notion of an 
institution endowed with such facilities can pretend to be a formal 
refinement of the intuition behind abstract model theory while ordinary 
institutions provide a framework rather f o r abstract algebraic 
semantics considerations. 
At last but not least, the paper presents a notion of algebraizability 
of an a.d.m. which seems to be new for both database and institution 
theories (this notion is related t o , but seriously di f fers from, the 
notion o f chartering Institutions introduced by Goguen and Burs tat I in 
IGB86]). The essence of algebraizabili-v of a.d.m. amounts to tire 
following. 
An a.d.m., say, Mt is algebraizable if, given any it-database schema S, 
database instances over a set of domains d=(d,, i=J,... ,n) can be 
treated as morphisms from S into another schema, S^, built from d by 
definite semantic tools determined by M. In addition, all such schemas 
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arising from semantics are, in fact , algebras (e.g., of relations) and 
instances can be extended to homomorphisms o f algebras freely generated 
by schemas into these semantic algebras. 
Thus, algebraizability supposes, f irst of all, availability of a 
closure operator over the collection of schemas which (freely) closes a 
schema up to an algebra and, secondly, a class of algebras, that Is, 
closed schemas, arising f rom semantics and therefore endowed with some 
domain structure. (All this can be formulated in precise categorical 
terms of setting an algebraic theory (monad, triple) over the category 
of schemas). A formal definition capturing the idea of algebraizability 
is presented In section 4 under the name of (algebraic) base. Further, 
it is proved that any base S gives rise »o an a.d.m., i t (S ) , and an 
a.d.m. M Is called algebraizable if M is Isomorphic to A(S) f o r some 
base fi. We will show that relational data model is algebraizable and, 
hopefully, it will be easy to see how to extend this result and its 
proof f o r various higher­order relational data models. Moreover, we 
assert that var'ous extended ER data models are also algebraizable 
(this point will be addressed in a forthcoming paper). 
We do not use any advanced category theory tools , a very modest basis, 
f o r example, presented in the preliminary section 0 of [LS87] will be 
sufficient. Relevant to our purposes versions of some known, though not 
quite standard, notions are described In Appendix 2. 
1 Motivating cons iderat ions 
1.1 It is well known that f o r proper formulating one or another notion 
o f a query (operation) a kind o f genericlty condition is required (see, 
e.g. , (ABGG871). This condition states that queries treat data values 
as uninterpreted ob jec ts and hence commute with permutations o f values. 
However, it is natural to consider also "genericlty with respect to 
schemas", that Is, to require commutativlty o f queries with schema 
transf о rm at Ions. Indeed, given, f o r example, a relational schema S, 
query expressions over S in some query language are actually 
parameterized by relation­schemas so that transition from S t o another 
schema S' forces the corresponding transformation o f queries over S 
into queries over S\ Thus, query expressions are rather patterns f o r 
querying parameterized by schemas and respectively their semantic 
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extensions are rather families o f queries over different schemas than 
isolated query operations; certainly, these families are correlated 
between themselves via schema transformations in a definite way. 
A bit more formally, let us f i x a certain data model M. This means, 
f i r s t of all, that there are defined notions of a schema (f or 
representing data) and an instance (of a data structure or a database) 
over a schema. So, given M, we have a collection of schemas, Schema, 
and, f o r each schema SeSchema, a set o f instances over S, lnst(S). 
Furthermore, we assert that M must necessarily suppose the notion of a 
mapping between schemas called a transformation or ал interpretation of 
schemas. In addition, if t: S —» S' Is such a schema transformation 
then instances over S* can be also considered as instances over S, that 
Is, there Is a mapping t " : InstfS') — » uist(S). In particular, if t: 
S — • S* Is an Inclusion, le, S is a subschema of S\ then, given 
t ' c lnsttS ' l , t*№) .can be thought of as the restriction o f t* to S 
and the designation o f t*U") as t ' f s W H1 be relevant in such a case. 
Now, If q: lnst(S) —» tnst(S^) Is a query with the schema S^,. and t: 
S —» S' Is a schema transformation, then t translates q into a query 
q'=tq: insKS') — * i n s t i l ) . In addition, ^ and S .^ are related by 
means o f a transformation «r^: —* *V а л ^> finally, commutativity of 
the following diagram expresses lnvarlance of querying under change o f 
notation: 
S inst(S) 
t r u t ( S ' ) q' instil) 
L 2 Now we address to the problem o f capturing the idea that queries 
only extract a part o f djgrfTri loformatio* already Implicitly contained 
la a database without any sloe ef fects . Leaving a full, discussion till 
section 4, here we note only that If 5*qi are queries over the same 
schema S and Is included Into S^. S^ttS^, then, f o r any tc instfS) , 
( q t ) f e ^ » Qjt. For the special case when Sļ,-S and q is the Identity 
"^pfMng over tnsKS), we obtain Juat the similar condition of 'AK89J. 
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Thus, we see, transf ormations of schemas indeed f orm a necessary 
facility of abstract data models, hence, any such a model should be 
based on not just a collection of (database) schemas but rather on a 
category of schemas, that is, a collection o f schemas organized into a 
single whole by means o f schema transformations. (Definition A.l of 
Appendix 1 will help to clari fy our intention). 
2 Notation and terminology 
Throughout the paper categories and functors are denoted by bold 
letters or abbreviations. Given a category £ , we write AeK, or , else, 
A : :K, and h: A —> В ::K to denote that A is an object of К and h is an 
arrow of К with the source A and the target B. We will also designate 
the source and the target of h as ch and hG resp. If hrj=Gg, their 
composition is denoted by h;g . 
SSet denotes the category of sorted sets: its objects are pairs 
(I,X) with I a set of sorts or indexes and X a family (X,,i€l) o f sets, 
its arrows are pairs ( f .h) with f: I —> Г an ordinary function and 
h=(h , :X , — » i€l) a family of functions. We write X=(I,X) И 
=(J,Y) iff ISJ and Х,=У! f o r all iel ; and XSY iff I£J and tj&i f o r all 
iel. If X : :SSet then UX denotes Ц € 1 X, : :Cet, where Set is the 
category of ordinary sets and functions. 
Given sets X,Y, Xc f V means that X is a f inite subset of У. 
C a t , s o is the category of categories with no arrows but 
isomorphisms. 
All categories we consider in the paper are categories with 
inclusions and the corresponding image­factorization system, i t ­
categorles, in short (the precise definition appears in Appendix 2, 
however, an Intuitive notion of inclusion o f one object into another 
and the image of a subobject under a mapping will be sufficient for 
understanding the text) . The fact that A —^> В is an inclusion will be 
denoted by A В since there is no more than one (if any) inclusion 
between objects ; the very arrow will be also denoted by A. If К has an 
image­factorization system and h: A > В is an arrow, then the imag»? 
of h will be denoted by Jmgih^B. 
Sub.4 denotes the set of all possible inclusions Xе­»/!: :K. 
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EplK, IsoK, IncK denotes resp. classes of all epimorphisms, all 
isomorphisms and all inclusions of K. 
F\G: K < _ * ­ > L denotes an adjunction F: К—>L, G: L­­>K between 
categories К and L with F the left (lower) adjoint and G the right 
(upper) one, 
3 Definition o f an abstract data model 
3.1 Definit ion. A frame for data structuring or simply a frame is 
defined to be a collection of the following components: 
An ii­category Schema of (database) schemas and schema 
transformations. 
A functor inst: Schema—> Cat°£Q assigning to each schema S a 
category of (database) Instances over S and their isomorphisms (to be 
thought of as those ones which are generated by permutations of 
underlying domains). Pairs (S , i ) with SeSchema and teinstfS) will be 
also called instances and the set o f alt instances in the latter sense 
will be denoted by Inst. 
• A domain structure over Inst, dmn=(dom,val) , where 
о 
dom^dom^,SeSchema) and val=(val s ,SeSchema), are families of functors, 
скшц: inst(S) ­> SSet and va^ : inst(S) — > Set resp. . s.t. 
valgU) £ Udor%U) f o r any telnsUS). Here, given an instance (S , t ) , 
d o m ^ d ) must be thought of as the list of domains underlying t , whereas 
v a i s U ) ­ as the set o f values actually involved by L. We will often 
omit the subindex s if it is clear from the context. 
Moreover, if t: S —» S* : :Schema then the following condition holds for 
all t 'etnst(S ' ) : 
(ext) dom(t*t») л d o m U ' ) , vaHt 't , ' ) = v a l U ' ) n Udom(t* i / ) . 
This condition explicates the intuitive idea that t* produces only 
another structural view on that part of data contained in i* which is 
captured by t without affecting data themselves, in other words, t * 
changes the structure o f that part but not the very values. 
Now we turn to presentation o f the notion of a query through our 
formalism. 
Let У=(Schema,Inst,dmn) be a frame. By adapting and generalizing to our 
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(qr4) 
SI S Q < > S Q . : : q r ( S I ) 
S2 
Moreover, the following diagram also commutes f o r any •transformation 
t :Sl—»S2 and query q « qHSl ) : 
context the definition o f a deterministic query f rom IAK89] we come to 
the items (i) and (li) o f the definition fol lowing below. Item (lii) is 
intended to formalize the intuitive idea that queries are rather 
patterns f o r quering than isolated operations. 
3.3 Definit ion. Let S be a schema, SeSchema. 
(i) A (deterministic) query operation or simply a query over S 
is defined to be a pair q = ( S q , f q ) with S q a schema of the 
query and f q a functor inst(S) — > InstlSq) s.t. the 
following condition holds f o r all teinst(S) : 
(qrl) dom(qi) s domU), vaKqt) £ v a l ( t ) л Udomtqi.). 
here and furtheron q also denotes the very function fq. " . 
(ii) A query system over S Is defined to be a set qriS) o f 
queries over S satisfying the fol lowing two conditions f o r 
any q\,qzeqr: 
(qr2) i d t a s * ( S ) € V ' S ) , 
(qr3) if S q l < * S q 2 then q 2 U ) f s ^ = q l ( t ) f o r all teinstfS). 
(We recall that if t: S —» S* :: Schema Is an Inclusion and 
i€lnst(S') then t*i is denoted b y s t f ) . 
(iil) A query hyper system (over a frame 9) is defined to be a 
functor o r : Schema > S e t assigning to each schema S a 
query system over S, in addition, with any acrtema 
transformation t: SI —> S2 and qcqr(Sl) there Is 
correlated a schema transformation o ^ : 2^ » (here 
and f urtheron tq denotes (qrt )q ) s. t. the f ol lowinj 
diagram commutes for any q,q* с qr(Sl ) : 
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3.4 Remarks. 
( i ) . Functor! a] i ty in the Item (i) above means commutativity with 
isomorphisms of instances, that is, the well-known genericity 
condition. 
( i i ) . Note, condition (qr5) together with condition (ext) of definition 
3.1 imply that val q ( t * t ) = val (tq)t f o r all teinsUSZ), that is, the 
extension o f a given query does not depend on notation. 
3.5 Defini t ion . An abstract (static) data model is defined to be a 
couple of a frame 9 and a query hypersystem (qr.cr) over У. 
4 Algebraizing data models 
In the definition o f an a.d.m. instances were treated quite abstractly 
as some entities functorlally connected with schemas but without 
specifying their nature. However, in all data models using in practice, 
instances ( f o r example, of a relational schema S) are mappings which 
assign semantic meanings (relations) to the structural components of 
the schema (names o f relations) In correspondence with their structural 
characteristics (relation-schemes). This suggests the idea o f treating 
an instance t of a schema S as a schema transformation o f S into the 
ccc responding schema arising f rom semantics, t :S >Sj, where d refers 
t o the list of domains underlying the schema S<j. (Construction А-1.2Ш 
f r om Appendix 1 will help to clarify this idea). The image o f S under 
the transformation can be considered as data be:ng kept in the 
database. 
Furthermore, from these data new derived data can be extracted, in 
addition, derived data appear as instances of other (query) schemas 
tq t n s t ( S t ) 
51 frurt(Sl) 
(qr5) t t * 
5 2 lnst(S2) 
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somehow related to S. Reflecting on this point suggests the idea to 
supply the category Schema with an operator Der which assigns to each 
schema S a very large schema DerS being thought of as the schema 
specifying the total combination of ail possible derived data which can 
be extracted from L , in fac t , from ImgĻ{S). That is, t is assumed to be 
naturally extendible to I : DerS —» so that just the image img- (DerS) 
presents the totality of derived data. (Again, construction А-1.2Ш) 
will clari f у these considerations). Now, a query Q appears as a 
subschema S Q of DerS, S ^ D e r S , and the answer Is nothing else than 
I m g r ( S 0 ) . 
In precise categorical terms, these considerat Jns mean that Der is a 
regular algebraic theory over Schema, and S j^ is a Der-algebra, 
S d € A l g D e i \ in the following deflnLion we treat algebraic the* ries over 
a category in a equivalent way through adjoint functors, 
4.1 Defini t ion . An algebraic base of a data model or simply a base la 
defined to be a collection o f the following data. 
• A regular algebraic theory T, that is, an adjunction, FVG: 
Schema^ f *_> AlgT), where elements o f the i i -category Schwna^ are to 
be thought of as possible schemas and their transformations and those 
of AlgT - as (accepted) algebras and their homomorphisms. The 
composition Der =* F;G will be thought o f as a derived data operator on 
Schema^. 
A full subcategory o f Srhmna M consisting o f accepted schemas, 
Schema, which is closed under subobjects. 
A subcategory Seta o f AlgT consisting o f semantic algebras. The 
objects o f Sem are to be thought o f as algebras arising f r om semantics 
and arrows - as algebra, Isoinorphlsms generated by permutation* o f 
underlying domains. (Warning: as it was demonstrated by Shelah (She68}, 
there are relational algebra isomorphisms between non-isomorphic data 
structures, that Is, generally speaking, categories Sem can be пол-
fuill). 
A domain structure over Seas, daan4doea,val ) , where doam: Sem—> SSat 
and val; Sem — > Set are functors s.t . va lMl £ UdomM) f o r any AeSejn, 
In addition, f o r any two AtBeSem s.t. GAcGB -..Schema, we have doamAcdomB 
and valAcvalB. Here, given an algebra A, d o m M ) must be thought o f as 
the list o f domains carrying A whereas v a i M ) - as the set of values 
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Appendix 1. Category o f relat ional schemas. Relational algebras 
A­LI Definit ion Let ti be an arbitrary but fixed countable set of 
attribute names. 
(i). A (finltary) relational schema (over W is defined to be a triple 
S*4ĪX)M,daBL,neL) with VOM a finite set o f domain names, dam a function 
ti — > VOM s.t. domrl(D) is countable f o r any ЪеТЮМ and net a function 
taking each finite subset X of ti to a finite set (possibly, empty!) o f 
relat ion names in scheme X. ie£(X) . (Well, in the standard definition 
o f a relation scheme oe£(X) is either empty or a singleton). In 
addition, the set <Xc,lfc ое£Ш#е> is finite too . 
(Ш. A transformation o f relational schemas, S v S\ is defined to 
be a triple t H t ^ y consisting o f a mapping t«: VOM > ФОЛ", a 
bljection |yi t i ­ r t l s.t. о к ж ц Ш • t d (domA) f o r ail Aeti, and a family 
o f mappings Ц х : nezX — » ndC\(X) indexed by finite subsets X o f U 
Composition o f transformations and identity transformation are 
defined in a evident way, this constitutes the category of ifinitary) 
flat relational schemas and transformations. Half. 
A­ l ­2 Construct ion. Ш . Given a f in i t* set of domains. d­<du....dn>, 
we f i x arbitrary partition o f 11 by a mapping *\U — > d s.t. *-4<hl is 
countable f o r all М . . . Л aod then build the following (fafinitaryl) 
relational schema S J d , # M D O i ( t , d o A t , a e r « ) : ZX?*t­d, doart*#. nett(X) ­
reljjd P o w e s ^ (f: X » Ud | f t A l e t a f o r all AeX), X^ U Such a 
actually involved by A. a 
Considerations before the definition suggest an evident construction 
which provides the fol lowing 
4.2 Theorem. Each base S gives rise to an abstract data model 
( ? ( 8 ) , q H B » . m 
Finally, considerations o f Appendix 1 shows that any relational data 
model is generated by the corresponding algebraic base, that is, is 
algebraizable. Hopefully, it is easy to see that this is the case also 
f o r various higher­order relational gf^ wmas thus, 
4.3 Theorem. All kinds o f relational data models are algebraizable, 
i.e. can be presented as (ЯВ].аг1£1) f o r some algebraic base B. 
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schema satisfies the definition above except f o r requirements o f 
finiteness of neliX) and finiteness o f the set {ХсгЬ: ie£(X)*0>. If we 
remove these two requirements from the definition o f Relf, we get the 
definition of the category of infinitary relational schemas and 
transformations, R e l t t , s.t. Relf is a full subcategory of R e l e . Now it 
Is easy to see that a relational database instance L over a schema 
S=(DOM,dam.,iel) is nothing but the schema transformation t = ( t d , t e , t T ) : 
S » S[d,#l with *A = t (A) , the i ­domain o f A, f o r all Aeli , 
t d (D) = i (A ) f o r any, hence all, Aell s.t. damA=D, ^ the identity 
mapping o f U, and t,. x(R) = t (R) f o r all R^rvetlX), X 9 U Conversely, any 
such a transformation is an instance and, thus, we have an isomorphism 
fnstfSlalKReLje^S') : S'eSem} where Sem denotes the class o f schemas of 
the form S{d,tt] f o r various d and #. 
(ii). Actually there are several relational data models depending on 
what a collection o f operations over relations Is accepted. On the 
other hand, fixing such a collection T determines the corresponding 
class of many­sorted algebras, we will say T­algebras, and any schema 
from the class Sem can be considered as a T­algebra. In addition, 
accepted in the data model in question instances o f a schema S can be 
considered as homomorpMsms of T­algebras o f the kind S — > S[d,tJ f o r 
various d and #, where Š denotes the T­algebra freely generated by S. 
(The latter means that Š is the labeled tree (whose nodes are relation 
names together with their schemes) generated from relation names 
occur i ng in S by means o f symbols of Т-opeŗations, e.g. f rom leaves 
Rlenef(X) and R2€ae£(Y) by means of the symbol © 01' Join-operation we 
come to the node RleR2 with the scheme XuY) . Note, S is always an 
infinitary schema even though S is finitary. 
(iii). It can be shown that a similar machinery is valid f o r complex 
relational data models and various kinds o f graph-oriented, in 
particular, ER and extended ER data models. Thus, as it was already 
said, the m a j o r i t y o f ex c i t i n g d a t a models s u p p o s e a v a i l a b i l i t y o f 
a closure operator over the category 01' schemas. To capture this 
construct in a formal way the notion o f an algebraic theory (triple, 
monad) is just suitable. 
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Appendix 2. Image f a c to r i za t i on systems f o r categor ies with inclusions 
A­2.1 Def in i t ion . A category with inclusions is defined to be a pair 
(K.Inc) with К a category and Inc a class o f K­monomorphfsms called 
Inclusions s.t. the following holds (IncM.B) denotes the set 
( ieKM.B): ielnc)) : 
(incl) \ndA,B) is either empty or a singleton, in the latter case we 
write 1:4е­»В : :K or simply A<+B\ 
(inc2) 4=B as soon as A<­*B and BUA, 
(Inc3) Inc Is closed under identity arrows, arrow composition and 
pull backs along arbitrary maps 
(in other words, Inc is a dominion (see, eg, Moggl Iko89]) 
over Ю. 
(Inc4) f o r any object A, the class S u b ^ X ^ A ­ XeK> is a set 
(consisting of the subobjects o f A). 
We will often ambiguously designate the source of an Inclusion morphism 
and the very morphism by one and the same letter, namely, the letter 
denoting the source. 
A category with inclusions is said t o possess canonical Image 
factorizations' i f the closure o f Inc under isomorphisms, Inc", is the 
mono­component o f a factorization system (Cov,Inc*) over К (about the 
latter see, eg, Barr [Ba9lD; arrows from Cov will be called covers. In 
particular, this means that each h: A —> В : :K has a unique 
factorization h=c;i with ccCovKSEpiK, lemcKSMonoK. thusly. with each 
morphism h: A —> В there are correlated its image, the Inclusion 
I*ng[h)<+B, and Its kernel, the cover c*kerh: A — » fmgth). 
An i I ­category Is a category with Inclusions and corresponding 
canonical Image factorizations. In any such a category there Is a 
mapping Imgb' S u b A — » SubB defined b j setting lmghX"Img(Xth). 
A regular algebraic theory consists o f an underlying i i ­category К and 
a monad ТМТ^­ц) over К (see, e.g., lTS87l or (BW85I) which preserves 
image factorizations, that is, If ceCovfC, icIncJt then TccCovK, TielncK 
too . 
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Zinovijs Diskins, Boriss KadiSs. Abstraktie pieprasījumi, shēmu pārveidojumi un algebriskas 
teorijas: Kategoriju algebras pielietojums datubāzu teorija. 
Anotācija. Rakstā paradīts kategoriju teorijas valodas lietošanas dabiskums datubāzu teorijas 
specifikāciju daļai. Pieprasījumi par doto datubāzu shēmu 5 tiek aplūkoti no shēmas S un pie­
prasījumu shēmas viedokļa. Lai nodroStnam datu modeļa neatkarību, tiek ievesta abstrakta datu 
modeļa (a.d.m.) definīcija un mrpmākie spriedumi balstās uz So jēdzienu. Tiek paradīts intuitīvā 
atvasināto datu jēdziena formaiizēSanas dabiskums un ērtums, ievedot slēguma operatoru 
(mortadi) to shēmu kategorija, kuras attiecas uz aplūkojamo datu modeli. 
Piemēram, pieprasījumi par shēmu S, izrādās, ir tikai shēmas 5 slēguma Der(S) apaksshēmas, bet 
5-instances var aplūkot kā homomorfismus no DerļS) uz shēmām, k n rodas semantika. Tad 
pieprasījumu paplašinājumi nav nekas cits kā atbilstošie apakšshēmu attēli. Tas veido a.dm. 
algebrizējamības būtību un tiek paradīts, ka re! aciju datu modeļi ir algebrizējami. 
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ON SEMIGROUPS OF OPEN TRANSFORMATIONS OF SYSTEMS OF SUBSETS. 
V . S h t e i n b u k . 
A b s t r a c t , T h e p r o b l e m o f d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y ( u p t o 
h o m e o m o r p h i s m ) o f a s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s b y m e a n s o f i t s s e m i g r o u p 
o f o p e n t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s w i t h i n d i f f e r e n t c l a s s e s Г i s 
d i s c u s s e d . I n t h e c a p a c i t y o f Г a r e c o n s i d e r e d c l a s s e s o f 
c h a i n s , p a r t i t i o n s , u n i f o r m q u a s i r e t r a c t s y s t e m s a n d g e n e r a l i z e d 
T * a p a c e s . 
AMS S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n 2 0 M 2 0 . 
Many s p e c i a l i s t s i n v e s t i g a t e d t h e r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n c e r t a i n 
m a t h e m a t i c a l s t r u c t u r e s a n d a l g e b r a i c o b j e c t s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h 
t h e s e s t r u c t u r e s . O n e o f t h e m a i n p r o b l e m s i n t h i s d i r e c t i o n i s 
t h e p r o b l e m o f d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y o f a n i n i t i a l o b j e c t b y m e a n s o f 
i t s d e r i v a t i v e a l g e b r a i c o b j e c t . We m e n t i o n t h e w e l l - k n o w n 
r e s u l t o f t h e t y p e - t h e f u n d a m e n t a l t h e o r e m o f G e l f a n d -
K o l m o g o r o v , a c c o r d i n g t o w h i c h t w o c o m p a c t t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s X 
a n d У a r e h o m e m o r p h i c i f f t h e r i n g s o f c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n s o f 
t h e s e s p a c e s a r e i s o m o r p h i c • 
D u r i n g t h e l a s t d e c a d e s t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s e m i g r o u p s h a v e 
b e e n c o n s i d e r e d a c t i v e l y a s d e r i v a t i v e o b j e c t s o f d i f f e r e n t 
m a t h e m a t i c a l o b j e c t s . I n p a r t i c u l a r , t h e p r o b l e m o f 
d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y o f a t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s X b y s e m i g r o u p s o f i t s 
c o n t i n u o u s ( a n d o f o t h e r t y p e s ) t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s w a s r e p e t e a d e l y 
s t u d i e d ( s e e ' e • g . [ 3 , 5', 8 ] , e . a . ) . The p r o b l e m j t u d i e d i n 
t h i s p a p e r i s t o r e v e a l t h e p o s s i b i l i t i e s i-J a s i m i l a r 
a l g e b r a i c d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y o f s o m e s y s t e m s o f г a b l e t s b y ir-sans 
o f t h e s e m i g r o u p s o f t h e i r o p e n t r a n s i o r m a t i c n s . F r o m t h i s 
p o i n t o f v i e w we c o n s i d e r s o m e c l a s s e s o f s y s t e m s o f s u i - s e t s 
( s u c h a s c h a i n s , p a r t i t i o n s , u n i f o r m q u a s i r e t r a c t a s w e i i a s 
g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s o f t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s ) . I f cur p r o o f i d i 
s t r a i g h t f o r v / a r d m o d i f i c a t i o n o f t h e known p r o o f o t t h e s i m i l a r 
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r e s u l t f o r t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s , t h e n v e s t a t e t h e r e s u l t o n l y . 
S u c h a s i t u a t i o n i s f o r t h e c o n s i d e r e d g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s o f t h e 
t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s . H o w e v e r , a s a r u l e , t h e c o n s i d e r e d 
s e m i g r o u p s d o n ' t c o n t a i n c o n s t a n t t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s i n o t h e r 
c a s e s a n d t h e r e f o r e a t e c h n i q u e o f p r o o f s e s s e n t i a l l y d i f f e r s 
f r o m t h a t s u c c e s s f u l l y u s e d f o r t h e t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s i n t h e 
r e l a t e d i n v e s t i g a t i o n s . 
By a s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s w e c a l l a p a i r ( X , x ) , w h e r e X i s 
a s e t , a n d т i s a s u b s e t o f t h e t w h e r e € ^ i s t h e p o w e r s e t 
o f X . ( I n t h e s u r v e y [ 8 ] V e c h t o m o v c a l l s e u c h p a i r s b y 
g e n e r a l i z e d t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s ) . ч 
I t i s k n o w n t h a t v a r i o u s m a t h e m a t i c a l s t r u c t u r e s o n a s e t 
X a r e g i v e n b y s p e c i f y i n g o f a s u b s e t x o f w h e r e т 
s a t i s f i e s s o m e a x i o m s . S u c h i s t o p o l o g i e s . O t h e r e x a m r ­ . v s a r e 
f i l t e r s , m a t r o i d s , s u b s e t a l g e b r a s , c l o s u r e s y s t e i u , e . c ) . 
L e t SO b e t h e c a t e g o r y t h e o b j e c t s o f w h i c h a r e s y s t e m s o f 
s u b s e t s a n d t h e m o r p h i s m s a r e t h e m a p p i n g q> i X^ •+ s u c h t h a t 
^) (М)€Г 2 f o r e a c h tfex • « M o r p h i s m s ( i s o m o r p h i s m s ) i n SO we c a l l 
b y o p e n m a p p i n g s ( h o m e o m o r p h i s m s ) o f s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s . Two 
s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s a r e c a l l e d h o m e o m o r p h i c i f t h e y a r e 
i s o m o r p h i c o b j e c t s o f t h e c a t e g o r y SO, I n t h e l i t e r a t u r e o t h e r 
t e r m i n o l o g y i s . u s e d a s w e l l : h o m e o m o r p h i c s y s t e m s c a l l b y 
e q u i v a l e n t o r i s o m o r p h i c ( e . g . [ 6 , 9 ] ) . 
S u p p o s e t h a t T^ (TQ) i s t h e c o m p l e t e s u b c a t e g o r y o f SO, 
e l e m e n t s o f w h i c h a r e p a i r s (X,x) w h e r e г i s a c l o s e d ( r e s p . 
o p e n ) t o p o l o g y o n X . f t I t i s e v i d e n t , t h a t t h e c a t e g o r y Tc{TQ) 
i s i n f a c t t h e c a t e g o r y o f t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s w i t h c l o s e d 
( o p e n ) m a p p i n g s . 
F o r a s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s (X,x) l e t ; 0 ( X , T ) d e n o t e t h e 
s e m i g r o u p o f a l l i t s o p e n t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s u n d e r t h e o p e r a t i o n 
o f m u l t i p l i c a t i o n o f m a p p i n g s . 
L e t Г b e a c l a s s o f s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s . We s a y t h a t a 
s y s t e m ( Х , т ) e Г i s d e t e r m i n e d ( u p t o h o m e o m o r p h i s m ) b y t h e 
s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , T ) w i t h i n t h e c l a s s Г i f a n y i s o m o r p h i s m o f 
s e m i g r o u p s 0{X,z) a n d 0 ( X ļ , r ļ ) i m p l i e s a h o m e o m o r p h i s m o f t h e 
^ s y s t e m s ( X , x ) a n d ( X ^ T J f o r e v e r y ( Х ^ т ) е Г . 
F o r a n y s u b s e t т o f S^9 l e t x ° « t o ( e ) , i f x d o e s n o t 
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c o n t a i n e m p t y s u b s e t , a n d l e t т ° ­ г , i f o e r . I t i s c l e a r , t h a t 
s e m i g r o u p s 0 ( Х , т ) a n d 0 ( X , T ° ) a r e e q u a l . T h e r e f o r e t h e 
f o l l o w i n g d e f i n i t i o n w i l l t u r n o u t t o b e q u i t e c o n v e n i e n t . 
L e t Г b e a c l a s s o f s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s . He s a y t h a t a 
s y s t e m ( Х , т ) е Г i s O ­ d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e s e m i g r o u p 0{X,z) w i t h i n 
t h e c l a s s Г , i f f o r e v e r y ( Х ^ т ^ е Г a n y i s o m o r p h i s m o f t h e 
s e m i g r o u p s О(Х,т) a n d 0 ( Х 1 Г т ^ ) i m p l i e s a h o m e o m o r p h i s m o f t h e 
s y s t e m s ( Х , т ° ) a n d (Jf , т * ) • 
T h e d i f f e r e n c e b e t w e e n t h e d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y a n d t h e 0 ­
d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y i s n o t v e r y e s s e n t i a l , a s i t i s s e e n f r o m t h e 
d e f i n i t i o n s . I n p a r t i c u l a r , i f Г i s a c l a s s o f s y s t e m s w i t h S€T 
f o r a l l ( Х , т ) е Г , t h e n t h e n o t i o n s o f O ­ d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y a n d 
d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y a r e e q u i v a l e n t w i t h i n t h e c l a s s Г . 
T h r o u g h o u t t h e r e m a i n d e r o f t h e p a p e r , t h e o n l y c o n s i d e r e d 
s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s a r e ( X # x ) w i t h X e r . We u s e t h i s r e m a r k 
w i t h o u t e x p l i c i t m e n t i o n . 
By a n a l o g y w i t h t h e t o p o l o g i c a l t e r m i n o l o g y , a s u b s e t H cX 
i s c a l l e d a q u a s i r e t r a c t ( r e s p . r e t r a c t ) o f a s y s t e m ( X , x ) , i f 
M » 9}{X) f o r s o m e tpeO(X,x) ( r e s p . <peO[X,z) a n d p 2 * p ) . A s y s t e m 
o f s u b s e t s ( Х , т ) we c a l l b y q u a s i r e t r a c t ( r e s p . r e t r a c t ) i f 
e v e r y n o n e m p t y s u b s e t Нет i s a q u a s i r e t r a c t ( r e s p . r e t r a c t ) o f 
t h e s y s t e m ( Х , т ) . F o r e x a m p l e , i f °x i s s c l o s e d T ­ t o p o l o g y o n 
a s e t X , t h e n t h e t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e ( Х , т ) i s a r e t r a c t s y s t e m 
o f s u b s e t s . 
We s a y t h a t a s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s ( X , r ) i s u n i f o r m i f 
( r f ­ < a } ) u / 3 € r f o r a n y e * H e t , oteM, QeX. One may e a s i l y v e r i f y , 
t h a t i f T i s a f r e e f i l t e r ( i . e . a f i l t e r w i t h e m p t y k e r n e l ) o n 
a s e t X t h e n t h e s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s ( Х , т ) i s a u n i f o r m 
q u a s i r e t r a c t s y s t e m . 
T h e o r e m 1 . L e t Г b e a c l a s s o f t h e u n i f o r m q u a s i r e t r a c t 
s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s . E v e r y s y s t e m ( Х , т ) е Г i s O ­ d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e 
s e m i g r o u p О(Х,т) w i t h i n t h e c l a s s Г . 
P r o o f . L e t ( Х , т ) b e a n u n i f o r m , q u a s i r e t r a c t s y s t e m o f 
s u b s e t s . 
F o r d i s t i n c t e l e m e n t s a,freX w e d e f i n e t h e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n 
e L a s f o l l o w s : 
^ « ( A ) = * < Р Л А Л * ) ^ F O R * Е Х / Г * < * -
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(M\ - / (*-<«>>u <*> i f a € " ^ B o H \ M o t h e r w i s e . 
S i n c e (X,t) i s a u n i f o r m s y s t e m , i t f o l l o w s t h a t p ~ ( M ) e r a n d 
pa 
h e n c e tp^a e 0 ( X , x ) . B e s i d e s # i s a n i d e m p o t e n t o f t h e 
s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , x ) . 
T h e f o l l o w i n g r e m a r k f o l l o w s f r o m l e m m a 2 . 6 [ 4 ] . Two 
e l e m e n t s (f>^ , <pQ eF a r e . ^ ­ e q u i v a l e n t e l e m e n t s o f t h e 
s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , x ) i f a n d o n l y i f a • « . . i s t h e G r e e n ' s 
e q u i v a l e n c e ) . F o z e v e r y e l e m e n t aeX we d e n o t e 
T h e p r e c e d i n g o b s e r v a t i o n y i e l d s t h a t К д i s a clav­ . "• ' o f 
Ж ? e q u i v a l e n t e l e m e n t s b e l o n g i n g t o t h e s e t F^. M o r e o v e r , 
F x / p a = < к а , Л € Х > 
w h e r e F^/p d e n o t e t h e q u o t i e n t o f t h e s e t F^ b y t h e e q u i v a l e n c e 
r e l a t i o n i n d u c e d i n F^ b y t h e r e l a t i o n 
T h e s u b s e t F^ o f t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( Х , т ) m a y b e c h a r a c t e r i z e d 
b y m e a n s o f a f i r s t o r d e r f o r m u l a i n t h e l a n g u a g e o f 
s e m i g r o u p s . 
N a m e l y , a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n f e O ( X , x ) b e l o n g s t o t h e s e t 
i f a n d o n l y i f f s a t i s f i e s t h e f o l l o w i n g t w o c o n d i t i o n s : 
( 1 ) f i s a n i d e m p o t e n t a n d f i s n o t t h e i d e n t i t y e l e m e n t 
o f t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , T ) 
( 2 ) f h a s n o t w o ­ s i d e d i d e n t i t i e s i n 0 ( X , x ) b e s i d e s f a n d 
t h e i d e n t i t y o f 0 ( Х , т ) . 
N e c e s s i t y f o l l o w s f r o m 2 . 5 [ ] . C o n v e r s e l y , a s s u m e t h a t 
f e O ( X , x ) h a s t h e p r o p e r t i e s ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) . T h e n f(a)=B.*a f o r s o m e 
aeX. S i n c e f i s a n i d e m p o t e n t i t f o l l o w s t h a t f ( £ ) « f i , atf.Then 
i t i s e a s y t o s h o w t h a t ffPgampQ0(fmfi i . e . <р^а i s an i d e n t i t y 
o f f . B e s i d e s , P g ^ e O ( X , т } . H e n c e , b y t h e c o n d i t i o n ( 2 ) , 
f » £р л e f , 
A s s u m e now t h a t (X , т ) a n d ( X , r ) a r e u n i f o r m 
q u a s i r e t r a c t s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s w i t h t h e i s o m o r p h i c s e m i g r o u p s 
0{Xi,zl) a n d 0 ( X 2 , r 2 ) a n d l e t XiO(Xļtxļ) * 0 ( Х 2 , т а ) b e t h e 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g i s o m o r p h i s m . S i n c e t h e s u b s e t F^ may b e d e f i n e d 
L e t F d e n o t e s t h e s e t o f a l l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s * e . w h e r e а,веХ. x p u 
E a c h ^ ^ d e j r " x i e e n o p e n t r a n s f o r m a t i o n o f t h e s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s 
( Х , т ) . R e a l l y , f o r e v e r y Мет w e h a v e 
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w i t h i n t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , x ) by t h e f o r m u l a o f f i r s t o r d e r 
p r e d i c a t e c a l c u l u s , i t f o l l o w s t h a t x(F ) = F . 
x i x 2 
I t i s e v i d e n t , t h a t f ^ f ^ i n t h e s e m i g r o u p O f X ^ x ^ ) i f and 
o n l y i f Xif^&Xif^) i n t h e 0 ( X 2 , X 2 ) . The f o r e g o i n g a l l o w s u s t o 
d e f i n e a mapping ,x of by l e t t i n g x[K )« 
1 2 i 
e K ( а «X , a eX ) i f and o n l y i f t h e image X(K„ ) c o i n c i d e s 0C 1 1 2 2 ™ x 0 t 2 1 
w i t h K a • I t i s e a s y t o n o t i c e t h a t x i s a b i j e c t i o n o f 
F f& upon F 
i 2 
L e t f : X * F A ^ , i » l , 2 b e t h e n a t u r a l b i j e c t i o n d e f i n e d 
1 1 I 
b y t h e e q u a l i t y * x ( * ļ e X i , i * l , 2 ) . 
Then t h e mapping ф** f ļ " x £ ( i s a b i j e c t i o n of X ļ upon X^. 
I n t h e s e q u e l we w r i t e ф(х) = x f o r jreXj and $(M) m M f o r JfcX^. 
We remark t h a t x{K^)a K- f o r e v e r y К с F x . R e a l l y , f o r any 
К e F v 
and t h e n , by t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f x, i t f o l l o w s t h a t x(K^)- K-
f o r *C с F . t 
1 
L e t M b e a nonempty e l e m e n t of T ļ . S i n c e (Я / X t ) i s a 
q u a s i r e t r a c t s y s t e m t h e r e e x i s t s psO(X f x ) w i t h p(X I t i s 
e a s y t o v e r i f y t h a t xeX^ b e l o n g s t o <p(Xļ) i f and o n l y i f K^p*ip. 
Assume now t h a t x b e l o n g s t G t h e s e t N. Then K^i> * $ and 
h e n c e а 
T h i s i m p l i e s x e Х(Ф)[Х2)/ i ­ e . Mcx((p)(X2)~ S i m i l a r l y we may 
v e r i f y t h e c o n v e r s e i n c l u s i o n . T h u s , 
^ ( « ) ^ ( « > ) ( X 2 ) € X 2 . 
A n a l o g o u s l y c a n b e p r o v e d t h a t ^"^(Wlex^ f o r e v e r y nonempty W e t 2 . 
We c o n c l u d e t h a t ф i s t h e homeomorphism of t h e s y s t e m s of 
о b s u b s e t s ( X ļ , x i ) a n d ( X 2 , X 2 ) , a s n e e d e d . 
C o r o l l a r y . L e t Г be a c l a s s of t h e u n i f o r m q u a s i r e t r a c t 
s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s ( X , x ) w i t h м т . E v e r y s y s t e m ( Х , х ) е Г i s 
d e t e r m i n e d by t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , x ) w i t h i n Г . 
I n o r d e r t o p r o v e t h a o r e m r 2 , 3 b e l o w , we n e e d some 
a d d i t i o n a l n o t a t i o n s and some p r o p e r t i e s o f r e t r a c t s y s t e m s . 
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A s u b s e t x o f a p o w e r s e t o n e m a y c o n s i d e r a s a 
p a r t i a l l y o r d e r e d s e t w i t h r e s p e c t t o i n c l u s i o n . L e t ( T , c ) 
d e n o t e t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g p a r t i a l l y o r d e r e d s e t . 
Lemma 1 . [ 7 ] L e t . f X ^ x , a n d ( X 2 , X 2 ) b e r e t r a c t s y e t e m s o f 
s u b s e t s . I f t h e s e m i g r o u p s 0 ( X ļ / T ļ ) a n d 0{X^,x^) a r e i s o m o r p h i c 
t h e n t h e p a r t i a l l y o r d e r e d s e t s ( r ļ , c ) a n d {x^,c) a r e i s o m o r p h i c . 
F o r a n y s e m i g r o u p St l e t I b e s o m e s e t o f i d e m p o t e n t s o f S 
t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e b i n a r y r e l a t i o n a d e f i n e d b y 
( V a , Ы 1 ) (a<rb «­* b a = a ) . 
He p u t p = е л о * ­ 1 . I t i s e a s y t o s e e t h a t t h e r e l a t i o n cr i s 
a q u a s i o r d e r a n d p i s a n e q u i v a l e n c e r e l a t i o n i n J . T h e 
q u a s i o r d e r cr n a t u r a l l y i n d u c e s a p a r t i a l c r d e r r e l a t i o n i n t h e 
s e t o f a l l p ­ c l a s s e s I / p . T h i s p a r t i a l o r d e r r e l a t i o n w e d e n o t e 
b y cr. The s e t I/p e n d o w e d w i t h t h e r e l a t i o n cr w e d e n o t e b y 
(I/p,v). 
L e t ( X , x ) b e a s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s a n d Id(X,x) b e t h e s e t o f 
a l l i d e m p o t e n t s o f t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , x ) . F o r e v e r y Мех w e s e t 
J H « {<p<=Id(Xrx)\<p{X)=M} ( 1 ) 
I t i s e a s y t o p r o v e t h a t a n o n e m p t y 1^ i s a c l a s s o f 
p ­ e q u i v a l e n t e l e m e n t s o f t h e s e t 2 d ( X , x ) . B e s i d e s , we h a v e 
Lemma 2 . L e t ( Х , т ) b e a r e t r a c t s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s . T h e n 
I d ( X , T ) / p ­ < I M l A f € T , Н л в } . 
The f o l l o w i n g s t a t e m e n t w a s p r o v e d e s s e n t i a l l y i n [ 7 ] , 
b u t w a s n o t s t a t e d e x p l i c i t e l y . 
Lemma 3 . L e t ( X , r ) b e a r e t r a c t s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s . T h e n t h e 
m a p p i n g т т : т — + I d ( X , T ) / p d e f i n e d b y n(M) е 1 н f o r e a c h Hex i s a n 
i s o m o r p h i s m o f t h e o r d e r e d s e t s ( т , с ) a n d ( I d ( X , x ) /p,cr). 
T h e o r e m 2 . L e t Г b e a c l a s s o f s y s t e m s of s u b s e t s ( X , x ) 
w h e r e т \ { Х > i s a p a r t i t i o n o f t h e s e t X . E v e r y s y s t e m ( Х , т ) e Г 
s u c h t h a t a l l c o m p o n e n t s o f t h e p a r t i t i o n r \ { X } a r e o f e q u a l 
c a r d i n a l i t y i s d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( Х , т ) w i t h i n t h e 
c l a s s Г . 
P r o o f • A s s u m e t h a t ( X , x ) i s a s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s w h e r e 
x \ { X } i s a p a r t i t i o n o f X . L e t A b e a n e l e m e n t o f t h e s e t x o f 
m i n i m a l c a r d i n a l i t y . F o r t h e s u b s e t A, c o n s t r u c t a 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n p : X ­> X a s f o l l o v s : ip(M)*A f o r a l l . W e x , a n d t h e 
r e s t r i c t i o n ф t o A i s t h e i d e n t i t y . O b v i o u s l y , s u c h 
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t r a n s f o r m a t i o n <p e x i s t s a n d <p*=Id(Xfx). H e n c e A i s a r e t r a c t o f 
t h e s y s t e m (X,x), B e s i d e s , i f M e x a n d \A\ < \M\ t h e n M i s n o t 
e v e n a q u a s i r e t r a c t o f ( Х , т ) . 
L e t u s d e n o t e b y Я х t h e s e t o f a l l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s 
f € 0 ( X , r ) s u c h t h a t f g = g f o r a l l n o n ­ i d e n t i t y i d e m p o t e n t s 
q<=Id(X,x). I t i s e v i d e n t t h a t fl^ i s j u s t t h e s e t o f a l l o p e n 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s o f (X,x), w h o s e r e s t r i c t i o n s t o a l l r e t r a c t s 
H*X o f ( X , r ) a r e t h e i d e n t i t i e s . 
M o t e t h a t |=1 i f a n d o n l y i f t h e s y s t e m ( X , x ) i s s u c h 
t h a t a l l e l e m e n t s o f т \ { X } a r e o f e q u a l c a r d i n a l i t y . R e a l l y , 
s u f f i c i e n c y f o l l o w s i m m e d i a t e l y f r o m t h e d e s c r i p t i o n s o f t h e 
r e t r a c t s o f ( X , x ) a n d t h e s e t S x « C o n v e r s e l y , a s s u m e t h a t t h e r e 
e x i s t BtC G x\{X} w i t h |B|<|C|. T h e n С i s n o t r e t r a c t . I t i s 
c l e a r t h a t a t r a n s f o r r a a t i o n fix -» X , f o r w h i c h f ( a ) = a ( a e X \ C ) 
a n d t h e r e s t r i c t i o n f t o С i s a b i j e c t i o n , b e l o n g s t o fix. H e n c e 
I S X I > 1 . 
A s s u m e n o w t h a t s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s (\tx,) A N C * ( X 2 , x 2 ) 
b e l o n g t o t h e c l a s s Г m e n t i o n e d i n t h e o r e m 2 . L e t t h e 
s e m i g r o u p s Q(Xļfx^) a n d 0(X^,x2) b e i s o m o r p h i c a n d l e t 
XiO{X tx ) •* 0 ( X 2 , T 2 ) b e t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g i s o m o r p h i s m . 
B e s i d e s , a s s u m e t h a t a l l e l e m e n t s o f T 1 \ ' ( X Ļ > a r e o f e q u a l 
c a r d i n a l i t y . T h e n IS3x 1 « 1 . On t h e o t h e r h a n d , t h e s u b s e t fl^ o f 
i 
0 ( X , T ) i s d e f i n e d ( e s s e n t i a l l y ) b y a f i r s t o r d e r f o r m u l a i n t h e 
l a n g u a g e o f s e m i g r o u p s . I t f o l l o w s t h a t X(&x )=* S x H e n c e 
i г 
IS 1 * 1 . • T h i s i m p l i e s , f r o m w h a t h a s b e e n s h o w n , t h a t a l l 
2 
e l e m e n t s o f T 2 \ ( X 2 > a r e o f e q u a l c a r d i n a l i t y . F o r s u c h a s y s t e m 
o f s u b s e t s e v e r y e l e m e n t i s a r e t r a c t . 
S i n c e t h e s y s t e m s ( X ^ x ^ ) a n d ( X 2 , x 2 ) a r e r e t r a c t s y s t e m s , 
i t f o l l o w s f r o m l emma 1 t h a t IT f e | x I. 
1 2 
U s i n g l emma 2 a n d b y t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f p , s i n c e % i s an 
i s o m o r p h i s m , we o b t a i n t h a t f o r a n y e x Ļ \ { X Ļ } t h e r e e x i s t s 
M 2 e x 2 \ { X 2 > s u c h t h a t * 
* < M < X . T T ) \ J M ) - I d ( X A , T ) \ X . ( 2 ) 
1 2 
F o r e a c h И e x \ { X } w i t h I H * e # l e t b e t h e s e t o f a l l 
i n v e r t i b e e l e m e n t s g o f t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( Х , т ) s u c h t h a t gfm f 
f o r a l l f e J d ( X , T ) \ I H . I t i s e a s y t o n o t i c e t h a t a 
1 0 * 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n g : X - X b e l o n g s t o G^ i f a n d o n l y i f g i s t h e 
i d e n t i c a l m a p p i n g when r e s t r i c t e d t o X\W a n d i t i s a b i j e c t i o n 
w h e n r e s t r i c t e d t o Jf. H e n c e i s o f e q u a l c a r d i n a l i t y w i t h t h e 
s y m m e t r i c g r o u p o n M. 
A s s u m e t h a t И € x a n d M € x a r e s e l e c t e d a s i n ( 2 ) . 
1 1 2 2 1 ' 
A c c o r d i n g t o ( 2 ) a n d t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f w e o b t a i n ) " * * и • 
1 2 
H e n c e IrfJ-lJf I. 
T a k i n g i n t o a c c o u n t t h e p r o v e d a b o v e , w e m a y c o n c l u d e n o w 
t h a t t h e s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s ( X Ļ , T Ļ ) a n d ( X Z # T 2 ) a r e 
h o m e m o r p h i c . 
T h e o r e m 3 . L e t Г b e a c l a s s o f s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s ( Х , т ) 
w h e r e t h e p a r t i a l l y o r d e r e d s e t ( т , С ) i s a c h a i n . E v e r y s y s t e m 
o f s u b s e t s ( Х , т ) € Г, w i t h x f i n i t e , i s O ­ d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e 
s e m i g r o u p 0[X,x) w i t h i n t h e c l a s s Г . 
P r o o f . L e t ( X , x ) b e a s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s w h e r e ( i , c ) i s a 
c h a i n . F o r a n y n o n e m p t y s u b s e t Л е т d e f i n e a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n 
fiX ­ X b y s e t t i n g f[X)=x {X € M), f(x) e H (x € X\H). S i n c e x 
i s a c h a i n , i t f o l l o w s t h a t f i s a n o p e n t r a n s f o r m a t i o n o f 
( X , x ) . B e s i d e s , f i s a n i d e m p o t e n t , a n d h e n c e M i s a r e t r a c t . 
T h u s , ( Х , т ) i s a r e t r a c t s y s t e m . 
L e t u s t a k e i n t o a d d i t i o n t h a t x i s f i n i t e , a n d 
T = { ^ , ^ 2 , . . . ,A^} w h e r e е э ^ С Д С . . . с Л ^ Х . F o r a n y A^ с r l e t 
Я ^ Я д ( i = l , . . . , л ) d e n o t e t h e s e t o f a l l i n v e r t i b l e e l e m e n t s g 
» 
o f t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( Х , т ) s u c h t h a t g f W f o r a l l { c f . ( 1 ) ) . 
i 
F o r t h e s a k e o f u n i f o r m i t y we s e t A - a a n d l e t В = 3 b e t h e 
3 0 O A 
0 
g r o u p o f a l l i n v e r t i b l e e l e m e n t s o f 0(X,x). O b v i o u s l y , 3 i s a 
s u b g r o u p o f t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( Х , т ) . T a k i n g i n t o a c c o u n t lemma 2 , 
o n e may c o n c l u d e t h a t t h e s u b s e t i s f i r s t ­ o r d e r d e f i n a b l e i n 
0 ( X , T ) . 
On t h e o t h e r h a n d , i t i s e a s y t o n o t i c e t h a t Я^ i s j u s t 
t h e s e t o f a l l h o m e o m o r p h i s m s o f ( Х , т ) u p o n i t s e l f , f o r w h i c h 
t h e r e s t r i c t i o n t o A i s t h e i d e n t i c a l m a p p i n g . We r e m a r k t h a t , 
g i v e n a n y i n v e r t i b l e e l e m e n t g o f 0 ( X , T ) , we h a v e g(A)-A f o r 
e a c h A^e x. C o n v e r s e l y , e v e r y b i j e c t i o n g : X •* X s u c h t h a t 
g(A) = ( i = l , . . . , n ) i s t h e i n v e r t i b l e e l e m e n t o f 0 ( Х , т ) . I n 
p a r t i c u l a r , any b i j s c t i o n ran a s e t A \ A c o i n c i d e s w i t h t h e 
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restriction of вове invertible element of О (X, x) to the set 
Let us denote by S - 5 д (i»0,1,...,n-l) the 
u i i 
symmetric group on the set Л 1 + 1\Л (specifically, 5 0 = S A ) • W e 
i 
define a mapping v^zfi^ S & by letting 
^(д)"д| 4 for each g с Я . 
From the foregoing, it follows that the mapping v is a 
homomorphism of the group S & upon i . Obviously, the kernel of 
the homomorphism v is Я Hence the factor group Я / Я and 
the group S are isomorphic. In particular, 
lVf l | + 1 l-lSl (i-0,l,...,n-l). ( 3 ) 
Let us assume now that systems of subsets (*1'T1) a n d 
(X 2,T z) belong to the class Г, x^ is finite, t h e semigroups 
0 ( ) and О(X 2,x 2) are isomorphic and xsО(Xx,x^) -» 0{X^,x^) 
is the corresponding isomorphism. Since the considered s y s t e m s 
are retract syetems, it follows by l emma 1 t h a t |xļ! = |x2l. 
Without loss of generality, one may assume t h a t a « x^ a n d 
0 € X . 
2 
From the definition of p and f r o m l emma 2, i t f o l l o w s 
that, by letting x (I M)"I M (W € x ,W € x ) if and o n l y i f 
It M 0 1 2 
Z( J^-I^, a bijection 
Id ( X ^ x ^ / p - I d ( X 2 , x z ) / p 
is defined. It is not difficult to verify t h a t x i s feb 
isomorphism of the partially o r d e r e d s e t s {Id (X ,xA/fi'r) anc* 
( I d ( X 2 , X 2 ) / p , ? ) . 
Let T^rx^ Ī ^<J(Xl , x ^ ) / p , i = l f 2 b e a bijection d e f i n e d b y 
analogy w i t h the m a p p i n g тт f r o m lemma 3 . Then t i i i s an 
isomorphism of the corresponding p a r t i a l l y o r d e r e d s e t s . H e n c e 
t h e bijection v=* тт ~xļ n :x * x i s an i s o m o r p h i s m o f t h e 
J 2 1 1 2 r 
partially o r d e r e d s e t s ( т ^ с ) a n d ( T 2 , c ) . I n t h e s e q u e l f o r 
r f € X ļ , we w r i t e v{M)=H. I t i s e a s y t o s e e t h a t 
= I - (И e t j (4) 
E l e m e n t s o f r we d e n o t e b y M , M , . . ,K w h e r e 
i 1 l ' 2 7 ' fc_ 
H e И с...с Ж = X. T h e f o r e g o i n g s h o w s t h a t г = {П . ,M } 
1 2 к * 3 2 1 1 ' 2 к л 
w h e r e с 8 c . . . č = х . S i n c e # i s an i s o i ^ o r o h i s m , i t f o l l o w s 
1 2 2 " 
f r o m 14) a n d t h e d e f i n i t i o n 9 t h a t : г (Я ) = Я- (W € E I . 
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В е п с е t h e f a c t o r g r o u p s Я |*JL a n d Яд / Я ­ a r e i s o m o r p h i c . 
By ( Э ) t h i s i m p l i e s 
1 ^ 1 ­ 1 * ^ 1 , l"l+1\>V~ |Я|.Лв1> 1 * ­ 1 # * ­ ­ # п ­ 1 ) . 
I t i s e v i d e n t n o w t h a t t h e s y s t e m s ( Х 1 # т ) a n d № л » х л ) a r e 
h o m e o m o r p h i c . T h e p r o o f i s c o m p l e t e d . 
N e x t we s h a l l s t a t e a f e w r e e u l t e c o n c e r n i n g t h e 
d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y b y m e a n s o f 0 ( X , т ) w i t h i n s o m e c l a s s e s Г , 
c o n t a i n i n g t o p o l o g i c a l ^ ­ s p a c e s ( w i t h c l o s e d t o p o l o g y ) . F o r 
t h e s e c l a s s e s s e m i g r o u p s 0 ( X , x ) c o n t a i n a l l c o n s t a n t 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s o f X . C o n s t a n t t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s o f X a r e j u s t 
l e f t z e r o e s i n 0 ( X , x ) . T h e f o l l o v i n g s t a t e m e n t s c a n b e e a s y 
p r o v e d i n t h e s a m e w a y a s t h e s i m i l a r r e s u l t s f o r ^ ­ e p a c e s t 
a n y i s o m o r p h i s m x o f t h e s e m i g r o u p s O f X ^ T j ) a n d 0 (J l ) 
i n d u c e s a b i j e c t i o n x b e t w e e n t h e s e t s o f l e f t z e r o e s o f t h e s e 
s e m i g r o u p s , a n d i n t u r n , x n a t u r a l l y g i v e s r i s e a b i j e c t i o n o f 
t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g s e t s X } a n d 1L e t c . T h e r e f o r e t h e p r o o f s a r e 
o m i t t e d . 
I n t h e d e s c r i p t i v e s e t t h e o r y [ 1 ] a s e t x с i s c a l l e d 
b y ^ ­ s e p a r a t i n g i f f o r a n y d i s t i n c t x,y cX t h e r e e x i s t 
s u b s e t s H,L с x s u c h t h a t Нп{х,у}ш {x} a n d L n { x , y } ­ { y > . 
F o l l o w i n g i t w e c a l l a s y s t e m o f s u b s e t s ( X , x ) b y s t r o n g 
T ^ ­ s e p e r a b l e i f {x)ex f o r e a c h x « X . 
T h e o r e m 4 . L e t Г b e a c l a s s o f s t r o n g ^ ­ s e p a r a b l e 
q u a s i r e t r a c t s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s . E v e r y s y s t e m ( X , r ) c T i s 
O ­ d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , x ) w i t h i n t h e c l a s s Г . 
T h i s r e s u l t s t r e f i g h t e n t h e d e t e r m i n a b i l i t y t h e o r e m [ 2 ] b y 
m e a n s o f t h e s e m i g r o u p o f c l o s e d t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s f o r ^ ­ s p a c e s . 
C o r o l l a r y . L e t Г b e 'a c l a s s o f s t r o n g ­ s e p a r a b l e 
s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s ( X , x ) s u c h t h a t x i s c l o s e d u n d e r f i n i t e 
i n t e r s e c t i o n s a n d u n i o n s o f t h e t y p e s H u { o t } e x f o r a l l Мех,aeX. 
E v e r y s y s t e m ( Х , х ) е Г i s d e t e r m i n e d b y 0 ( X , x ) w i t h i n Г . 
T o v e r i f y t h i s s t a t e m e n t i t s u f f i c e s t o p r o v e t h a t ( X , x ) 
i s a q u a s i r e t a c t s y s t e m u n d e r t h e h y p o t h e s e s o f t h e c o r o l l a r y . 
R e a l l y , f o r a n y Hex d e f i n e a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n fix ­» X a s f o l l o w s : 
f(x)-x{x€H), f(x)eM ( x c X \ M ) . T h e n f e O ( X , x ) a n d r ( X ) ­ M . H e n c e 
И i s a r e t r a c t . 
T h e o r e m 4 ' • L e t Г b e a c l a s s o f s t r o n g T ­ s e p a r a b l e 
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c l o s u r e e y e t ē s » (X,x) s u c h t h a t r h a v e a q u a s i r e t r a c t 
m u l t i p l i c a t i v e b a s i s I'C x . E v e r y ( Х , х ) е Г i s d e t e r m i n e d b y t h e 
s e m i g r o u p 0 ( X , x ) w i t h i n Г . 
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apakškopu sistēmas atklātu transformāciju pusgrupa nosaka 
atbilstošo apakškopu sistēmu dažādās klases Г. Klases Г lom& 
tiek aplūkotas ķēdes, sadalījumi, homogēnas kvaziretraktu 
sistēmas un vispārinātas T telpas. 
В.ШтеЙнбук. О полугруппах открытых преобразований систем 
подмножеств 
Аннотация.Изучается вопрос об определяемоети (с точностью 
до гомеоморфизма) систем подмножеств полугруппами их открытых 
преобразований в различных классах Г. , В качестве Г 
рассматриваются классы цепей, разбиений, однородных 
квазиретрактных систем и обобщенных 7^- пространств. 
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ON EVEN FUZZY TOPOLOGIES 
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A B S T R A C T 
A special kind of fussy topologies m the seme of tbe second author, the so ceiled even fumy 
topologies is introduced. Scene properties of even fussy topologies sod their role in the theory of 
(general) fussy topologies are considered. Besides the proadnuty counterpart of even fuzzy topologies 
­ the so called even fussy proximities ­ is introduced and briefly discussed. 
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K E Y W O R D S : Fuzzy topologies, fuzzy proximities. 
Introduction 
Soon after the inception of the concept of a fuzzy set by L.A. Zatleh [Za], 
C.L. Chang [Ch] in 196S made the first attempt to extend fundamental notions 
of general topology for the case of fuzzy sets. Namely, according to Chang, 
a fuzzy topology on a set X is just a usual (i.e. crisp) subset r of the fuzzy 
powerset Iх of X satisfying axioms which are natural analogs of the standard 
axioms of topology (see Definition 1.3 for the precise formulation). Chang's pi­
oneering paper was followed by many others the authors of which either investi­
gated different aspects of Chang fuzzy topological spaces or proposed alternative 
viewpoints on the subject of fuzzy topology and were developing corresponding 
theories. Among the last ones was [S^*] in which fuzzy topology on a set X 
was realized as a mapping T: Iх — • / satisfying certain axioms, i.e. a fuzzy 
topology in accordance with this viewpoint is essentially a fuzzy subset of the. 
fuzzy powerset of the given set (see Definition 1.1 for the precise formulation 
as well as the subsequent Comments 1.2.) In what follows the term u a fuzzy 
topology" without specification will be always understood in this sense. 
Ho 
It is well known that any fusty topology has a property which can be 
viewed upon as its lower semicontinuity"; this property is described in 1Д 
On the other hand fussy topologies "often" do not have the dual property of 
"upper sermcontinuity'' described in 1.7. 
" It is the principal aim of this paper to investigate fussy topologies which 
are uppersemicontinuous as well. They could naturally be called "continuous"* 
however we prefer to use the term "even fuzzy topologies" since the term "con­
tinuous" when discussing topological concepts is quite ambiguous and may lead 
to wrong associations. The class of even fuzzy topologies is broad enough; in 
particular it contains all Chang fuzzy topologies. 
We study basic properties of even fussy topologies and their relations with 
general fuzzy topologies. In the last Section we discuss a proximal counterpart 
of even fuzzy topologies! the so called even fuzzy proximities. 
In what follows, / will denote the unit interval [ 0 , 1 ] . The two point set t 
{0,1} will be denoted by 2. If X is a set, then, as usually, I х denotes the family 
of all fuzzy subsets of X and 2X denotes the ordinary powerset of Xt i.e. the 
family of all crisp subsets of X. Given a fuzsy set M £ l x , Mc : = 1—M denotes t 
its complement. We do not distinguish in notation between crisp subsets of X. 
and corresponding characteristic functions. 
1. Even fuzzy topologies 
Definition 1.1. [Soil Let X be. a set. By a feixl topology on X we call a 
function 7: I х — • / such that 
( F T 1 ) T ( 0 ) = T ( l ) ш 1 ; 
( F T 2 ) if МЛИ € I х t then T ( A f Л N ) > T ( A f ) Л T ( i V ) ; 
( F T 3 ) if Afx € I х for all A € A . then T ( v A / * ) > Л Т ( А / Л ) . 
A pair (Xt T) is called a fuzzy topological space. 
In case a fuzzy topology T:IX — s a t i n i e s the following stronger version of 
the first axiom: 
(FT1') T ( c ) s 1 for each constant e e l 
it is called laminated. 
I l l 
C o m m e n t s 1.2. The idea of such an aproach to the subject of fuzzy topology 
first appeared in Hohle's paper [Ho). However, there a fuzzy topology was real­
ized as a fuzzy subset of the usual powerset of X, i.e. as a mapping T:2X —• /. 
In the present form the concept of a fuzzy topology was introduced in 1985 in 
[Šoi]. In the middle eighties similar ideas were discussed by some other authors, 
see [Hal, [Ku], p i ] , [Lo] and [Ģe]. 
Definition 1.3. jCh] Let X be a set. By a Chang fuzzy topology on X we 
mean a subset T С Iх such that 
(CFT1) 0 . 1 G T ; 
(CFT2) itM,N € T then M Л N € T ; 
(CFT3) if M\ € T for all A € A, then у J M \ € T . 
R e m a r k 1.4. Chang fuzzy topologies can be interpreted as a special case of 
fuzzy topologies in the sense of 1.1. Namely, a fuzzy topology T : Iх —> I is 
Chang iff it satisfies the following additional axiom: 
(FTC) 7 ( / * ) C 2 . 
Definition 1.5. [Šoiļ A mapping f.X — • У where (X,Tx) and (У,Ту) к аге 
fuzzy topological spaces is called fuzzy continuous if Tx{f~l(N)) > 7y(N) for 
each N 6 / y . 
Fuzzy topological spaces and continuous mappings of such spaces form a 
category which will be denoted F T . 
Discussion 1.6. [Šos, ŠoJ Given a fuzzy topological space (ХЪТ) and a € 
(0,1] let % = {M e l x T(M)> a­}. Obviously T 0 is a Chang fuzzy topology 
on X and the family {Ta : a € (0 ,1]} is non increasing. T a will be referred 
to as the a­level Chang fuzzy topology of the given fuzzy topology 7 and the 
construction T —•«* : or € / } will be referred to as the decomposition of T 
into the system of its a­level Chang fuzzy topologies. 
It is easy to see that for any fuzzy topology T and any a £ (0,1] it holds 
To = П Ta>. Thus the system {Ta : о € / } is in a certain sense "lower 
a ' < e 
semicontinuous", or, as we prefer to say> lower temieveu. 
On the other hand given a non* increasing family of Chang fuzzy topologies 
{rQ : a € / } on a set X one can define a fuzzy topology T : Iх — • / by setting 
T(M) = V { r e ( A f ) Л a : a € /}, M € Iх. Besides r e is exactly the a­level 
Chang fuzzy topology TQ of T iff the family { r e : a 6 / } is lower semieven in 
a, i.e., if ra = П r 0 «. 
1 1 2 
Discussion 1.7 . Given a fussy topological space ( J f , T ) and a € (0 ,1] let 
{ U 7 a ' ) denote the Chang fussy topology generated by U Ta> as a base. 
» ' > o 4>'>a 
Obviously, 7^ Э ( U 7^#) but in general the equality does not hold. It seems «*>** 
reasonable to consider a special kind of fuzzy topologies for which the equality 
is true for all or 6 (0 ,1 ) . We call such fuzsy topologies even. 
Definition 1.8. Given a fuzzy topology T on a set X we 6ay that it is even if 
Ta = { U Ta») for each a € ( 0 , 1 ) . 
a ' > a 
If besides Ta = ( U Ta>) also for or = 0 then T is called strictly even. 
e '>OR 
It is easy to see that X is even (strictly even) if and only if for all M € I х with 
0 < T(M) < 1, (respectively 0 < T ( A / ) < 1) there exists a collection {Mt}t>0 
such that Me < Mf» for с > e', supAf* = M and Т ( А ^ ) > T(M) + e for all 
oo • 
6 > 0 . 
Even fuzzy topological spaces and continuous mappings of such spaces 
form a full subcategory of F T which will be denoted E F T . 
R e m a r k 1.9. Each Chang fuzzy topology is obviously even. On the other 
hand a Chang fuzzy topology is strictly even only in case it is discrete. 
Given a fuzzy topology T on a set X we can define a collection of fuzzy 
closure operators {Cl 0}o.€(o,i] where С 1 л : I х —* I х , in the following way: 
C\0{M) = A{N £ l x :N >M and Ne € T a } . 
It is easy to see that C l a ( A / ) < Л C\Q>{M). 
a'>a 
Now we сап give a characterization of even fuzzy topologies in terms of such 
families of closure operators. 
Theorem 1 .10 . A fuzzy topology T on a set X is even if and only if for any 
a € (0 ,1) and M € I х we have that C\a(M) = Л CI 0 i (A / ) . 
А ' > А 
Proof: Sufficiency. W e have only to prove that Т а С { U TQ') for each 
о'> О 
<* 6 (0,1) . 
Take some А/ G T 0 , then C l t t ( A / c ) = Mc and therefore Mc = Л C l Q ' ( A / c ) . 
So Л/ = V C\a-(MC)C and C\a'(MeY € TQ> for every a' > a. From here we 
o'>Q 
can conclude that M € ( U T 0 >). 
a'>o 
Nrsnnssity. Lei M € I х , then С1 в (ЛП* € T r t = ( U TfJ-) and hence there 
or'>o 
exbls a collection {V a / }„» > a such ihat _Yrt/ £ 'jTy for every c\ > a and 
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In a similar way one can prove: 
i h e o r e r i 1.10' . A fuzzy topology 7 on a set X is strictly even if am] only if 
for any о G [0,1) and M € I х we have that C l a ( M ) = A CI Q . (A*) . 
As shown by the next two tl еогеглч, the family of even frizzy topok^ies on 
a given set X is in a certain sense "dense" in thf family of all fuzzy apologies 
on this set. 
T h e o r e m 1.11 . Any laminated fuzzy topology 7 on a set X is a supremuiu 
of some family of even f jzzy topologies. 
РгооГ: Giver afuzzy topology 7 let {Ta}Q^i bie thr family of its «Ievel topolo­
gies. Define the family of fussy topologies { 7 a ' e } e € ( 0 | i ] i t € ( 0 f a ) in the following 
way: 
f 1, if A* c { 0 , 1 } ; 
For each M * / * let .'/*•* (A#) = { a ­ <rsup Af, if Af Щ Ta ­ { 0 , 1 } ; 
U if Af * 7 t t . 
This fussy topology is ev^n for each or € (0 ,1] and t € CO, a ) . To show ihL 
notice that i?s Lvel Chang fuzzy topologies: 
f [ 0 , l } , i f ^ > a ; 
T«.« _ I Щ U {M € Ta : Af < if fi € [* ­ « , a ) ; 
' I I T« if ^ € ( 0 , А Г ­ О ­
I I х , if /? = 0. 
an hence 7 / * ' = ( U 7 „Г) for each 0 e (0 ,1] 
Indeed hi case 0 > a and ^ € (0 ,a — tf) it is obvious; if /? 6 [a ­ « , a ) then 
Af € Tf* (M ф 1) if and only it А/ € T Q <md Af < ^ and henre, noticing 
a — ff 
that U = sup Af Л — we conclude that Af t ( U T£ *>. 
l b complete the proof we have to show only that 7 = sup sup 7 ° ' ' . 
o€(0,ll,€(Ofo) 
The inequality is obvious because 7 > 7°** for each a 6 (0,1] and 
< 5(0 ,0). 
To pi"ve the con згее, suppose that there exist Af € i ' k ­ { 0 , 1 } and ye I such 
К J а>>а 
Гпив,С10(ЛЛ = A Na'c. 
а'>а 
Since, obviouely, M < C\a(M) < G\Q'{M) < NaS for every a' > i», it fob 
lo w that C1 e (A / ) < Л C\a'{M)< Л (Na'Y = C l a ( A / ) , that is, C\n(M) ~ 
Л C 1 0 ' ( M ) ­ " 
a'>a 
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that T ( A / ) > 7 > ей? sup TQt(M). 
e€(0 , l}«€(0 ,a) 
S псе M e T 7 it is clear that 7^>1Ш) = 7 ­ e sup M for all e € (0,7) and there­
fore 7 ņ вир T 7 * ' ( M ) < sup sup T ° , e ( A / ) . The obtained contradiction 
completes the proof, a 
T h e o r e m 1.12. Any fuzzy topology T on a set X is an infimurn of some family 
of strict.y even fuzzy topology . 
Proof: Given a fuzzy topology T let {Tr]ael be de family of its a­leve* topolo­
gies Define the lamiiy of fuzzy topologies { T o , < } e € [ 0 i i ) i « € ( o , i ­ a ) the following 
w a y : 7 l , ' 4 = sup 7 ? * ' Л / ? ./here 
It is easy to see that this topology is both lower semi even an1 strictly upper 
iemi ven, that is strictly even. 
To complete the proof we have to show only that T = inf inf T e , < . 
The inequality a < " obv>ous because T < T a , e for each a € [0,1) and 
ев ( 0 , 1 ­ a ) . 
To sho\. the conveue inequality suppose that there exist M G I х — {0,1} *nd 
7 G / s u c h t : i a t T ( V / ) < 7 < inf inf Ta>'(M). 
In this :ase M ļ T 7 and therefore А / g T ^ ' = Ty for all e € (0,1 ­ 7 ) , hence 
7 = inf Т 7 ­ < Ш ) > inf inf T a ' * ( A f ) . The obtained contraction 
«€(01-7) " oefO.l) «€(0,1-0) 
completes the procn. a 
The property of eveness (sirict evenesa) ia easily destroyed by different 
operations. In particular, AS shown by the next example, these properties are 
not preserved by subspaceš and пекес moreover by preimbges. Thus in the 
category E**T initial structures and subs paces generally do not exist. 
Recall that if У is a set, ( X , T ) is a fuzzy topological space and / : V — • X 
is a mapping, then t'ie pr. imag Ту of T ;S defned by the formuh 7 у ( л / ) = 
e u p { T ( W ) : M = f-l(N)} (see e.g. [Š03]). 
Notice that Ту IS obviously the initial fuzzy topology for / in the category F Г 
If (ХуТ) \t a fuzzy topological space and Y С Xt then tae con^sponding 
eubspace is naturally denned as tae pair ( V , T v ) where Ту is the inilia1 fuzzy 
top * logy for *he inclusion mapping t:Y —»• ( Y , T ) . Exphcitely: T y ( / r ) = 
*up{T( V ) : M = Y .\N\ (see eg . [So 3]). 
«€(0.7) A€(0,LL«€(0,E) 
a€[0 l l ) e€(0 , l ­ a ) 
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Example 1ЛЭ. Let (Xtr) be a Chang fuzzy topological врьое cortaining at 
'east twr\ points. Let У be а ргор?т crisp subset of A" and let P 6 / be such 
that U\Y Ф P for ail U С г. (In particular if r is a crisp «opology then as P 
^ne can take any non crkp fuzzy set). 
Define Chang fuzzy topologies та a 6 I, as follows: 
For a 6 [1,1] let т л be r; 
For эг € [J ,| ) let ra = ( r U { P , : t € (0 ,1 ­ 2a]}) where the fuzzy set Рш 6 Iх 
is defined by P/x) = [ Р^> Г f G V; ; 
I a, otherwise. 
Fci a G [0, ± ) let r e = (r^ U {А/ : M < 1 ­ 4a] ; ) . 
'Ъг each a € [0,1) it hold! ra = A ra>. Indeed, this is obvious for о ф \. In 
a'<a * 
глее a = £ T ļ = r, but on the other hand it is clear that no fuzzy set Pt can 
belong to all r 0r simultaneously, and Lee e r = л т а / . 
Define a fuzzy topology T\lx — • / by seating T(M) = V { r a Л a : о € / } for 
each M б Iх- From (1.6) it follows that ra are just the a ­ ^ v t ' Chang fuzzy 
topologies Za of T . 
Since, obviously, r a = / V r a») for each a ' > a, the fuzzy topology T is even. 
Consider now the subsp;ice ( У , Т У ) of ( X , T ) . It is easy to notice that P e Tļ . 
O i the 4her hand, lor all a ' > a is just the restriction of Ta> — т to У and 
hence P % TY for a' > a. Thus T y is not even. • 
A special case when t! e preimage of an (strictly) even fuzzy topology is 
(strictly) even is described by the next 
Proposit ion 1 14 . I h e preimage oi an even (strictly even) fuzzy topology 
under a surjection is even (resp. strictly even). 
Proof: Let /:Л* — * ( У , Т У ) be a sirjertion and for each a 6 / let r 0 = 
f~l(Ta)y i­e. r a is t 1 e collection M" ч!1 preimages fuzzy sets belonging to 
. It is easy to see th it ra is .a Chang fuzzy topology and tht mapping 
T:IX — > I defined by the forronla T(M) = A{ra(M) Л a : a € / } is the 
fussy topology wlich is exactly the preimage of TY under / . Since / is a 
surjection, for each N 6 / т , / ~ 1 ( ­ ^ ) € та iff N б TY. It easily follows now 
that ~1 ra* — rt, for each a 6 / and hence та are exactly the a­level Chang 
a ' < a 
fuzzy topologies of T (see 1.6)­ Thus to complete the proof one has to notice 
on ly ш r „ = г Ч т Г ) = t~4( у т?,\) = { у /-'(ТУ» = ( у М • 
а ' > о а ' > а а ' > а 
Examples 
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1. The fuzzy discrete topology Ti(Af) = 1 VA/ G I х is strictly ­wen. 
BAT KJT strictly even. 
3. Fcr each £ 6 (0,1} we consider for eLch a G [0, еЛ the Chang fuzzy topology 
T j = { 0 , 1 } U {M : M < ( f )< 1 and for each a G [*, 1] Ta< = {0,1}. 
The fuzzy topology generated by this syste.n of Chan£ fuzzy topologies is 
It is easy to Bfb that it is strictly even. 
4. If (X. r) is a Chang fuzzy topological space aud xo G Xt for each or G i we 
define П а = r U { x 0 ! < < T * = (Пс.) = {Af VxJ : Л/ G r,S < 
One can easilv prove that the fuzzy topology generated by this system uf 
Chang fuzzy topologies is even but not strictly even. 
5. If (X}T) is a Chang fuzzy topological space, for each or G I we define 
Ha = т и { Л / : M < ac] and rQ = (П л > = {Mv V A / 2 : Afi G r A / 2 < a e > . 
In Lhis v.ase, it is eaay to s^e that ть = and, on the other hand, for 
each or G / , if А/ G raj there exist Mi G r and A / 2 < ac such that 
А/ ­ Afi V A/?. Therefore, Af a» = Af i V (Af 2 Л a'*) G ra# for all a ' > a 
and А/ = sup Af 0/ so А/ G ( U г л Л . 
Thus the Гаггу topology generated by this system of Chan^ fussy topolo­
gies is strictly even. 
6. Let { ( A ' , r n ) l N € N be a countable collection of Chaag fussy topological 
sp .ces such that r n С rn+i for all n G N and ( U r„) = та, we can define 
the following: { 
For al? n G N and alt a G £ ] , 
n u = T n j { W 6 r n + i : Af < ( n + l ) ( l ­ n o r ) } and 
rQ = (П„) = {Afj V А/ч : Afi G г П | Af 2 G r n + ! , Af 2 < (n + 1)(1 ­ п л ) } . 
(It is clear that for о = r 0 = r n and fores ^1^,*­e = * n + i ) . 
We define TQ = rj and il ш ea~y to set tuat ( и та) Э ( U r n ) SIS r^ļ 
<T>0 N€N 
therefore, ( U r a ) = r*. Now, if a > G, there exists n G N such that 
A>0 
^ļ-ŗ £ a < 1 . Given Af fc r a , there exist Mi € r n + i and Af2 G т ж such 
tha* Af2 < (n h 1)(1 ­ no) and Af = АЛ V A^a­
Therefore, A*V ­ Afг V (Af 2 Л (n + 1X1 ­ n e ' ) ) G r f l . for all a1 G ( a , £ ) 
bid Ai r­ sup ,i s' M G ( U тв#> С ( U То>). 
а'€(*,-±) A'>O 
Hence the fuzzy topology generated by this system of Ciiang fusiy U poVo 
gies is stuctly even. 
2. The fuzzy indiscreti topology T 2 (Af) = 1, if M = 0 » Af щ 1; . ii 0, otherwise. s even 
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2 . Even fuzzy proximities 
In [MSo] a concept of a fuzzy proximity which is in accordance with our 
ft zzy topologies was considered, in this Section we consider a special kind of 
fuzzy proximities which we call even and show that in a aatural way even fuzzy 
proximities correspond to even fuzzy topologies. Fo^ readme convenience we 
reproduce here the maiл definitions and some conductions from [Мао]. 
Definition 2 1 . [Šoa] By a fuzzy proximity on a set X we call a .napping 
6.1х x Iх —• I satisfying tho following axioms (M, N, Ni, ЛГ3. P € Iх): 
(FP1) в(0,1) = 0; 
(FP2) 6(M,N)z.6(N1M); 
(FP3) 6{МЪ V 6(M, N2) = S(M, Щ V A'j); 
(FP4) 6(M,N) > sup(Af + N ­ l ) ( x ) ; тех 
(FP5) *(Af, N) > inf{*(Af, P) V 6(Nt P<) : P € Ixh 
A pair {Xt 6) where X is a set and 6 is a fuzzy proximity on it is called a fuzzy 
proximity space. 
Definition 2 . 2 . [M§o] A mapping f:X — * Y where (X%6X) w»d (YtSv) are 
fuzzy proximity spaces is called proximaily continuous if 6y{f(M),/(#)) > 
* x ( A f , AT) for any Af, ЛГ € / * . 
Let F P denote th^ category the objects of which are fuzzv proximity 
spaces and the morphisms are proximaily continuous mappings of such spaces.' 
A fuzzy proximity generates a fuzzv topology in the fbl'owir.g way. 
T * t (X,6) be a fuzzy proximity space, Af € I х and * € (0 , Ij. The 
closuie of / f (or the closure of Af at the level a) is <t­fined by the equality 
an(Af) = (1 ­ V{N : 6(M% № < ae}) V A * = (A{NC : S(.if, N) < а'}) V Af 
L e m m a 2 . 3 , [tfSo] C» 0 (Af ) = A # e , where Af° = ( v { * A : e ( x x ' , Af) > « * 
Af. (* A denotes the fuzzy point with support x € X and value A € / ­ io* 
technical reasons we do not exclude the case A = 0 wuich con^sponde to %' 
degenerate fuzzy point x ° = 0. We wrii^ a * € Af i.T Af ( x ) > A). 
lie 
Proposit ion 2A. [MGc] For each a G ' 0 , 1 ] the mapping Af — > C I a ( W ) is an 
operator of fu^zy closure 
Notat ion 2 .5 . [MŠc] Let =- {M € I х : M = Cla(M)} and r u = {M G I х : 
Kf€ G c r a } . It is known (and easy to verify) that ra is % Chang fuzzy topology 
on X. 
Proposit ion 2.6. [M$o] The fuzzy closure operator C ' a is continuous along / * 
in tiie following sense: 
V i G ( 0 , 1 ] if f , ­ ­ > 0 and < n > 0 , theu V C l a €ш(М) = O e ( A / ) . 
Proposit ion 2.7. ļMŠo] F->r each or G (0, 1j, <ra = П aa> and hence r 0 = 
a'<a 
П r0i. 
Definition 2.8. [MŠo] The fuzzv topology 7 i : i 7 — • 7 defined by the equality 
'fļ('.ī) = sup{r Q^Af )Лог: or G / } (see 1.6) is called the fuz :y topology generated 
by 6. 
I 
Т ' : е о . е ш 2 .9 . [M$c] If a mapping f:(XJx) — • (У>&У) ie proximal I у con* 
tinaous, then the mapping J'(X,~ix) — • {Y.T&r) is continuous. 
Thus by letting ф(Х,6) = {Х,Тл) for every ruzzy proximity space ( X , e ^ 
and ф(1) = f'-(XtTix) — • ( y , 7 > v ) for every proximally continuous map pini 
/: (X,6x) — > {Y, £v) , a functor ф from the category F P into the category F I 
of fuzzy topological space, is obtained. 
Definition 2 .10 . Given a fuzsy proxim'ty 6 on a set X we say that it is et/ i 
if it satisfies the folbvving axic.n: 
(EFP) VAf G I х Ш G [<\ 1) such that A/(x) < te ; nd 0 < . r (Af>*') < 
we have that Vn > 0 6{M%x*) - 6(М,х*-*) > 0. 
vVe say that o" is r^rictly ten if it sat is fy : 
(SEFK) VAf G 7 * V* G [0,1) such that A/(x) t tc and 0 < S ( * M e ) w 
have that Vn > О * M,*') - e^A/, x ' - > ) > 0. 
T'ie >iext theo.^m stablishiug relr lion jeUveen even fussy pioximitibs and 
even fuzzy topologies is the m .in resul* in this section: 
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In a similar w, у one can provj tl e following: 
T h e o r e m 2 .11 ' . The fu^zy topology ^ puieratH by a luzzy proximity 6 л 
dtrictiv even iff S is sLictly even. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 1 1 . The fuzzy topology 7j generated by a ftrzy proximity 6 is 
even iff b is even. 
Proof: Asssume that 6 is even. According to Theorem 1.10 we have to prove 
"hat for every Af e I х and every a 6 (0, %\ it holds Л C U + f e ( A f ) --' C\0(M). 
The inequality Л С1 а+<(ЛГ) > C l 0 ( V ) is obvious. 
To show the converse: inequality assume that AQC\a+t{M)(*.) > C l e ( A / ) ( z ) for 
some x £ X. 
Then there exists f £ I such that x< € \ Q C l a + ^ ( A / ) bu' x^ £ C! t r (Af) and 
hence xx ļ C\Q(M) also fc" some A < £. However thir means that x A g Af, i.e., 
A / (x ) <. A and d(x< c, /rf) < £ ( x A C , M ) < оЛ 
Consider now the two posibilitie?: 
* If 6(xy\ Af) > C, taking into account that 6(*x', Af) < <*e, Af(x) < A and 
( E F P ) holds we conclude that 6(х*>е, Af) < ac for every ц > A. 
In particular for я = ^ ļ j* < C> there exi$ts e > 0 s»ich that A ( x 4 , : , A / ) < 
o c - f. 
However this means that xs g Cl 0 +e(Af) and so a>* g Л^Оа+Дл/) whai 
contradicts o»»r assumption 
** I f ^ ( x A e , A f ) = 0 moreover % < e , ^ ) = 3. 
Take some e$ € ( 0 , о £ ) , then 6(x^ , Af) < ac — cp and hence in virtue Oi 
x< € Л С 1 а + е ( Л * ) it follows that x* € Af < C\a(M\. Hov .ever this again 
contr?dict3 our assumption. 
Thus a fuzzj topologj generated by an even fuzzy proximity is even. 
Bp prove the convers , assume that (EFP^ is not vrlid Then there exist Af € 
f*. < € [0,1) and x € A" such that Af(x) < tc and • < t juch Lha» £(A/, J ' ) = 
fcet 6(AfT x J ) = « e . Then, obviously, о C­ind for each /3 > G * ( M , г*) > /9 е . 
how, К С = e e , then x< č Ср{А1) k - any в > a anJ hence x l £ Л C l a ( A / ) . 
p n the other hand, M (otherwise M ( : ) > £ = se > t e ) . It is easy to see 
now that x< d C\a(Af). Indeed if x< 6 C l 0 ( A f ) then 5 ( M , ) > ae would hold 
all A < £. However *his is imposible because obviously *(Atf,x A C ) = ae for 
•il A e € [ * , : ] . 
Thus Л C I Q + £ ( A / ) ф C\a(Af} and henc* - is not even, a 
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Cxaniplee 
i . - Define a fuzzy proximity 6\ on a set X by setting 
6г (Af, N) = вмр(АГ + N - 1 Х г ) for all Af, Ы € I х . 
It is easy to verify that ftļ is strictly even. 
The corresponding fuzsy topology Tļ. is discrete i.e. 7 i , (Af ) r= 1 for all 
Л/ G I х . 
X ­ Let 6 3 ( A f , / ' ) = { £ S S i J ^ ' * * ^ ­
It is easy tc see tha!, the fuszy proximity eV is strictly even. * 
Notice also that 6ц > 6X and ЪХ(Щ = 7* a . 
3.­ Define a fuzzy proximity 7 j , (Af ) on X" by sotting 
f 1, if МфйыАЫфЬ 
H f , N ) - ] 0 > o t h e r w b k . . 
Or л can easily not.ee that this fa' zy proximity is even but fails to he 
strictly evea. 
The generated fuz^y topology 7 j a is nntidretete, i.e. 7* s ( l ) = ^ i s ( 0 ) * 1 
and " j , ( A f ) = 0 if A / ^ 0 , 1 . 
4 ­ Let * 4 (Af, TV) = su?(Aa Л N ) for all А/, ЛГ € 
One can easily notice thaw the fuzsy proximity 64 i« not even. 
The fuzzy topology generated by it can be defined by the formula 
Ъ4(М) = sup{r a (Af)Acr : ct € 1} where. r a = I х *f a < } and = 
( ( 0 , a ] 4 [ f t , l ] ) x i f a > f 
Observe that 7L4 is not even; if a > 1 1,Ьеп 7 | 4 ( с л ) = or bu' 
ca •( ( U i v ) . Moreover ir case X is infinite is not even ajpo pt the 
level if A * l » > ļ for а» r € X and inf Af = \, then 7 ( A f > = but,­ r 
obvious)", Af ^ ( U i v ) . 1 
5. ­ The tuzzy proximity 0s(Af, JV) defined by 6 б (А / , TV) = sup Af Л sup N for 
all A. , N € / * is also not even. 
One can get convinced in this by noticing thai the o>levele of the generated 
fuzzy topology T j 9 for or > ^ are given by the formula 
Ъ = [ 0 , < * e ] x U [л, \ ) x and uence ra jfc { U ra>). 
1 2 1 
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±­A.frjhgpt'gd Г а ^ а а , А. Шостак» 0 гладких нечетких топологиях. 
Ь забелке рассматриваются нечеткие топологии (в смысле вто-
ļ^i'o аьт я) Специального вида ­ т-и- гладкие нечеткие топологии. 
ИаелвдуЬтая некоторые свойства гладких нечетких топологи! об­
суждается и* роль в otiineii теории нечетких тонологических ^ о о т ­
раиетв. Рассмотрен также близостный агалог гладких нечетких 
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O N C L P ­ C O M P A C T A N D 
C O U N T A B L Y C L P ­ C O M P A C T 
SPACES 
A. Sondore , A. Šosfak 
f .UMMARY. By a (countably) clp­compaci space we call a topological space 
each clopen cover (resp. each countable clopen cover) of which contains a finite 
subcover. Obviously, all compact spaces and all connected spaces are dp­compact. 
The aim of this paper is to develop foundations of the theory of clp ­compact and 
countably cip­compact spaces. Some relations of these spaces to other classes of 
topological spaces will be also discussed. 
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This is the first one in a series of papers where we discuss such 
properties of topological spaces in which clopen (=closed and open) sets 
play the principal role.To be more precise we are interested in those 
topological properties which can be characterized in terms of clopen sets. 
Important examples of properties of such kind are connectedness and 
zero­dimensionality. Besides, developing this idea one can introduce also 
a series of new topological properties, depending only on clopen sets; 
some of these properties are, in our opinion, quite interesting and useful. 
This concerns, in particular, the properties of cip­compactness and 
countable cip­compactness, discussed in the present paper. 
By a (countably) clp­<ompact space we call a topological space each 
clopen cover (resp. each countable clopen cover) of which contains a 
finite subcover. The aim of this paper is to develop foundations of the 
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theory of ^lp-compact and countably chp-^omp xt spaces. Some relations 
of *hese spaces to other classes of topological spaces will be also 
discussed. , 
Notice, that dp-compac: spaces first appeared (under the name of 
cb-spaces) in the paper [6] wiitten by tne second author. That paper 
contained also some statement,, about these °|.aces. However mctf of the 
st-tfem^nts Li [6] were given without proofs. The present work includes 
both results from [6] with proofs and, mostly, new results. 
The structure of the prper is as follows. In Section 1 we study 
elementary properties of clp-compact spaces and discuss their relations 
to some oth~r classes of topological spaces. The problem of products of 
cip-compact spaces is slud'ed in Section 2. Countably jlp-compact 
spacer are stuoied in Section 3. In Section 4 spaces of quasicomponents 
of cip-compact and countably cip-compact spaces are considered. 
1. CLP-COMPACT SPACEf: ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
Replacing in the definition of thd compact topological space open 
sets W I U clopen (closed and open) bets we. come to the concent of a c lp -
compac: space. 
(1.1) Definition. A topological space is called dp-compact if every 
its ck.pen cover (i.e. a cover with Jopen sets) contains a fnite subco /er. 
Тле concept of a clp-space obviously generalizes both compactness 
and connectedness 
(1.2' Assertion. Every corrpact spac^ is cip-compact 
(1.?) Assertion. Every connected space is c'p-compact 
On the other hand, i; is easy to construct examples showing that clp-
enmpactress do-s not reduce to the properties of compactness and 
connectedness. One general me'hoJ o f construcfing such examples is 
given in (1.10). 
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From the resemblance of the definitions of compactness and clp-
compactness one can expect a certain analogy in the behaviour of these 
two properties. 
How do matters stand in fact one can see from the statements ( 1 . 4 ) -
( 1 , 9 ) below. 
( 1 . 4 ) Proposition. If a topological space Xis clp-compact and Mis 
its clopen subspace then M is clp-compact, too. 
Proof is obviout. and therefore omitted. 
( 1 . 5 ) Remark. It is nature1 to call a subset M of a space X clp-
compact if each cover of M witli clopen sets in X has a finite subcover. 
Obviously if M is clp-compact subspace of Jf, then it is also a c lp-
compact set of X . However, as different from the propety of 
compactness, the converse does not hold. In particular, each subset of a 
connected space is , obviously, clp-compact. 
One can easily prove also the following two statements: 
(1.6) Proposition* If a topological space X i s clp-^ ompact and there 
exist, a continuous mappkig from Xonto a space У, then У is also clp-
compact 
(1.7) Proposition. A space Xis clp-compact iff every system of its 
clopen subsets with the finite intersection property has non -empty 
intersection 
( 1 . 8 ) Theorem. If a space У is clp-compact and f is a mapping from 
a apace Xinto У with the following properties: 
1 ) f is clopen, i.e. for every clopen subset U of *Jthe image J ( l / ) 
ia a clopen subset of У; e 
2) for every poin' у /гот У the pi jimage f~ *(y} is a clp-compact 
subset of X\ 
i hen the space Xis clp-compact too. 
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Proof. Let HI - yJfi G / ļ be a clopen cover of the space X. Since for 
each у 6 У the set A^ - / ~ ^ ( y ) is clp-compact in X, there exists a 
finite subfamily 41 ^  of tt, covering A^. Then, obviously Utt^ ш:^у *e 
a clopen set in X, containing the set Ay We shall prove that for every 
у Е У there exists a clopen neighbourhood V such that 
r ' ( v y ) c * r 
Really, me set Fy:m X \ £y is clopen in X and therefore /1 F j is 
clopen in У Then the set V^ - У \ ^ ( ^ y ) ' s ^ s o clopen and obviously 
it contains the point у .Besides, 
F y n r ' ( v y ) crl{fiFy)) п/~'(\) • л vy -
= r ' ( 0 ) - 0 , i . e . H ( v J c B y . 
Since 1 ^ - | у ^ : у Е у | is obviously a clopen cover of the c l p -
compact space У, there exists a finite subcover V - J V V 1. 
1 У 1 M 
Hence, taking into account that f~4\r | C B and 
V yk) 
u:u£\\ for all k=l,...ji and each ZI is finite, we Ук В - U yk 
n 
conclude that и HI is a finite subcover of the given clopen cover HI 
кш1 yk 
of the space X , i. e. Xis clp-compact 
(1.9) Proposition. A direct sum @X. of a family JX^i^I) of 
topological spaces is clp-compact iff ] j [<K 0 each X^ is c l p -
compact (Here A denotes the cardinality of the set A.) 
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Proof is obvious and therefore omitted. 
Basing on this fact it is easy to establish the following result which is 
useful for constructing new cip­compact spaces from old ones: 
(1.10) Proposition. Let(jf,CTJ be a topological space and let be 
the topology on X determined by the family TUfAJUfXXA} as a 
subbase. Then 1х,Тд| is cip­compact iff the subspaces |л,т|д j and 
XV A of the space {хут} are cip­compact 
(Notice that clp­compactness of \х,Т^ j obviously implies c lp ­
compactness of (­XV^).) 
We end mis section with considering clp­compactness in connection 
with the properties of total disconnectedness and zero­dimensionality. (A 
space is called totally disconectedness if each point in it is an intersection 
of clopen sets . A space is called zero­dimensional if it has a base of 
clopen sets; no separation axioms are assumed unless additionally stated.) 
The significance of total disconnectedness in the theory of c lp ­
compactness is in a certain sense analogous to the significance of the 
Hausdorff axiom in the theory of compactness. Moreover, for zero­
dimensional spaces the properties of clp­compactness and compactness 
become equivalent. 
(1.11) P r o p o s i t i o n . A cip­compact subspace of a totally 
disconnected space is closed. 
Proof. Let A be a cip­compact subspace in a totally disconnected 
space X and let x &A. By total disconnectedness of X for each point 
у €E A there exists a clopen set V' which contains у but does not contain 
x» By clp­compactness of A one can choose a finite number of points 
Ур>-рУп such that ACU U...UL7 m : U A - obviously U , is 
w *л 
a clopen neighbourhood of A which does not contain x. 
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(1.12) Proposition. A zero ­dimensional space is cln­compact iff it is 
compact 
Pi oof. The "if* part is obvious, (see also (1.2)). Conversely, assume 
that X is a z^ro­dimensional cip­compact space ard let U be its open 
ccver. oince X is zero­dimensional, each U € 41 is a union of clopen 
sets, i. е. V ­ UJV.:/ GITT\ and hence V * U\V.:iE. и IJT } is a 
1 U } { 1 [ /6 ­И 
clopen re­ilnement of the cover 41. Cince XAS do­compact, there exists a 
finite subcover V of V and htnee also a finite subcover 41* of 41. Thus 
X is compact. 
(1.13) Corollary. A Hausdorff zero­dimensional cip­compact space 
ir normal. 
(1.14) Corollary. If X is a cip­compact zero­dimensional space and 
A is its closed subset, then A is cip­cimpact as a subspace (and hence 
also as a subset) of X, 
(1.15) Corollary. A continuous mapping from a cip­compact *ято­
dimensionai space X into a zero­dimensional space У is closed. 
In the statement (1.12) the condition of zero­dimensionality can not 
be replaced by *he condition of »otal disconnectedness. One ^an *ee this 
fi э т the following example: 
(1.16) Example. (A totally disconnected cip­compact non­compact 
space.) 
Let <T be the Cantor set and let <Г­1 ф j be a 
decomposition of <T into ccntinuum of its dense, subsets €^ with 
cardinaMty a Let [о, / j « < c j and define a subset X of the product 
(Txļ0,jļāi X-u | <T^  x ļ."5 < cļ. It is ему to notice that mis space 
has the desired properties. 
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2. PRODUCTS OF CLP-COMPACT SPACES 
The fundamental feature of the property of compactness is its 
muitiplicativity. Unfortunately, as it will be shown by Example 2.7 clp-
compactness is not multiplicative: already the product of two c lp -
compact spaces may fail to be clp-compact. (Notice thai in [6] it was 
erroneously claimed that rip-compactness is preserved by products.) 
However as it is established below, mere are some positive results about 
products of clp -comp'Xt spaces in som^ special casec. 
(2.1) Theorem .The product of a connected space and a clp-compact 
space is clp-compact. 
Proof. Let X b e a connected space and У be clp-compact. Notice first 
of all that in this case each clopen subset Wof the product Л x У looks 
like X x V where V - p ^ ļ , i. е. V is the image of W under the 
projection p^:XxY­*Y . Indeed, if W + XxV , then there 
exists У0^У such that Ixx 1У 0 } )П W * 0 and 
\X М У 0 j j П \X x У \ W) P* 0 . However, this obviously contradicts the 
fact tha* X i s connected. 
Moreover, it is easy to notice that if W ­ Xx V and W clopen, than 
Vis a clopen subset of У Hence a clopen cover 41 =» |X . x V . ; » E / [ of 
the oroduct X x У determines the clopen cover n> * lVy.'i G/j ^f У The 
statement of the т е з г е т follows now easily from the fact of c lp ­
compactocss of t^e spree У. 
(2.2) Corollary. The product of a connected space ana a compact 
space is clp­compact 
(2.3) Theorem The product of a compact space and a clp­compact 
space is clp­compact 
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Proof. Assume that X is a compact space and У is a clp-compact 
space. Then the projection pyX*Y-*Y being a projection along a 
compact space transfers every clopen subset W of X x Y into a clopen 
set V - Pylwj in Y. Besides, all preimages of points under it are 
homeomorphic to the compact space X. Now the conclusion of the 
theorem follows directly from Theorem 1.8. 
(2.4) Remark. Analysing the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and 2.3 one can 
easily notice that both of them were based on the fact that the projection 
py'.X x У У along X i s a clopen mapping, i. e. transfers a clopen set 
into clopen. On case of Theorem 2.3 u was guaranteed by compactness of 
X and in case of Theorem 2.1 it was guranteed by connectednCos of X.) 
Let us call a space X clp-projective if for every clp-compact space У the 
projection p :X x У У is clopen. Now the following generalization 
and specification of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 can be formulated and easily 
proved. 
(2.5) Theorem. If X is a clp-projective clp-compact space then the 
product X x У is clp-compact iff У is clp-compact 
(2.6) Problem. Is the converse of (2.5) true? To be precise, is it true, 
that if the product X x У is clp-compact for every clp-compact space У, 
then Xis clp-projective? 
(2.7) Example. A clp-compact space X such that the product XxX 
is not clp-compact 
In [7] R. M. Stephenson has constructed a completely Hausdorff 
countably compact U(i) space X such that the product space X x X is 
not pseudocompact. We shall show that the same space X can be used 
also for our purposes. To make the paper self-contained, we shall 
reproduce here Stephenson's construction. 
Let G be a subspace of the Stone-Čech compactification pTV of the 
countable discrete space N which has the following properties: N CG\ 
every infinite subset of pN has a limit point in G and there is an infinite 
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closed subset D of the product GxG such that D C N x N . ( T h e 
existence of such a set G was established by Teresaka, see e. g. Theorem 
9.15 in [5].) 
Let Б be the space whose points are those of pN and whose topology 
is the collection of all sets of the form V U (W П(рДГ \ ( g \ n ) ) where 
V, Ware open subsets of pN. Let А ­ be the discrete space and let 
be the subspace of the product space P ­ВхЯ. 
Consider the equivalence relation p on X' defined by the rule 
( f ,a)p(s,a ' ) if either t ­ s and a ­ a ' or f « sEG\N . Now the space 
X is defined as the quotient space X' / p. We continue to use the 
symbols (f, a) for the points of X; thus (t, fl) = {it l) for tGG \ N. 
To show that X is cip­compact consider a system U of clopen sets 
with finite intersection property. We need to show that there exists a 
point (pta)en[U:UGvy 
Since JV x Я is a dense subset of X and N x ļ o ļ n N x ļ / ļ = 0 ,for 
some а б Л the system U' - ļL7n7Vx £17} has the finite 
intersection property. It is easy to conclude from here that there exists an 
ultrafilter 5 W on N such that 11' is contained in the family 
| m x jot j : M €:Я/"1, and hence each member U &Ī1 contains some set of 
the form M x |a| where M EM. 
Let p be the point of pN which has |c7p^M:M Efwl as a 
fundamental system of neighbourhoods. We shall show that ( р ,а ) EC\Ī1. 
To do this consider the following four possibilities: 
(1) pEN; (2) pEG\N; (3) pE$N\G, а = i and 
(4) pE$N\G, a ­ a 
(1) In this case рЕПМ and hence (ptCtj EfWl. 
(2) In this case (p,fl) - (p»*)­ Let Vbe an open neighbourhood of 
(p, a) in X. Besides, without loss of generality in this case we may 
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assume that Vis open also in $Ny and hence there exists such 
that C p j y ^ p x ļ a ļ С V. However this means that V intersects each 
V ЕЯ1 and therefore, taking into account that all U are clopea, 
( n , a ) č n ļ i y ; L / e ' u ļ . 
(3) L c V be an open neighbourhood of ^p, 1J Li X. Without loss 
of g e n e r L l i t y лге may assume in this case that 
У п ( Б х | ; } ) - ( 1 У п ( р ^ М о ) и ^ ) х { ] 1 f o r s o m e o p e n 
neighbourhood W of p in p N and hence there exists M ELM. such that 
M у ļ i j С V. however this means tuat V intersects each U ЕЯХ and 
hence again (p , i ) Gfl JL . t / € u | . 
(4) Let V be ?n open neighbourhood of (p, i ) in X (Notice that the 
рогЧ [p,o) docs not exists ;TI this case! ) As in (3) it is clear tha' there 
exists M EM such that M x |i| С V. 
Такс an arbitrary set UE11. Then, from the maximiality of M it 
easily follows that the sei У = |neAf:ļi:,0J6:f/ļ belongs to M. Since 
Л/ is, obviously, a free ultrafilter, .he set У is infante, and therefore У 
has a limit point $ EG Thus (& j ) - (# ,0) е У x ļ l ļ С V ­ V. On the 
other hand, it is obvious tha.. ( я , l) &J ­ [/. Tims V П Г7 * 0 . It follows 
from here that ( p . j j e r / . I^nue­^ d, otherwise ( p , i ) e X \ 17 « V is a 
clopen neighbourhood of (p>ij such that V O 1 7 ­ 0 . ) Thus again 
( p j ) e n { u ; i / e w ļ . 
To complete the proof, we have to show that X x X is not c lp -
compact. 
By setting W s . f ) - { ( * , 0 ) , ( г , э ) | we defL.e a mapping /"from the 
space GxG onto .he closed subsprce ( ^ f x { / ) } ) x ( ^ ' x { ^ } ) г ^ *h e 
product У x X . Besides, it is easy to notice, that / i s a homeom >rphism. 
Therefore, the image / ( d ) of the se* D Z N x N Z G x G is a countable 
m 
closed subset ot X x X . On the other hand , since, 
f ( D ) С In X [o]) x ( N x ļo}), /(л) is also an open discrete subset of 
X : ЛГ. From here it is ciear that X x X is not clp--compact. 
(2.8) Remark. Smce in the above example the set f(&) is countab'e, 
it is easy to notice thrt the product X x X is not countably cip-compact 
(see Section 3), too. Thus the product of two cip-compact spaces need 
not be even countably cip-compact 
3. COUNTABLY CLP-COMPACT SPACES 
(3.1) Definition. A f-zoological space Xis called countably clp-
compact if every its countable clooen cover (i. e. a countable cover with 
clopen sets) has a fiiute subcover. 
The following two statements are obvious: 
(3.2) Assertion Every countably compact space is countably cip-
compact 
(3.3) Assertion. Every cip-compact space is countably cip-compact 
For spaces of countable weight, the converse is also true: 
(3.4) Proposition. A space of the countable weight is 
соrrpact iif it is countably clp-compnct 
The following theorem presents different characterizat'ons for the 
property of countable ciŗ>-compactness. 
(3.5) Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for a 
topological space X: 
(1) Xis countably cip-compact; 
( 2 ) every countable system of clopen subsets of X with finite 
intersection property has a non-empty intersection; 
(3) every clopen disjoint cover of Xv& finite; 
(4) every discrete family of clopen sets is finite; 
(5) for every continuous mapping f:X-*N the image f[x} is 
finite. (Here Nis the countable discrete set.) 
Proof. The equivalence ļlļ <^ ļ 2 J is obvious. 
To show the implication (l) => (з) assume that 41 - J L 7 a : a is а 
clopen disjoint infinite cover of X, where all U are non-empty, and let 
Яо be a countable subset of Я and V щ uļlT^.'a £ - # 0 ļ Then obviously 
ļlT^.-a G-# Q ļ U ļ v j is a countable clopen cover of X and hence there 
exists a finite subcover и ua ,v 
1 П 
However, this contradicts 
the assumption that all U are non­empty and U^DU^ ­ 0 for 
a * a' . 
( з ) = > ( 4 ) Assume that |г_/а:аел1 is a discrete system of clopen 
sets in X, and let V«X\ujl7a:a Then obviously, 
ļt/^.a £=-#0ļ U ļvļ is a clopen disjoint cover of X. According to (3) it 
is finite, and hence the system | ^ а ; а is also finite. 
ļ4ļ ^ ( з ) is obvious, because a clopen disjoint cover of X is at the 
same time also a discrete family of clopen sets. 
To show the implication 1з) => (l) consider a countable clopen cover 
l^ :n€/vļ . By induction we obtain a disjoint countable cover 
V r . . . , V n , . . j of Xas follows: 
V.~U1fV0mU0\Ul9...,V =U \ l / ,U. . .Ul / , for all л G N . 
1 1 2 2 1 П П I П — i 
From (3)it follows that there exists n EN such that V - 0 for all 
о n 
11 = 
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я * n , and hence Ш . . U > is a finite subcover of ft, о [ 1 n0ļ 
Finally, to complete the proof notice that the existence of a countable 
disjoint clopen cover of X is equivalent to the existence of a continuous 
mapping f:X -* N with an infinite range, and hence (з) о (s). 
The class of countably clp­compact spaces is obviously hereditary 
with respect to clopen subspaces and is invariant under taking continuous 
images: 
(3.6) Proposition. If X is a countably clp­compact space and Yis its 
clopen subspace, then Yis countably clp­cprapact, too. 
(3.7) Proposition, If X is a countably clp­compact space and 
f; X ­* Y is a continuous surjection, then the space Y is countably clp­
compact, too. 
As shown in Section 1, in the realm of zero­dimensional spaces the 
properties of compactness and clp­compacmess become equivalent (see 
Proposition 1.12). It is interesting to compare with this fact the following 
result: 
(3.8) Proposition. If X is a zero­dimensional space, then X is 
countably clp­compact iff X is pseudocompact. 
•9 
Proof. If Xis not countably clp­compact, then according to Theorem 
3.5 there exists a continuous unbounded mapping f:X­+N and hence, 
moreover, a continuous unbounded mapping f:X ­» Rt i. е. X is not 
pseudocompact. 
Conversely, let X be a non­pseudocompact space and let f: X R 
be an continuous unbounded function. Then it is easy to construct a 
countable discrete family of open sets in X. Moreover, since X is zero­
dimensional, these sets can be choc :en clopen. Hence according to 
Theorem 3.5 the space Xis not countably clp­compact. 
(3.9) Proposition. If X is a paracompact countably clp­compact 
strongly zero­dimensional Tļ space, then Xis compact. 
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Proof. Let 41 be an open cover of X; since X is paracompact and 
regular (as a zero-dimensional space), there exist an open locally finite 
refinement ^ = | v a ; a < x | and a closed locally finite refinement 
j - {Fa:a K x\ o f 4 1 s j c h A a t C Va f°T e v c / y a < T* * T h e s e t s 
constituting these refinements are indexed by all ordinals, less than some 
Oidinal v.) Now, sin-e X i s strongly zero-oimensional, for each a < % 
there exists a clopen set W such that F 1 W_ С V . Then, 
r a a a a 
obviously, *W j w ^ . - a < x j is also a clopen locally finite refinement of 
41. By transfinite induction we construct a new cover ļ w ^ ; a < x ļ , 
where W -W \ и Wa. Since <W :a <%} is 'ocallv finite and 
а а р < а P 1 а J 
the sets are clopen, me sets W'^ are clopen, too. Thus | и ^ а : а < x | 
is a disjoint clopen cc/er of X refining and hence also refining the 
original cover 41. According to Theorem 3.5, W is in fact finite (i. e. all 
but a finite number of sets W'a are empty). Hence there exists a finite 
subcover in 41 ^  i. e. the space X is compact. 
With respect to products the behaviour of countable clp -compactLess 
has analogies with the behaviour of clp-compactness. In particular, 
patterned after the proof of Theorem 2.5 one can easily establish the 
following resu.4: 
(3.10) Theorem. I е X is clp-projective and countably clp-compact, 
then the product А x Y is countably clp-compact, iff Y is count ibly 
clp-compact 
(3.11) Corollary. The product of a compact space and a countably 
clp-compact space is countably clp-compact 
(3.12) Corohary. The product of a connected space and a countably 
clp-compact space is countably clp-compact 
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4.ТЧЕ SPACES OF QUASICOMPONENTS OF CLP-
COMPACT AND COUNTABLY CLP-COMPACT SPACES 
In this section we shall establish correspondence between the 
properties of ( countable ) ilp-compactness of a space X and certain 
compactness-type properties of the quasicompone^t space <?(x) (see 
Theorems 4.1,4.4,^.5). 
Recall first that the quasicomponent Ax of a point x in L space X is 
defined as the intersection of all clonen sets containing x 12]. So у *=^x 
iff there are no clopen sets containing x but not y. Obviously, for 
different points x ,у EX either A ~ А от А П A = 0. Therefore V >J x у x у 
one can define an equivalen e relation q on X by setting xqy iff 
Ax - Ay Following [2] we enr'ow the set Q[x) of all quasicomponents 
of X witli the topology Ty determined by the base consisting of all sets 
U'-\a:A(=q(x),AC Uj, where Uis a clopen subse* of X. It is clear 
h^at the quotient mapping q:X -* Q[Xj is continuous. Notice, however, 
that the topology T thus defined generally differs from the quotient 
(4.1) Theorem. The following statements are equhdlent fc / a 
topological space: 
(1) Xis cip-compact; 
Proof, ļ l ļ => (2j If X i s dp-compact, then Q[Xj is aisc clp-comoact 
<r a continuous image of X(see Proposition 1.6). 
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ylj ļ3J Since c (x) is zero-dimensional (see e. g. [2]) and c lp-
conpact, It is also compact by Proposition 1.12. 
The i*~vlicatio.i (з^  => (2j is obvious. 
To show *he implication (2) ( l ) assume that Xis not clp-compact, 
and let ZI be a clopen cover of X having no finite subcover. S*nce the 
qj'otiert mapping q;:X-*q(x ) is , obviously, clopen,the system 
ļgļlT^t/ Ctiļ "s a clcpen cover of Q ( ^ ) . Besides, it can be easily seen 
that LO finite subcove can exists in V, and hence Q ( x ) is not c lp -
compact. 
(d.2> Corollary. If f:X Y is a surjective continuors mapping and 
the space o(a j is compact, men the space. *? (y ) is compact, too 
In vL tue of Proposition 1.8, Thee ren 4.1 implies also the following: 
(4.3) Corollary. If f:X -* Y is a clopen continuous mapping, q[y\ 
is compact and for rll points у &f the spaces <?( ^ ^(^jj m compact, 
then the space q ( x ) is compact, too. 
In case when X is Hausdorff, the characterization of clp­compaciness 
established in (4.1) admits a father specif cation: 
(4.4) Theorem. A Hausdorff space X is clp­compact iff the space 
Q^x) of its quasicomponents is homeomorphic to a Cantor .et Dx (for 
ihc appropriate cardinal lumber x). 
Prooi. The "if 1 part is an immediate conseqi ence of Theorem 3.1. 
Conversely, assuc с tfcat X » u T2­spacev uVn according iv) [2,Theorem 
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5, p. 160] there exists a one-to-one mapping f:Q\X}-*DT. On the 
other hcJid, according to Theorem 3.1, the space Q[x} is compact and 
hen^e f is a honieomorpbism. 
Theorem 4.1 characterizing cip-compact spac Ns as those one^, wlnse 
spaces of quasicomponents are compact, allows also to estimate 4he 
cardinality of the fanrly Clp (X) of all clopen subsets of a ;lp-compact 
гтжее X: 
(4.5) Theorem. If ļOp(x)ļ s X Q , men X i s clp-compac'. Conversely, 
if X is a cip-compact space ana W ( Q ( x | J : S K o (in particular, 
w ( x ) as « o ) then ]Op(x)| S X q . (Here w(X) denotes the weight of the 
space X, and |л| stands for the cardinality of the set A ) 
Proof. Assume that X is not cip-compact, then in virtue of (4.1) the 
space 0 ( x ) is not compact. We shall show that Q[x} contains 
ur countably many clopen sets in this case, Irieed, consider tne two 
possibilities: 
(1) If W | g 1x ) | s X Q . then the soace Q[x} is metrizable and hence 
there exists a countable discrete subset ļx j , . . . ,x^, . . . ļ in 0 ( x j . Since 
the space ( ? ( x j is zero-dimensionaL one can easily construct a discrete 
family of clopen neighbourhoods Uļt...,Uп>... of points Xy. , х д , . . . 
respectively. Now, taking unions of the sets L/^,...,l/ f l >... in different 
combinations, we get exactrv continuum different clopen s~ts in the space 
© ( x p . e . l a ^ o j x j l ^ c . 
(2) If W1Q^A " )1>X o , then, in virtue of zero­dimensionality of 
q[x), it follows that ļqp(<?(x))| * w(<?(*)) > K o . 
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To complete the prcof of the first part of the theorem, notice that, 
obviously \op(x)\ = \cip[q[ x))|. 
Conversely assume that X is clp-compact and W(Ģ(x|J £ KQ. (The 
unequaliiy W ( Q(a)):SX o is guar.m*eed also in case w{x}*HQ 
because C?(x) is a continuous image of Xand C?(x) is compact.) 
As t?(x) \C zero-dimensional, there exists a countable base in Q ( x ) 
consisting of clopen sets: <B - 1L7J,... Applying Proposition 1.4 
we conclude that each clopen set Vin Q ( x ) can be expressed as a urion 
of a finite number of sets from and hence the family of all clopen sets 
in q[x j is countable. Hence the number of clopen sets in X is countable, 
too. 
(4.6) Theorem. A space Y is countably clp-compact iff the space 
Q^XJ of its quasicomponents is pseudocompact. 
Pioo*. Assume that X is not countably clp-compact, then there exists a 
countable clopen disjointr <~over | е 7 ^ , . . . , е 7 д , . . . | cf X, where аЬ е 7 д are 
non-empty. Lef V f l =c ] ļL r f l ļ where OVV->q(xJ is the quotient 
mapping. Then, obviously ļVp.. . ,^j-'-ļ * s & countable clopen disjoint 
cover of С?(А') and all V are non­empty. It i* easy to construct now L 
continuous unbounded mapping /:Q(x) R, 
Conversely, ii the space C?(Xj *s not pseudocompact and is zero­
dimensional, it is easy to construct in it a discrete countable family of 
c?ipen set" V^,....V .... .To complete the proof 4 is sufficient to notice 
tnat З ^ ^ ) » ­ *Ч ^(^я) 1 "* * s a ^ ' s c r e t e ^ а г п ^ У ° f clopen se^ s in Xano 
to apply Theorem 3.5. 
Since а ^ero­dimen^ionai spree Xis homeomornhic to the space of its 
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quasicomponents from the previous theoi^m we get tb^ 
following: 
(4.7) Corollary. A zero­dimensional space is nseudocompact iff it is 
countably cip­compact. 
(4.8) Remark. As shown by L. Shapiro (private communicatioi.). there 
exists a zero­dimensional pseudocompact space X which fails to be 
countably compact. Obvious in this case q{x^=X ai.d hence X is an 
example of a countably clp­compuct space such that the space of 
quasicomponents Q\Xj is not countably compact. 
(4.9) kemark. Note that separable meric spaces with compact spaces 
of quasicomponents were conf idered by H. Freudeutal [4] *o construct a 
special kind of compactification (the so called \­compactifications). 
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О clr-компактныг и счётно clp-компактныл пространствах. 
Аннотации. Топологическое кространство ьазо^ём (счРтно) с1р-компактным, 
если каждое его (счётное) покрытие открыто-замкнутыми множествами имеет 
конечное подпокрытие. Очевидно, компактные пространства и связные 
пространства являются примерами clp-пространств. В данной заметке развиваются 
основы теории с1р-компактных и счётно clp-компактных пространств. Свойство 
(счётной) c l p - K O M L a ю н о с т и данпго пространен X характеризуется посредством 
соответствующих свойств пространства Q(X^ его кБ~знкомпоне:гг. 
Р?г cln-komiaktam un sanumurējami elp-kompaktām telpām. 
Anulācija. Par elp-kompaktu (sanumurējami clp-kompJchn telpu tiek saukta tāč\ 
topoloģiska telpa, kuras katrs pārklājums ar reizē slēgtām un vaļējām kopām satur 
galīgu apaksparklājumu Acīmredzami, kompaktas, kā ari sakarīgas telpu ir clp-
kompaktas telpas, ^is raksts ir veltīts elp-kompaktu (sanumjrēj jni elp-kompaktu) 
H p u pamatteorijas izveidei, kā arī iztirzā So telpu saistību ar citāir topoloģisku telpu 
klasēm. Tiek dots clp-koropaKības (sanumurējami elp-kompaktības) raksturojums ar 
atbilstošo kv^zikunrxmensu te^u. 
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ON CLP-LINDELŌF AND CLP-
PARACOMPACT SPACES 
A. Sondore 
SUMMARY. By a clp-Lindelōf spree we call a topological space each clopen 
cover of which contains a coumable subcover, and by a clp-paracompact space we 
call a topological spa г each clopen rover of which contains a locally finite clopen 
refinement. The aim of this paper is to study basic properties of clp-Lindelbf and 
clp-paracompact spaces Some relatu JS of these spaces to other classes of 
topological spaces will be als^ discussed. 
KEY WORDS. Li^deloTness, paracompactness, compactness, 
connectedness, Souslin property, zero-dimensionality, c l p -
compactness, clp-Lindelfifness, clp-paracompactness, ļp-Souslin 
property. 
AMS subject classification: 54D20,54D18,54C05. 
This paper continues a sene* of works where we study 
topological properties defined by clopen covers, L e. all elements of 
which are clopen (=closed and open) se*s. 
The present article consiaers clp-Lindelōf and clp-paracompact 
spaces which generalize the clp-comp;xt spaces studied in our first 
papērs i 
By a clp-Iindekif space we cad a topological sp.>ce each cloven 
cover of which contains a countable subcover. and by а Лр— 
paracompact space w $ call a topological sp~ce each clopen cover of 
whicn contains a locally finite eloper refinement The aim of this 
paper, is to f u d y basic properties of clp-LinJelof and c l p -
paracompact spaces and to point out some relations of these spaces to 
other classes of topological spaces. 
In Section 1 we study prooerr^s of cjp-Lindelof spaces. Clp-
paracompact spaces arc the subject of Section 2. In the last, Section 3, 
spaces of quasicomponents of clp-Lindelōf and clp-paracompact 
spaces are considered. 
1*4 
1. CLP­LINDELŌF SPACES 
Replacing in fLe definition of a Lindelof spaje open sets with 
clopen sets we come to the concept ^f a clp­Lindelof space. 
(1.1) Definition. A topologica1 space is called clp-^ndeio* if 
e"ery its clopen cover (i. e. a ewer all elements of; which are clopen 
sets) contains a countable subcover. ; 
The concept of a clp­Lindel6f space is generalization of a c lp ­
compact sp .ice on the one hand and of г Lindelof space on the other 
(1.2) Assertion. Every clp­compact space is clp­Lindelof. 
(1.3) Assertion. Every Lindelof space is clp­Lindelof 
The Sorgenfrey line givss an exampk of a clp­Lindeluf space, 
which fails to be clp­compact. And the Niemytzki plane i« a r lp ­
Lindslof, but no* a Linc'slōf soace. 
it is easy to see that th* folic *ing statement holds: ļ 
(1.4) Proposition. A zero-dimensional space is clp-Lindelof »ff 
it is Linueldf. 
From the resemblance of the definitions of Lindelof and c lp -
Lindciof spaces jue can expect a certain analogy in the properties of 
these spaces. The next statements establish how do the masters stand 
in fact: 
(1.*) Proposition. If 2 space X is clp- UndeP I and Af is its 
clopen subsnace then A* is clp-Iindelef, too. 
(l.C) Proposition. If a space X i s clp-Lindelōf and there exists a 
continuous mappmg from Xonto a rpace У then У is clpr-Liadelof, 
too. ļ 
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(1.7) Proposition. The direct sum X - ®X^ i EI of non­empty 
spaces Х^ is clp­Lindelof iff all X.JEI, are clp­Lindelof and the 
set / is countable. 
Proofs of these statements are obvious and therefore omitted. 
Recall that a system of sets is said to have the countable 
intersection property if the intersection of every its countable 
subsystem is not empty. 
(1.8) Proposition. A space Xis clp­Lindelōf iff every system of 
its clopen subsets with the countable intersection property has the 
non­eupty intersection. 
Proof. Let X b e a clp­Lindelōf space and let V ­ ļv .: i EI ļ 
be a system of its clopen subsets with the countable intersection 
p r o p e r t y . S u p p o s e that n V. « 0 . Then 
i ei 1 
U m ; Uj - ^ \ V . , i El ļ is a clopen cover of the space AT. 
Since X is clp-Lindelōf there exists a countable subcover 
\u. U. ...A and X « и ГЛ - и [x\V. ) = 
I 1 n J л EN n n EN * n) 
- X\ n v ; Hence it follows that pj v ; e 0 D u t m i s 
nEN n n EN о 
contradicts the definition of ^ . * 
Conversely, assume that every system of clopen subsets of a 
space X with the countable intersection property has the non-empty 
intersection and let ZZ - |[/ у ; i EI ļ be a clopen cover of the space 
ЛГ. Then the collection ^ - ļv^;V. - X \U.,iG/ļ is the system of 
clopen sets in X and besides ŗ\ ^ ; • 0 - Then there exists a 
i GJ 
countable subfamily J V . ,..., V . ,...L with the empty intersection. It 
I 21 n J 
is clear that the corresponding sets 17. . . . . . 17. , . . . make ai countable 
1 j Г 
subcover of £Z. 
(1.9) Propcs l t ion . If a space У is clp-Liudel6f цш! / i s a 
mapping from a space Xinto У with following properties: 
1) f is clopen, i. e. for every clopen subset of X its image is a 
clopen subset of У, 
2) for every point у from У the preimage v~* (y ): is a c lp -
compact subset of Xt 
then the space X is clp-Lindelof • too. 
Proof of this fact is similar to proof of Theorem 1.8 in (4] aud 
therefore omitted. i 
As shown by the next example the property of clr^Liitdeldfness 
is not multiplicative. 
(1.10) Example, The Sorgenfrey line SĻ isļclp- Tiudei6f but 
Rb x Rb is not clp-LindeloT. 
(1.11) Proposit ;on. The product of a clp-Lindelof space and a 
compact spii-v-e is Cip-Lindelōf. 
(1.12) Proposition. The product of a clp-Lindelof space and a 
connected space is clp-Lindelo'f. 
Proo f s of the last two propositions are similar to the 
corresponding proofs of the propositions about clp-compact spaces 
(see t4] f Sertioi. 2). 
Specifying the standard terminology we say tha*.a system 
B f;f 6=г| of subsets of X is a refinement of another u/stei.i 
Ag:s G5J of subsets of X if Ш =Ш and for everv t ET 
there exists s. ES suc uthatB. 
t t s( 
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(1.15^ Corollary. Every discrete system of clopen sets of a clp­
Lindelōf space is countable. 
In the sequel we shall need the following: 
(1.13) Lemma. If 11 is a locally finite system of clopen sets of X 
then there exists a disjoint clopen (and hence also locaTy fnite) 
refinement 11* of 11. 
Proof. Let U m |(Л; i EI ļ be a locally finite system of clopen 
sets in X. LetTV!: yj [/.. For each i EI the ļset Uļ is 
1 J </ 3 
closed, because U» is closed and у U. is an open set. On the 
j <i * ! 
other hand in virtue of local finitness of the system Z" it holds 
\j U ­ — y f j . " и ^ •» hence \j U. is closed. 
i 7 i <i 3 j <i 3 i <i 3 
Therefore for each i EI the set Uļ is open, too. It is easy to notice 
now *hat the family U ' - j l /^ : i EI | is a disjoint clopen refinement 
of the system īl. 
(1.14) Proposition. Every locally finite system of non-^mpty 
clopen sets in я clp­Lindelōf špf "Й is ; ountable. 
Proof. Assume that U ­ |l7^; i EI j is an uncountable locally 
finite systen of non­empty c lo^n sets in f clp-Ļindelōf space X. 
Fronr: Lemma 1.13 it follows thai mere exists a disjoint clopen locally 
finite refinement U ' - ļt/J.: j *=J | of 11. Besides, since 11 is loc ally 
finite and uncountable, it is easy ta notice that the system īl' is also 
uncountable and the set \JU' is clopen. Therefore 
Is « 11' U J X \ UZZ'j is an uncountable disjoint clopen cover of Xbut 
this contradicts the fact that X is a clp-Lindelof space. 
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(1.16) Proposition. A space X i s clp-Lindelōjf iff every clopen 
cover of X contains a countable disjoint clopen refinement.1 
Proof. Let U be a clopen cover of a clp-Lindelōf space X. Then 
one can choose a countable clopen subcover |г7д: я EN | С 4 7 . Let 
л - i 
Vļ: - Uj .... , Vд; - Un\ \j U j . It is easy to see that the 
family V m ļv 7 ^; n EN | thus obtained is a countable disjoint clopen 
cover of the space X refining €7. 
The proof of the converse part is obvious. 
(1.17) Corollary. A space Xis clp-Lindel6f h*f every 
cover contains a countable locally finite clopen refinement 
its clopen 
Replacing in the definition of a Souslin space open sets with 
clopen sets we come to the concept of a clp-Souslin space: 
• i I 
(1.18) Definition. A topological space is called clp-Souslin if 
the cardinality of each disjoint system of clopen disjoint non-empty 
subsets is countable. 
As the next two examples show, the properties of clp-Souslinness 
and clp-Lindelōf.-,ess are incomparable (cf Corollary 1.15). 
(1.19) Example. Let.Xbe infinite, p EX Ьз some fixed point 
and let Г = | x | u | l / ; p g r / Ļ U Ļ V ~ X\ A, A C X , , 1 a | < X 0 Ļ . 
One can easily see that T is a topology on X and the space [x ,T ] 
is compact (and hence also clp-Lindelof) щ& fails be clp-Spuslin. 
С 1.20) Example. The space Rb x Rb (see Example 1.10) is c lp -
Souslin, but is not clp-Lindelof. i 
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2. CLP­PARACOMPACT SPACES 
(2.1) Definition. A topological space is called clp­paracompact 
if every its clopen cover contains a locally finite clopen refinement. 
(2.2) Assertion. Every clp­Lindelof space is clp­paraciompact. 
j 
Proof follows from Corollary 1.17. 
(2.3) Assertion. Every paracompact space is clp­paracompact. 
Clp­paracompact spaces can be characterized by the help of 
disjoint refinements: 
• • i 
(2.4) Proposition. A space X is clp­paracompact iff every its 
clopen cover contains a disjoint clopen refinement. 
! i ! 
Proof of the " i f part follows from Lemma 1.13. 
The proof of the converse part is obvious since every disjoint 
clopen refinement is locally finite. 
From Propositions 1.16 and 2.4 follows: 
(2.5%Сого11агу. Every clp­Lindel6f space is clp­paracompact. 
(2.6) Example. Let XQ for every a < с be a connected non­
paracompact space. It is easy to see that the space © j x ^ , a < с ļ is 
clp-paracompact, but is neither clp-Lindelof nor paracompact. 
One can easily prove also the following two statements: 
(2.7) Proposition. Every clp-paracompact clp-Souslin space is a 
clp-Lindelof space. 
(2.8) Proposition. If a topological space X is clp-paracompact 
and Mis its clopen subspace then Mis clp-paracompact, too. 
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(2.9) Proposition. If a space Y is cJo­paracompact and f is a 
continuous mapping from a space Xinfo У with follo­ving properties: 
l> / i s clopen, 
2) for every point у from Ythe preimage / 7* ( y ) is a c i p ­
compact ­ubrst of X, 
then the s^ acw X is clp­paracompact, too. 
Proof. Nclice first that since / i s c?open, in virtue of Proposition 
2 3 we can assume that the image of X is the whole space Y. Let 
U ­ \Uj: i £ / j be e clopen cover of the space X Since for each 
у G Y Jie set Л^, ­ / " ' ( y ) is cip­compact in X therje exists a 
finite subfamily U^ « ļ l / ^ : i ^ y j °^ Ф c o v e r m g Ay • Then, 
obviously, \JU В ^  is a clopen set in X. 
Then recall the fact from Theorem 1.8 in [y] that for every 
y lEY there exists a clopen neighbourhood such that 
r , W C B у 
Since ^-|у^;уеу1 • a clopen cover of the c l p -
paracoixipact space Y there exists a locally finite clopen refinement 
: j e / j. Then j/ " 1 (Wj ): j GJ | is a clopen coyer of the 
spac<5 X. Fo^ each / 6 / there exist у . G Y and J such that 
f - ^ r j c f ' i V } C B v " № : - ^ii *' i s e a s y t o 
v J / \ y j ) j iei 
yJ 
u n d e r s t a n d t h a t t h e f a m i l y 
If ~* fWj ) ClUj: j & , : EI у . / €У j is a locally finite clopen 
refinement of īl. Therefore .Yis clp-paracompa^t ļ 
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(2.10) Proposition. A direct sum ФХ. of a family lXj:iEI\ 
of topological spaces is clp-paracompact iff each X^ is c l p -
paracompact. 
The "only if" part follows by the help of Proposition 2.8. 
Conversely, let U - a ^ A j be a clopen cover of the space 
X. Then the fumily V - |.7 a П Х у : a EA,iEI | is obviously also 
a clopen covsr of A Thus for each * El 
V. - |t7 a C\X. : a е л | if a clopen cover of a ^lp-paracompact 
space X. and hence there exists a locally finite clopen refinement 
° I 
V\ of ft . 
J o ' o 
Let *f - \j f Obviously J is a clopen refinement of €Z.To 
complete the proof notice that S is obviously locally finite. 
(2.11) Proposition. A zero-dimensional space is c l p -
paracompact iff it is paracompact. 
Proof is obvious. 
(2.12) Example. Cince, as one can easily notice ^ x R ^ (see 
Example 1.10) is not clp-paracompact. it follows thai Jie product of 
two clp-paracompact spaces need not be clp-paracompact. 
Pattemeo after the proofs of the corresponding staremen's ajout 
clp-compact spaces [4], one can easily establish the following two 
special cases when the product of two spaces is clp-paracunpact. 
(2.13) Proposition. The product of a dp-paraconpact space and 
a cc mpact space is clp~paracompacr 
(_.14) ?roposition. The prrduct of a clp-paracompact spice and 
a co.L.ected space is clp-paracompact. 
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3. THE SPACES OF QUASICOMPONENTS OF C L P ­
LINDELŌF AND CLP­PARACOMPACT SPACES. 
In this section we establish relations between the properties of 
clp­Lindelōfness and clp­paracompactness of a space X and certain 
properties of the space Q ( x ) of its quasicomponents, see [2], see also 
[4], Section 4. 
(3.1) Proposition. The following statements are equivalent for a 
topological space: 
(1) X i s clp­Lindelof, 
(2) Q[x) is clp­Lindel6f, 
(3) Q[x) is Lindelōf. 
Proof, ( i ) =>(2) If X is clp­Lindelof then q{x) is also c lp ­
Lindelōf as a continuous image of A" (see Proposition 1.6). 
(2 )=ф) Since Q[x) is zero­dimensional and clp­Lindelōf it 
is also Lindelōf by Proposition 1.4. 
( j ) ( i ) Let U ­ j l T ; { EI j be a clopen Cover of X. Then 
V « {ļJ. ļ; i El j , where q:X - » Q{x} is the quotient mapping, 
is an open cover of the Lindelōf space C?(^)» therefore there exists a 
countable subcover IS ' - lq\u: h e w Hence the family 
U ' - : n EN ļ is a countable clopen subcover of Ī1. 
From Propositions 1.6 and 3.1 it follows: 
(3.3) Corollary. If f:X -+ Y is a surjective continuous mapping 
and Q(x} is a Lindelōf space men Q ( y ) is Lindelōf, too. ļ 
15? 
Frorr Propositions 1.9 and 3.1 it 
(3.4) Corollary. If f:X Y is a clopen continuousj mapping 
q(v ) is Lindelof and for all points у EY the spaces Q Щ - i (y )j 
art compact then th~ space Q[x] is Lindelof, *oo. ļ 
(3.5) Proposition. The following statements are equivalent for a 
topologjcrl space: 
(1) X: 3 clp-paracompacc, 
(2) q[x) is clp-paracompact, 
(3) (?( y ) is paracompvXt. 
j 1 
Proo f , (i^ (2) Let X be clp-paracompact and let 
V щЩ^ЛШЛ be a clopen cover of the space q ( ^ ) . Then 
|g ļ: i G7 ļ is a clopen cover of the sna^ X ajid hence 
there exists a disjoint clopen refinement U i ' l p ^ i GJ ļ o f 
|t? ~* (Vy ) ^ GJ j (Proposition 2 .4 ) . It follows that 
|g ^LTy у j EJ j is a disjoint open cover of the space C?(x). 
Besides, clear that this cover also clopen and refines V and therefore 
is also a clp­paracompact space. 
^2)=»(з) Since Q(x) is zero­dimensional and c l p ­
paracompact, by Proposition 2.11 it is alsj p^jacompact. 
( 3 ) = * ( l ) Let ZI « / SI | be a clopen cover of X. Then 
ļg [li. j; i GJ ļ is an open cover of the paracompact space C(xj, 
and hence 'here exists a locally finite open tenement 
V - : j EJ j of |g \yi ļ: i GJ j . For each point x EX there 
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i 
' i ' 
exists an open neighbourhood Af of q {x ) in Q ( x | ) which intersects 
only a finite number of elements of Then alscj the open ^ 
neighbourhood g " [м j of x intersects a finite number of sets 
from g - / ( ^ ) = j g ~ " ^ V y j : j € / ļ . To complete the proof it is 
sufficient to notice that ^" 2 (^ ) is a clopen refinement of U. 
From Propositions 2.9 and 3.5 it follows: щ ; 
(3.6) Corollary. If f:X ­ * Y is a clopen continuous mapping, 
0 ( y ) is paracompact and for all points у EY the jaces 
Q (y j j are compact then the space <3(­^) is paracompact, too. 
By the help of Propositions 3,1 and 3.5 we can easy prove some 
other properties of clp­Lindelof and clp­paracompact spaces (3.11­
3.14). However, first we have to develop an appropriate terminology. 
Extending the notions of openness and closedness to the c l p ­
situation we can introduce the following: 
(3.7) Definition. A set U С X is called clp­^орев if for every 
point x EU there ­xists a clopen set Vsuch that x EV С [/. 
(3.8) Definition. A se,t U С X is called clp­closed if for every 
point x£U there exists a clopen set V such that xEV and 
v n i / « 0 . 
Obviously, clp­open sets are open and clp­closed sets are closed. 
Clopen sets are both clp­open and clp­closed. 
i 
(3.9) Definition. A topological space is called clp­rnormai if 
every disjoint clp­closed sets A and В have disjoint clp­open 
neighbourhoods U. and l / R . 
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(3.10) Remark. A zero-dimensional space is normal iff it is a 
cip-normal space. However, in general, the properties of normality 
and cip-normality are incomparable. 
(3.11) Proposition. Every clp-paracompact space is cip-normal. 
Proof. Let X b e a elp-paafceompaet space then the space (?(xļ is 
paracompact. As, besides, < ? ( x ) is Hausdorff it follows that ( ? ( x ) И 
a normal space, too (see [3]). Let Л and В be disjoint clp-closed sets 
of X. It is easy to see that *J(A) and д(в) are disjoint closed subsets 
in (?(x). Then there exist disjoint open sets V д and Vg such that 
VADq(A) and VgDqls). Then UA - q~l\y A ļ Э A and 
l /^ ~ g~^(Vgj Э В , С/д OL/ B « 0 and 1/^,1/^ are ciopen subsets 
of A'. Hence X i s cip­normal. 
From here and Corollary 2.5 it follows: 
(3.12) Corollary. Every clp­Lindelōf space is cip­normal. 
(3.13) Proposition. If a space Xis clp­paracompact and contains 
a dense clp­Lindelōf subspace A then Xis a clp­Lindelof space. 
Proof. Since the quotient mapping q:X —* <?(x) is continuous it 
follows that q[x) - q[j) С ģ[Ā] and therefore g[Ā] = <?(x). If the 
space X i s clp-paracompact then (?(x) is paracompact, <?(A) is a 
dense Lindelof subspace of Q ( x ) and therefore (see [3]) ( ? ( x j is a 
Lindelof space. Hence by Proposition 3.1 Xis a clp-Lindelōf space. 
(3.14) Corollary. Every separable clp-paracompact space is c lp-
Lindelōf. 
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О C L P ­ Л И Н Д Е Л Ё Ф О В Ы Х И C L P ­ T l A ^ A K O M I I A K T H b l X : 
ПРОСТРАНСТВАХ. 
Ан. ота­ты, Топа.агичсскос ..ространггао нятявЕм clp­лнвдедёфовъш, если 
каждое его покрытие отвдыто­за^ькнутыьш множествами имеет счетное 
подпокрытие; топологическое пространство незачем ctp­naракомпакпг ш, если 
в каждо его покрытие открыто­замкнутые множествами можно вписать 
локально конечное измельчение. В данной работе изучаются свойства clp— 
линдслёфовыл ч clp­паракомпактных гросгоавств, а также исследуется сна: ь 
этих свойств с некоторыми длугпмн топологическими свойствами. 
li I ļ 
PAR C^P-LINDELOFA UN CLP-PARAKOMPAKT^M TELPĀM. 
4notācija. Par clp-Undeļofa telpu tiek slikta tāda tonoloģiskaļ telpa kuras 
katrs pārklājums rr reizē slēgtām un vaļējam kopām satur sanumurējamu 
apakš^irklājumu. Un par clp-parakompaktu tiek saukta tāda telpa,;kuras katrā 
Pārklājumā ar reizē slēgtām un vaļējām kopām var ierabilU lokāli galīgu slēgtu on 
vaļēju pārklājumu. Šis raks^ vellīts clp-Linocļofa un clp^arakornp'iktu telpj 
p. matīpaiibu izpētei, kā arī iztirzā šo telpu saistību a r citām topoloģisku telpu 
klasēm. i 
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CORRECTIONS TO MY PAPER "ON EQUIVARIANT Н О К О Т О Р Г T Y P E " 
6.V. Agheev 
Abstract. The proof of the generalization of Jamee­Se^al*s 
theorem presented ir; ou•? paper M ] (ТЬетвш A) goes off only under 
t h e additional aacumption that the acting group ia aero­dimensio­
nal* Nevertheless the statement i tself i s valid for an arbitrary 
(compact) group: t i K correct proof will be published in a forth­
coming paper. 
AMS subject claaaification: 5 7 S 1 5 
As mentioned by S. Antoniant th^ G­map f : X ­ Y defined 
on page 41 of our paper [1 3 ia continueua only for a iero­di­
menaional compact gronp G. Therefore, we have established the 
generalisation of James­Segal j theorem in the following form: 
Theorem, Let G be an ai jitre:?y compact group with 
dim(G) » 0 t X and Y be metric G­ANE­spaces, L.nd g: X —* Y be 
a G­map. Then th'4 following statements am equivalent: 
(a) g: X —»• Y is a G­homotopy equivalence; 
(b) for every closed subgroup H in G the map 
g^: X 2 — Y ^ ia a homotopy equivalence. 
A complete generalisation of thid theorem ( i . e . for an 
arbitrary compact group G ) is proved oy the author and will be 
published in tfcd shor1: run. 
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SOME G E N E R A L I Z A T I O N S OF 
W . A . K I R K ' S F I X E D P O I N T THEOREMS 
I n e s e B u l a 
АВ8Т~'.\СТ. Some f i x e d p o i n t t h e o r e m s f o r a f a m i l y o f n o n e x p a n s i v e 
m a p p i n g s o f a m e t r i c s p a c e a r e o b t a i n e d . i№S 3 0 4-7-П.О 
1.INTRODUCTION. 
I n a f i x e d p o i n t t h e o r y a g r e a t i n t e r e s t was r o u s e d by work 
o f W . A . K i r k [ 1 ] , where n o n e x p a n s i v e mappings on a s u b s e t w i t h 
n o r m a l s t r u c t u r e o f a r e f l e x i v e Banach s p a c e were e x a m i n e d . L a t e r 
many m a t h e m a t i c i a n s g e n e r a l i z e d t h i s r e s u l t f o r a c o m m u t a t i v e 
f a m i l y o f n o n e x p a n s i v e m a p p i n g s . A l s o W . A . K i r k h i m s e l f ( t o g e t h e r 
w i t h L . P . B e l l u c e ) h a v e g e n e r a l i z e d t h i s r e s u l t [ 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ] . 
C o m p l e t e l y t h i s t h e o r e m f o r c o m m u t a t i v e f a m i l y was g e n e r a l i z e d 
b y T . C . Lim [ 6 ] . However t h e p o s s i b i 1 i t y t o g e n e r a l i z e t h e 
c o r o l l a r y o f t h e o r e m remained an open q u e s t i o n . I n t h i s work we 
g e n e r a l i z e t h e c o r o l l a r y a l s o . 
C o n v e x i t y i s o n e o f t h e most i m p o r t a n t s e t p r o p e r t i e s u s e d 
i n W . A . K i r k ' s t h e o r e m s . T h e r e f o r e o n l y s u b s e t s o f v e c t o r s p a c e s 
a r e e x a m i n e d i n t h e s e t h e o r e m s . But on t h e o t h e r hand, s e e f o r 
e x a m p l e [ 7 ] , i t i s a l s o p o s s i b l e t o d e f i n e c o n v e x i t y o f s u b s e t s 
o f m e t r i c s p a c e s b y making u s e o f c l o s u r e o p e r a t o r s . C o n v e x i t y 
s t r u c t u r e o f a m e t r i c s p a c e i s e a r l i e r d e f i n e d by W . T a k a h a s h i 
[ 8 ] . But a p p r o a c h o f c l o s u r e o p e r a t o r s i s more g e n e r a l . U s i n g 
s y s t e m s o f s u b s e t s w h i c h a r e s t a b l e under a r b i t r a r y i n t e r s e c t i o n s 
t h e c o n v e x i t y p r o b l e m i n a m e t r i c s p a c e i s a l s o examined by 
J . P . P e n o t [ 9 ] a n d W. A. K i r k [ 1 0 ] . I t seems t h a t t h e s e two 
a p p r o a c h e s a r e e q u i v a l e n t . However, i t w i l l b e shown l a t e r by 
e x a m p l e r e g a r d i n g c 0 , approach o f c l o s u r e o p e r a t o r s p r o v i d e s t h e 
r e s u l t s w h i c h a r e a g a i n more g e n e r a l than t h e s e r e s u l t s o f 
J . P . P e n o t and W . A . K i r k . B e s i d e s we p r o v e t h e e x i s t e n c e of common 
f i x e d p o i n t s f o r f a m i l i e s o f m a p p i n g s . P r e v i o u s l y i t was n o t 
d o n e . 
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2 . BASIC DEFINITIONS А/ТО FIXED POINT 
THEOREMS IN У BANACH SPACE. 
definition 1 . a convex n t к of а В»»*** apace X has normal 
structure if for M c h bounded and convex subset H of К with 
diamH*0 there exists a point у such thac 
sup { d(x,y) I xeH } < diamH. 
This concept waa introduced by M.S.Brodskii and D.P.Milntan 
[11], further this concept is analyzed :in [12,13]. 
THEOREM 1 (W.A.Kirk, [1]) . Suppose К is a nonempty, convex, 
bounded and closed subset of a reflexive Banach space X. and 
suppose К has normal structure. Then every nonexpansive mapping 
f :K-JK has a fixed point. 
C0R0LLAPY. If in the Theorem the condition that К is bounded is 
replaced by the condition that the sequence [f n C p ) ) a e W is bounded 
for soiiie peK, then f has a fixed point. 
DEFINITION 2. A family F of mappings f :X-« is called commutative 
if: Vf,geF: Lf*g) (x) = {g*f) (x),Vx€X. 
As mentioned in Introduction it was the Theorem 1 that was 
generalized by T.C.L^m [6] for a commutative family of 
nonexpansive mappingз. 
But generalization for the corollary is not given ir [6]. 
THEORErf 2 d l 4 ] ) . Suproee К is a nonempty, convex and closed 
subset of a reflexive Banach space X, and suppose К has normal 
structure. If for a commutative family F of nonexpansive mappings 
£:К-Ж there exists a point рек such that the set 
5 = { ( f a o f 2 o . . . e f B ) (p)\fir.. . , f a 6 . ' & neS) is bounded, then F hrs a 
common fixed point: f\[F.Jxf\f€F)*3. 
DEFINITION 3. A Banach space X is &aid to be strictly convex if 
all the puints of the unit spherp of X are not inner points of 
straight lines in the unit ball. 
W.A.Kir^ and L.P.Belluce generalized Theorem 1 in [2J as 
following: 
1 6 1 
THEORBī 3 ( r 2 3 ) . Suppose X is a strictly convex reflexive Banach 
space ar.d К is nonempty, convex, closed, bcundtd subset of X, 
and suppose К has aormal structure. Suppose F is a commutative 
family of nonexoanbive mappings f :Х-Ж. Then F has л common fixed 
point. 
Combining the ideas of the Corollary and the pre rious 
Theorem 3 we L h a l l prove: 
TbSOREM 4 . Suppose X is a strict''y convex reflexive Banach space 
and К is a noneir_)ty, convex and closed subset of X, and suppose 
К has normal rtructure. Suppose F={r*1,f2, . . .,f n) is a commutative 
family of nonexpansive selfmaps of X. If there exists a poin'-. peK 
such chat tlie sequences (fn(p))леМ for every feF are bourded, 
then F has a common fixed point. 
• P r o o f . 
By Corollary of Theorem 1 it is kno 'Ti chat 
F J j c f . . . ,n. Since X is strictly convex, Fixf is convex 
for nonexpansive mapping f^F. Since fļt 1=1,2, ., . f л are 
continuous, th<j sets Fix£it 1*1,2, . .. ,n are closed. 
Let vs inductively prove that 
F i x F ^ n i F i x f i l i - 1 , 2 , . . . ,n)+& -
lor n=l the statement is true by the Corollary of Theorem 1. 
Assuming that ПtгlJcf1|i=', ,2, . .. , k \ + 0 , let us prove that 
fl{Fixfi|i=l,2# . . . ,k+l)+0. We denote {f l f f a, . . ., fk) by F' a n d f ^ 
by f. Since by assumption f (x) =f( fx (x) )=fs (f (x)), it follows -.hat 
f (xJer'ixF' and hence f:FixF'—JFixF' . Let us prove that the mapping 
f has a fixed point in t-he set FixF'. The nets FixfA, i=l, 2, .. ., к 
are nonemntv, clrsed and со: vex, therefore Fix-' is closed an" 
convex being an intersection of closed and convex se^s. We choose 
zeFixf freely. Tha functional |z-y|, yeK is weakly lower 
semicontinuovs and t bere*ore attains its minimal value in each 
nonempty, closed and сош*зх subset of the reflexive Banach space, 
consequently, also in FixF . Since X is strictly convex for z 
there exists a unique nearest point z^FixF'i 
\z-zel*infi |2-yi|yeF±xF'k 
u\z-f (ZQ) K f [Z) -f(ZQ) U\ZZQ\ . 
We jonclude that f(z0) =zQ. Then zcGFlxF+0. * 
We remark that the previous result is not true for an 
infinite family of mappings. 
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3.GiāNEPALIZATIONS IN A METRIC SPACE 
WITH *i CLOSURE OPERATOR. 
Further we act in a metric spnce X with a dibtaace d. Let 
P X be *:he set of til subsets of X. 
DFFINITION 3. A closure operator on X is a mapping F:PX-*>X 
satisfying for each A,BePX the following conditions : 
1 ) AcB->S{A)-S(B) ; 
2)Ac5 (A ) , 
3)8(S(A))=S(A) . 
ГЕР1НГТЮЫ 4 . л cljsed operator S on X is said to be algebraic 
if for each A - J P X and xeS(A) there exists a finite set Fc A such 
that xeS(F? . 
Let S be a closure operator on X. A subset A of X is said 
to be S-closert if A=S(A>. A space X is said to be S-ccsmact if 
each centered system of S-closed subsets of X has a nonempty 
intersection. Note that intersection of S-closed subsets ot X is 
S-closed. For more detailed applications of closure operators in 
fixed point theory see [ 7 ] . 
Let us aenote 
A(x, f; .={\{AePX\xeA&A=S{A) &r"(A)c4),Vr"e^Vx€Jr(x*f (x) ) . 
A : X ) :=(\{A6PX\xe.*&A*b[A) &Vf€F. f (А) сД}. 
In a metric space with a closure operator for commutative family 
we trove the fallowing common fL.ed point 
THEOREM 5 ( [ 1 5 ] ) . Suppose (X,d) is a metric space, F is a closure 
operator on X i X is S-compact. Tet each clused ball B(x fr) 
(xex, r e P w ) be S-closeJ. Let F be a commutative family с f 
ncnexpansive selfmaps of X , such that the bet of fixed points 
Fixf for ever* mappings feF is S-closed. If there exists a point 
yeA(x,f) such that 
sup [ d(y,z)/ z6A{x,f) > < diamA(x,f) 
for every feF ar \ xeX (x*f(x)) (condition of "normal structure^), 
then F his a common fixe'' poirt. 
Condition of normal structure is of a threat importance in 
the .esults of W.A.Kirk and L.P.Belluce. Note that if a Banach 
space X has normal structure then the cc idition of Theorem 5 
follows, but ":he converse is not true. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the space 
c ^ l x - l x ^ , . . . ,х й . ...) |x aeP,n=l ,2 f .. &iimx a - o ) . 
The space c 0 has ac: normal structure 
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( У х е с 0 : | х 1 : = я 1 ф ( х л ; л е Ю ) . 
F o r e v e r y х е В + ( 0 ; 1 ) : = ( у б с 0 | | у | & У л б Н : у л ^ 0 ) d e f i n e f ( х ) : ^ 0 . Vhen 
: . ( x , f O = { t x | t e [ 0 / l ] }{JL*Q) and f o r t h e p o i n t у г = ­ | i t h o l d s 
Bup{\'r-z\\zeA{x, f) } =^-<\x\=diamA{x, f) . 
I n s p i r e d b y theorems i n [ 4 , 1 4 1 . 3 / 7 1 we p r o v e 
THEOREM 6 . Suppose ( X , d ) i s a m e t r i c s p a c e and S i s a c l o s u r e 
o p e r a t o r . L e t X i s S ­ c o m p a c t . L e t ea^h c l o s e d b a l l B ( x , r ) ( x e X , 
r e H + + ) b e S ­ c l o s e d . L e t F be a f a m i l y of c o n t i n u o u s s e l f m e p s o f 
X s a t i s f y i n g : 
1) 3 q e ] о;1 [ V x , yex VrT, geF: d(f{x) fg(y)) srnaxtd(x,y) qdlam[A (x) U A ( у ) ) I ; 
2 ) \/xeX(Bv€F:v{x)*x)4yeA(x) :supid{y,z) lzeA(x) lidiamAix) . 
Then F h a s a common f i x e d p o i n t . , 
* PROOF. 
U s i n g Z o r n ' s Axiom and S ­ c o m p a c t n e s s o f X we c o n c l u d e t h a t 
t h e r e e x i s t s a m i n i m a l nonempty S ­ c l o s e d and i n v a r i a n t и i d e r F 
s u b s e t M o f X . 
L e t aeM, and t r e r e e x i s t s feF such t h a t f (a) ^ a , S i n c e 
A ( a ) d l , m i n i m a l i t y o f 11 i m p l i e s t h a t M^­A(a) . By 2) t h e r e e x i s t s 
a p o i n t y € ^ ; a ) = M s u c h t h a t : supidiy,z) \zet {a))^iZ«UamA(a) . 
C o n s i d e r t h e s e t A: = (П l r ) |x6Af }) Л M. I t i s nonempty 
b e c a u s e y e A a n d i t i s S ­ c l o s e d a s an i n t e r j e c t i o n o f S ­ c l o s e d 
s e t s . We p r o v e t h a t A i s i n v a r i a n t under F. L e t us assume tha*" 
t h e r e e x i s t z e A and geF s u c h t \ a t g(z)eA. Then t h e r e e x i s t s weM 
s u c h t h a t w £ B ( g ( z ) , r ) . Hence A^i =B(g(z), г ) Л M i s a p r o p e r s u b s e t 
o f M. i s i n v a r i a n t undc r F b e c a u s e f o r e a c h xeA^ and fsF i t 
h o l d s : d(f{x) ,g{z)) smaxlafx , z) t qdlam (A (x) UA (z)) к sioaxh:}Qdiamld'' r {zeA and xeA^^l) . 
The s e t A^ i s nonempty ( g l z j e ^ ) and S ­ c l o s e d . By m i n i m a l i t y o f 
M i t i s c l e a r t h a t ША^ . Hence £f\)cA V i e b . By m i n i m a l i t y o f ftjf 
o b v i o u s l y M=A. However d i a m A ^ r < d i a m A ( a ) =diamM. The o b t a i n e d 
c o n t r a d i c t i o n c o m p l e t e s t h e p r o o f * 
We p r o v e i n a ī a e t r i c s p a c e w i t h a c l o s u r e o p e r a t o r a t h e o r e m 
s i m i l a r t o t h e t h e o r e m s from [ 4 , 7 ] . 
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тнесдем 7 ([16]). Suppose 'X,d) is a metric space and S is an 
algebraic closure operator on X. Suppose S{Ā) =L{S{A)) -1С1(A) for 
each AePX and X is S'-compact. Let each closed ball L(x, r) {xeX, 
reR, + ) he S-closed. If F is a family of continuous selfmaps of 
X satisfying: 
1 > 3^6] 0; 1 [ Vx fyex Vr", g€F: 
d(£{x),g(y)) imaxtd (x, у) ; qdiam (A (x) UA (y) ) > ; 
) VxG~:(=i v€F: v(x) #x) 3 yeA (x) : 
вир i inf { LJtp { diy, fix)) \яъп ) neZ* } f€F) «±LamA(x) . 
then F has a common fixed point. 
In Theorem 6 in [J] W.A.Kir\ examines a more general 
situation: when there exists an integer N such that f has 
diminishing orbital diameters on X. A similar theorem is true in 
a metric space with a closure operator for one nonexpansive 
mapping and also for a family of mappings. 
THEOPEM 8 . Suppose (X,d) is a metric spw.ee and S is an algebraic 
closure operator on X. Suppose 5(A) -5(5(/)) «:5'(A; for 
*ach Ae . x an i X is S' -contact. Let each closed ball B(x,r) (xeX, 
reR^) u e S-closed. If F is family of se3 fmaps of X satisfying-
1) 31€] 0; 1 [ Vx, yexVf, g€Fi 
d(f(x)tg<y)) smaxld (x,y) j tdi&m(A(x)UA(y))); 
2) 3tfeN vxe*'3v€F: v(x) *x) PyeA(x) i 
sup { inf { sup { diy, fa{x)) \тъп ) n*N) f€F ) <diam*(x) . 
chen F has a common fixed point. 
• Proof. 
Using Zorn 'č. Axiom and S f -compactness cf X we conclude that 
there exists c. minimal subset M of X such t>at: 
1> M*o; 
2) M=S' (A) ; 
3)" i"(M)CMfVf€F. 
By Theorem 7 tne family Fa*>{ f ^IfeF} has a common fixed point 
x'eM. We shall prove that x* is common fixed point for fami3y F, 
We note that M=A(x* 4 by *air:m&lity of M 
Let there exist feF such that f ix*)*{.:*) . By 2) 
chare exists e point yeA(x*J such that: 
g=aup{ ±nf \ аир { diy,f*ix)) \m±n) ni> T)feF} < diamA'x*) . 
Let Aol «-{x*# fix*) , . . . ,f»-l<X*) IV/SF). 
Then q=3up\d{y, z) \ZEAQ)\diamA(x*) 
Let re]max(g; tdiamA(x*));dlajnA(x*) [, then S t A ņ J c B ^ r ) . 
We consider the set A: = (П(3(г,г) |z€M») Пм. Then: 
1) A*9 because yeA; 
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2) Л is S-closed as an intersection of S-closed sets, 
3) A is invariant under F. Really, if ther« exiil ueA and 
geF such that g(u)e A, then B'g(u),r) is a proper subset of M. 
Set B(g(u),r)HM is S-closed, nonempty !g(u)eB(g fu), г)Пм; and 
invariant under F. Indeed, rhcDsing arbitrary zeB(g(r),г)Пм and 
heE we have: 
d(g(u),n(z))Smax{d(u,z); tdiairuA(u)UA(z) j )£ 
liiax (r; tdiamM} =r. 
The minimality of M implies: M=B(g(u) , r)fli'I. The obtained 
contradiction proves 3 ) . 
Therefore by minimality of M it follows that M=A. But 
diamA4r<ui^JTiM. The obtained contradiction shows that initial 
assumption is not true.* 
Our article doesn't answer to лапу open questions formulated 
in [17], where situation in details is examined in Banach spaces. 
We hope that our article will be useful lor £ urt.ier 
g*meralizations in a metric space using closure operators of many 
other theorems valid in a Banach space. 
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ERRoR EST*IA7*S OF TKF APPROXIMATION 
BY SMOOTHING SPLINES 
S. ASMUSS 
Summary. In this, paper we study the problem of f i t t i ng the given measurments of an unknown function by means of smoothing piecewise linear splines, which minimize a certain combination of smoothness and goodness of the f i t . We analyse the influence of a smoothing parameter on tue convergence of the f i t t i ng alejc^ithm. The exact error estimates on W1 for o=l,2.со ?.re obtained. AMS SC 41A15 ,65:010. p 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let A=<0=t <t <...<t =i> for some integer n>0 be a given 1 a n j * 
partition of the interval CO.13 with equidistant knots. Suppose that 2 ,z . . . . .2 are the measurments on the values of 1 a r» 
an unknown function f at the knots of A. 
By s we denote a piecewise liлеаг continuous function 
over the grid А С that, i 1 the f i r s t degree splineD, which 
interpolates f in the sense sCt.Э . The classic гesul t of 
Hoi 1 adaw show that the i nter pol ati ng spl i ne s appear s as the 
unique s >lution o f the problem 
1 1 
j£»'Ct:>j dt=minļjJx'Ct:>J dt|x€EH'. xCt^z.. i=l ,2 n| CID 
о о 
on Sobolev space H4 of the absolutely continuous functions. 
In many appl i nations the strcu.g i nter pol ati on condl tions 
a r e n o t adequate, since tthe g i ' ?n data are affected by errors. 
Therefore, the notion o f a smoothing spline s^ was defined in 
[13, 123 as the solution of the problem 
* a n 4 a n z 
j J s ' ^ O j dt+P E [ s p C L i . 3 ~ Z i . ] "ndn^J^c'Ct^j dt+p J* £xttD-z.J Ci .J 
о Х в Н о 
Here p>0 is a given &<iioothing ŗ rametei , which b a l a n c e s goodness 
o f the f i t a g a l пь - smooth* >ess. Tie sol uti on of thi 5 
optimization problem turns out to be the first, aegree spline 
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1 . MAIN RESULT 
By щ 1 < p < oo, we d e n o t e t h e u s u a l — e t a s g u e s p a c e 
o f p ­ i n t э д г а Ы е f u n c t i o n s o n CO, 1 3 , e q u i p p e d w i t h t h e n o r m 
I ' ! . ' 
f C O j d t J » w h e n p < oo, 
­ :up v r a i j f C O ļ , w'.ien p = oo. 
t € С 0 , 1 3 
L e t W b e t h e s p a c e o f a b s o l u t e l y c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n s f p 
i t h d e r i v a t i v e f ' e L s u c n , t h a t f ļ f ' H < 1 . We d e n o t e 
p H p 
R = s u p Bf - s C f Э fj , 
f<sW4 p 
w h e r e s C O i s t h e u n i q u e s p l i n e a s s o c i a t e d v i t h f , t u a t P 
i s t h e s o l u t i o n o f t* e s m o o t h i n g p r o b l e m C3D f o r 
z ' f C t . D . 
We may n o w s t a t e o u r m a i n r e s u l t a s f o l l o w s 
T h e o r e m . F o r a n e v e r n we h a v e 
1 + p h 
p,n,i 
l + ^ h / 2 + У р Ь С i 5 h / 4 D 
C l ­ / ? C p h . n D D , С 3D 
Р.П,2 
2 V p h C 4 * p h O 
CI ­ M I p h . n D V C4> 
R = h 4 + p h f t ­ * C p h , O D , 
p,n.oo у oo 
2 V p h 
w h e r e h = l / C n ­ 1 3 . 
С5Э 
с = l­»\ h/2 - t ­yphCl *­ph/4D , C6D 
a n a t h i с а . . b e f o u n d a s t h e s o l u t i o n o f t h e s y s t e m o f 
l i n e a r e q u a t i o n s С s e e . g . СЗЗЭ. 
T h e m c i n p u r p o s e o f t h i s p a p e r i s t o e s t i m s ' . e t h e e r r o r 
o f s m o o t h i n g b y t h e f i r s t ^ e g r e e s p l i n e s a n d t o a n a l i s e o n 
t ­ j i s b a s i s t h e i n f l u e n c e o f t h e p a r a m e t e r p o n t h e c o n v e r g e n c e 
o f t h e f i t t i n g a l g o r i t h m . 
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00 RV '2 . 
^ Cph n3 = C C 2 n + 1 3 C n C 2 n + l 3 p h C 4 + р Ю _ CC^+lDVphC^+phD 
2 * C 2 + p h D C C 2 n ­ i D 2 C C 2 R , ­ I ^ 
P r o o f o f t h e t h e o r e m i s b a s e d o n t h e f o l l o w i n g 
r e s u l t s . 
2 . INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ERROR 
Our a p p r o a c h f o l l o w s С 4 ] , w h e r e o n e s m o o t h i n g 
p r o b l e m w a s i n v e s t i g a t e d b y i n t r o d u c t i o n o f a s p e c i a l b a s i s . 
L e t u s d e n o t e b y s . t h e u n i q u e f i r s t d e g r е е smc­othi ng 
s p l i n e a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t h e v e c t o r e =C«5 , 6 , . . . . e ~j , 
I. IL »­2 IR­
w h e r e 6 i s t h e K r o n e c k e r s y m b o l . T h e n s , s , . . . , s 
. \k P , i P , Z P , N 
f o r m a b a s i s i n t h e s p a c e o f p i e c e w i s e l i n e a r c o n t i n u o u s 
f u n c t i o n s o v e r t h e g r i d A, a n d t h e s o l u t i o n s of t h e 
P 
s m o o t h i n g p r o b l e m С2D h a s a n e x p a n s i o n 
n 
s C t 3 = Г z s C O . 
p ^ 1 
T h e o b j e c t o f t h i s s e c t i o n i s 0 t o o b t a i n t h e i n t e g r a l 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f t h e e r r o r f ­ s CfD f o r f e W 1 . T a k i n g i n t o 
p p 
a c c o u n t t h a t t h e s m o o t h i n g o p e r a t o r s i s l i n e a r a n d e x a c t 
p 
f o r c o n s t a n t f u n c t i o n s , we may a s s u m e t h a t fCOD^O. T h u s 
f C t } • j f ' С т ) ^ С 1 . т ) с 1 т , t e C O . 1 3 . 
о 
w h e r e ļ p C t , T 3 = e C t - T D , в i s t h e u n i t H e a v i s i d e f u n c t i o n . 
T h e r e f o r e , we c a n w r i t e 
i 
n 
s C f . O = r s C O Г f ' С тЗ pC t . , T 3dT * 
о 
1 1 
n 
- Г f ' C T D r s C O ^ C t . O d T - Г f ' C T ) s C ^ . , T ) . t ) d T , 
J P , L U J О 1 = 1 
О о 
f r o m w h i c h we h a v e 
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i 
р *™ Р ^ 
Fur furLher investigation o f the error it is useful tc 
•ra/isform the expression o f t.ie k e r n e l К 
f 1 ­ Г s , C O , when T e I t ,t 3 n £ a , t 3 , 
P 1 5 
I ­ Г s , C t ) , w h e n T € 31 , t 1 r»31 , Ы . p. к rn- 1 m kscm 
S i n c e £ s C t ) = i , we c o n c l u d e t h a t 
k = i 
К C L . T O = 
P 
u C O , w h e n T € I t . t i n C a . t l , p,m—i m—l m 
­ v C O . ww\en T m I t , t 3 n 3 t . b 3 . 
p, m nr. — l m 
С8Э 
u C O = T s C O . v C O = Г s C O . COD p,m , p,k p,m 4 4 p,k k = t к =т> 
From С7Э we c a n a r r i v e a t t h e e r r o r b o u n d 
| f C O ­ s C f О ļ i ļ ļ K ^ C t . . 3 J q. ISp + 1/q = 1-
One c a n e . s i l у s e e t h a t t h i s e s i i m a t e i ь e x a c t o n W 1 . T h i s 
p 
c o m p l e t e s t i e p ~ o o f c f t h e f o l l o w i n g l e m m a . 
Lemma 1 . L e t s C f 3 b e t h e f i r s t d e g r e e s m o o t h i n g s p l i n e p 
a s s o c i a t e d « d t h f m W , 1 fpSoo, t h e n f o r a n y t e t O . 1 3 we h a v e P 
s u p | f C O ­ « C f . O | • | K ^ C t . . D ļ q . 
feW* 
P 
w h e r e 1 x p + 1/q • 1 a n d i s d e f i n e d b y С8Э. 
3. BASIS SPLINE" 
F o r f u r t h e r a n a l y s i s o f t h e e r r o r i t i s n e c e s s a r y t o 
i n v e s t i g a t e f u n c t i o n s s , , u , v We b e g i n w i t h 
p,k p.ro p,m 
Lemma 2 , c o n e r n i n g t h e v a l u e r o f t h e b a s i s s p l i n e s s 
l C O - s Cf . О ' = Г f ' C i O K C t . i O d T , С 7 } р J р 
\71 
Lemma 2 . F o r k==l . 2 . . . . , n a n d i = l , 2 , . . . , n we h a v e 
s L C t 3 = D ~ 1 p h d . . d , , 
p.K L Г W .N<I,k> п+1­тал<1,к> 
w h e r e C d ^ 3 ^ ^ i s t h e r e c u r r e n t s e q u e n c e d e f i n e d b y 
d = 1 , d = l + p h b d . ­ C 2 + p h 3 d . ­ d . , J > Э , O C O 
jb =d ­ d . 
P r o o f . T f s ^ i s a p i e c e w i s e 1 i n e a r f u n c t i o n o v e r t h e 
g r i d A, t h e n t h e r e e x i s t c o e f f i c i e n t s а , X , X . . , X 
I 2 N 
s u c h t h a t 
n 
s C t 3 = o + Г X . C t ­ O f C t , 0 . C113 
* j = . J 3 J 
B y u s i n g t h e e x p a n s l o n С113 t h e s m o o t h ! r g p r o b i em С 23 c a n 
b e r e d u c e d t p s o l v i n g t h e s y s t e m o f l i n e a r e q u a t i o n s 
n 
a3 Г Х . О b ) s C t . > X . р ^ ч . J ­ 1 . 2 , . . , n . C123 
F r o m С 1 1 3 a n d C 1 2 a 3 f o l l o w s t h a t 
i >, 
s C t , 3 ­ s Ct,3«=h Г Х . . i « l , 2 , . .­. , n ­ l . 
H e n c e 
­ h " " * C s C t 3 ­ s C t 3 3 , 
I t p a p i X 5"h C s C t , 3 ­ 2 s C l O + s C t . 3 3 . 1 = 2 , 3 n ­ 1 , C133 v p l ­ i p i p \*± 
\ »*i C s f t 3 ­ s C t 3 3 . 
S u b s t ' t u t l r g С 1 3 3 i n t o C 1 2 b 3 we g e t 
E C t 3­^s C t 3 ­ е C t 3 * h p z , C143 p l p A p S l *Q 
C L O ­ s C t 3 + 2 * C t . / ­ s C t , Z>»hpz. , 1 ­ 2 . 3 n ­ 1 , C1S3 
p i p L ­ i p i P I** * 
C t 3 ­ е C t 3 + S C t 3 « h p ? . C163 
p n p n ­ 1 p n n 
Now w e c a n c o n s i d e r t h e b a s i s s p l i n e s , , l ^ k < n . I t 
p,k 
• w a n s t h a t n o w z."=6.^ . i » 1 . 2 , . . . , n . I f к £ 2 , t h e r f o r i < k ­ l 
L ХЖ 
f r o m С 1 4 3 a n £ С 1 5 3 w e o b t a i n 
T h e r e f o r e 
s . C t O ­ i s ^ C t O . i ­ 1 . 2 к . ' C173 
pjt i t pjk i 
S i m i l a r a r g u m e n t s s h o w t h a t i f k 5 n ­ l . t h e n , f o r i ž k + l Г г о ы 
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Cl 5) ar d с 16Э i t f o l l o w s 
s Ct ) = d s C t ) , i = k , k + l , . . . , h . С18Э 
p,k i n+l­L p .k Г» 
Let now 2 < k < n ­ l . C o m p a r i n g Cl TO w i t h С18Э f o r i =k , we 
g e t s Ct ) d = s , C i ) d T a k i n g i n t o a c c o u n t t h i s 
f>.V l k. p .k n n+i ­k 
e q u a l i t y , by s u b s t i t u t i n g t h e v a l u e s s С ' t> Э 
p,k j к ­ 1 
Б c t ' J a n d s C t D, r e c e i v e d f r o m C17D a n d C 1 8 D , i n t o 
p . к к p , к k*i 
С 1 3!) we g e t 
aJ s Ct j = p h d Д ) " 1 . t b ) s C t D s p h d i ) " 1 , , С19Э рДе l n+i ­k n,k p,k n к n,k 
wriere Л , = d , d ­ d , d , . F i n a l l y f r o m C 1 7 ) , С18Э a n d 
n.k к n+2 ­k k ­ 1 n­;k+i 
С 1 91) we c a n w r i t e 
s Ct 3 = p h 5 ) _ 1 d . . . d . , , i = l , 2 , . . . , n . С20Э p. к L n,k rm.rt<Vjk> n+l­max<i #k> 
F o r k = l C r e s p e c t i v e l y f o r k=nD t h e e q u a l i t y C2CD f o l l o w s 
from С18Э a n d С19ЬЭ C r e s p e c t i v e l y , f r o m С 1 7 5 a n d СЮаЭЭ , 
t h i s l a t t e r c a n b e o b t a i n e d b y s u b s t i t u t i n g С18Э f o r i =n 
i n t o С16Э C r e s p e c t i v e l y . C17D f o r i =1 i n t o С 1 4 Э Э . 
T o c o m p l e t e t h e p r o o f , we s h o w t h a t ^ d o e s n o t d e p e n d 
o n к b e c a u s e 
Z> . =d ( d , ­ d , d = C C 2 + p h } d ­ d , 3 d , r»,k+i k+1 n­k + 1 к n­k к к ­ i n ­k + 1 
­ d C C 2 + p h 3 d , ­ d , 3 = d , d , ­ d , d ^ , « 5 ) „ , k > l . к n ­ k + 1 n+2­k к r+2 ­k k ­ 1 n ­k + i n,k 
H e n c e f o r k > l i 
3) = 3 = d C l + p h O ­ d =d " ­ d 
ri.k r>,n n n­1 n+1 n 
R e m a r k . 1 1 i s u s e f u l f o r t h e f u t u r e t o k n o w t h e 
e x p r e s s i o n s f o r d . F o r t h e r o o t s с a n d с o f t h e J 1 2 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c e q u a t i o n o f t h e r e c u r r e n t r e l a t i o n ClOD we 
h a v e с = c ~ 4 , с = c . w h e r e с i s d e f i n e d b y С 6 Э . T h e r e f o r e , 
1 2 ' 
d ­ y c J ~ * + у с J * , w h e r e v a l u e s у a n d у c a n b e r e c e i v e d 
j l l 2 2 ' l ' 2 
2 
by u s i n g c o n d i t i o n s d^=l , d a = p h + l . We n o t e t h a t с ^ = С 4 + р Ю у ^ , 
i =1 , £ T h u s 
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d= ­ g , 3*Lfn C 2 1 3 
vi+ph 
Lemma 3 . F o r t h e s p l i n e s u a n d v , ro=*l,2, . .\ , n , 
• P»m P*m 
d e f i n e d i n С 9 3 , we h a v e 
u C t . 3 = # . i f ' d . i < m . 
p,m i m n n+i—i v С t . 3 . I f *d . i >m. С 2 2 3 p.m x. n+l­rn n i 
P r o o f . F r o m t h e р г в ' / i o u s l emma f o l l o w s t h a t 
u C t . 3 = p h 5 ) _ 1 d r d , i < m . p.m L n n+i-L , к k = i 
л n+1­m 
v C t . 3 = p h 5 ) _ 1 d . r d ,=ph^_1d. Г d, , i > m . p.m L n I _ T* n+l­k n i . к k=m k=i 
By u s i n g C 2 1 3 , d i r e c t c a l c u l a t i o n s o f t h e sum 
E­ . 1 i_ , k­i/2, ­k*±/2„ , - 4 v u d, = Г С с +c 3=Cd, ­d,3/ph=J), /ph к в i L+i L I 
k s l yiTph k = 1 
g i v e t h e f i n a l r e s u l t . 
4 . PROOF OF THEOREM 
F r o m Lemma 1 f o l l o w s t h a t 
R = max ЯК C t , . 3 [ ļ . J / p + i / q = 1 C233 
1 4 TECO.LL " 
£ 6 » t o p r o v e t h e t h e o r e m w e n e e d t h e n o r m s j K ^ C t , . 3 | | ^ f o r 
q = l , 2 t oo. 
We t u r n n o w t o t h e p r o b l e m o f i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f K^Ct. , 3 . 
L e t u s s u p p o s e t h a t t i s a f i x e d p o i n t i n I t ^ . t J . 2 < i < n . 
A c c o r d i n g t o CS3 t h e f u n c t i o n K ^ C t , . 3 i s p i e c e w i s e c o n s t a n t 
o v e r t h e g r i d AUCt>. S o . i t i s - ? a s y t o s e e t h a t 
». - a 
|K C t . . 3 1 =h £ u C t 3 + C t - t . 3 u . C t 3 + 
1 p ptm v-1 р л - i 
+ C t . - t 3 v C t 3 + h £ v i i р л p.m C t 3 . 
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ЦК C t , . 3 | = h А и C O + C t ­ t . ) u * C O + C t . ­ O v " . С О + 
• p F a L T^T l P' " 1 V­4 p,V~l V p A 
IK C t , . 3 У =max<u C O , . . . , u C t ) , v C O . . . , v C O ) 
1 P "CD p,i P A ­ * РЛ p,r» 
к 
C t h e r e £a = 0 i f l > k , i n d e p e n d e n t l y o f oi 3 . 
m=l 
Так i ng 1 n t o a c c o u n t t h a t f u n c t i e n * u a n d v a r e 
p.m p,m l i n e a r o.i Tt , t . ] a n d u s i n g t h e e q u a l i t i e s i ­ i i. . 
l a x Л =*Л j, V J ) =*d_ ­ 1 , Г J > 2 = f l ) - C 2 J c + 1 3 p h ļ / t 4 + p : 0 
m=r i t . . . , к tn>l m = i v J . 
b y Lemma Э we o b t a i n t h a t 
IK C t , . 3 | • h 1 > r 4 J D " 1 g ,Cca3. q 4 t 2 , a > , . • * ' C243 • p "q n <t»t 
w h e r e GJ=C t ­ t . 3 . / h , 
v­4 
g C u 3 < d . u + d . С1 ­ t a ) ­ 1 3 C d «*+d C1­<«D3 + 
т Cd.w+d, C l ­ w 3 3 C d .«л+d . C 1 ­ « J ­ 1 3 , 
fel лС« ­^1я? со+СЯ ­С21­ЗЭрЮ/С4+рю1 f d « + d С1­ыз1 + 
w 2 , i t >*** ai«* J L n+a-i J 
+ f l ) a C l ­ u O ­ K D . - C 2 n + l - 2 i 3 p h 3 x C 4 + p h 3 ļ f d . o i + d С1­ыэ1 , ^ гн­i­i аги^ -iv j . J L 1 г~* J 
g X u O ­ s a x f c C d Х л - м З З . Я V* ,Cd.<*+d t С1-мЗзУ. 
A c c o r d i n g t o С23Э a n d С 2 4 3 . t o g e t С 3 3 ­ C 3 D we n e e d t h e 
m a x i m a l v a l u e s at g . C * 0 , q ­ i , r * , » , f o r < * « C 0 , 1 ) a n d 
1 ­ 2 , ? , . . , n : 
к « h ^ i f 4 шах max g ,СыЭ, 1 > р + l ^ q ­ l . C 2 S > 
* i « « n ^ r b . 4 i ^ 
L e t u s s t a r t w i t h B y i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f t h e f i r s t e n u 
i e e o n d d e r i v a t i v e s с 
s 3 g " ,С<*> — 4M> Л < 0 . 
t h e s e c o o f g . w e a r r i v e a t t h e c o n c l u s i o n s 
•X. * "b 
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I n a s i m i l a r w a y we i n v e s t i g a t e g 2 i ­ A n a l y s i n g t n e f i r 
t h e s e c o n d a n d th*> t h i r d d e r i v a t i v e s o f g 2 o n CO. I . 1 : 
г 2 Л a3 С д ^ З ^ ' С и З ­ О 
ЬЗ C g * . 3 " C u 3 = C g 2 . 3 " C l / 2 3 » ­ C v . + v . 3 . w h e r e 
v fat) ­ D 2 , ­2CJD , ­ p h C 2 n + l ­ 2 J 33/С4+рю1>0, к k­i Ļ птЭ­2к n+i­k 2n+2k J 
c 3 C g 2 . 3 ' C c o J = 0 w = u • ал ал 
0 . I D . C n + 2 ­ i 3 1 i . ­ C 4 + p h 3 C J ) 2 ­ J ) 2 3 / 2 p h 1 k 2/Oh Sn>»­2t 21.­1 t ­ i n l ­ l — — + ­ • ——• " 1—I 
2 4 + p h * v \ 
\ T, 2 ­ t 
we c o n c l u d e t h a t 
max g Cw3=g С to 3. 
wet С , 1 3 
ЬЗ g ' v o 3 = 0 * w=w = 1 / 2 + C l / p , ­ 1 / R V 4 . 
w h e r e u » C d ­d, 3 / C 2 d , ­ 1 3 = C 1 ­ С 2 d ­ 1 3 / С 2 d . ­ 1 3 ^ / 2 . • к к k ­ i к к­ь х 
T h e e s t i m a t e 0 < u , < l / 2 g a r i n t e e s t h a t <* . t C O . l ] . T h e r e f o r e к i,w 
max g . С w3 =g , C « 3 < { 2 ­ ^ 3 / 2 , C263 
u e i o , i i 
w h e r e we d e r . o t e d 
? = J D 4 / 2 D " 4 ^ 2 Cd . - l / S O + l T ^ V * Cd ­ 1 / 2 3 . С 2 7 3 \ t ­ i n + i ­ i n + i ­ i • ­ l n + i ­ i i ­ i 
I n o r d e r t o e s t i m a t e ( f o i i = P , 3 , . . . »n w e t r a n s f o r m C273 t 
Hi n + i ­ i. ­ n ­ l + i,.. 3 —С С —_ 3 
c C c ­ c 3 С с ­ с 3 
B y d i f f r r e n t i a t i n g C a s a f u n c t i o n o f x ­ i , x e t 2 , n 3 3 
? ļ = C c ­ с 3 C c ­ e 3 D . l n c / E , 
3 +C с ­ с 3 ­2C с ­ с 3 , 
we o b t a i n t h a c ­ 0 f o r i = 1 + n / 2 . 
S i n c e 7 j f < 0 . w e c o n c l u d e t h a t F i s t h e m a x i m a l V a l u e c f 
T a l c i n g i n t o a c c o u n t С253 a n d C2«J3 w e g e t t h e f i n a l r e s u l t 
R ­ h l f ' g . C« , 3 » h l f *Д> <X> ­ 2 3 / 2 ­
р.П.СО П 1 Л Л "Л Л П./2 Л^2 
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R = / h JD g . С ы ) = У h Д) g C I / 2 3 . 
p,n,2 N N ^ 2 , l + N / 2 
D i r e c t c a l c u l a t i o n s o f t h e v a l u e g С 1 x 2 3 g i v e t h e f i n a l 
r e s u l t С 4 3 . 
L e t n o w q=oo. T a k i n g i n t o a c c o u n t t h e o b v i o u s e q u a l i t y 
m a x а С<оЗ=> m a x <X> d , , j ) d > 
c o e C O . 1 3 Ш " * 2 ~ l n > i ­ L 1 
f r o m С 2 5 3 w e g e t , 
R =XT± m a x <£>. d , ī> d. 3 =Л) ~ A m a x :D .d p.Tx.l N . T-1 П+2 ­ L N+i-I T N \ N+1-Ъ ' L=2 i . . . ,П 1 = 1 , . . . ,n-I 
B y m a t h e m a t i c a l i n d u c t i o n w e p r o v e t h a t t h e s e q u e n c e 
CJ) .d . 3 j ' i n c r e a s e s . T h e i n e q u a l i t y 3>.d .>JD. d 
i s e q u i v a l e n t t o 
3J. d 
d 
n+i­ i . 
C 2 8 3 
w h i c h f o r i = 1 i s o b v i o u s . U n d e r a s s u m p t i o n t h a t С 2 8 3 i s t r u e f 
i = k . w e o b t a i n t h a t i t h o l d s a l s o f o r i = k + l 
d D d Г JD 1 f 
•Jt± _ = C 2 + p h 3 ­ ­ C 2 + p h 3 ­
Л d Л к n­k L к J ^ 
n ­ i ­ k _ n + l ­ k + I n » l ­ k _ k ­ l 
Ц * £ *>„ J 
Г ± _ c 3 ­ 1 1 
C l e » " . ­ 1 J 
­ i ­ k 
d n ­ k 
d d d d 
n­k n + i ­ k n + l ­ k n+2­k n+2­k 
T h e r e f o r e 
> O. 
R = JD Д> d 
P,N , l N N—1 2 
T h u s , t h e t h e o r e m i s . p r o v e d . 
I t i s e a s y t o s e e t h a t g C u 3 , w h e n i ^ ^ l + n / ^ , i s t h e 
m a x i m a l v a l u e o f g C o . 3 f o r i = 2 , 3 , . . . , n . B y C 2 5 3 t h i s 
p r o v e s t h a t 
S . CONCLUSION 
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A n a l y s i n g t h e r e s u l t s o f t h i s p a p e r we w a n t t o p o i n t o u t 
t h e f o l l o w i n g . 
ID Sinc< ft Cph,nD > O, p = l ,2 ,oo , f r o m CSD­C53 we g e t he 
P 
i n e q u a l i t i e s 
R < L U * . 
pith* 
P 
l + p h ^ + VphC i + p h / 4 D 
2*v£hC4+phD 
2Э I t c a n b e s h o w n t h a t a s p ­> oo, t h e v a l u e s /» C p h . n D , 
P 
p = i , 2,00, m o n o t o n e i n c r e a s e t o 1 . I t m e a n s t h a t a s p ­* oo, t h e 
e r r o r s R m o n o t o n e d e c r e a s e t o t h e e r r o r s R o f t h e p,n,p r»,p 
i n t e r p o l a t i o n 
R • 1 , R = b^sa, R = h / 2 . 
3D F o r a f i x e d p w h e n n ­» oo, t n e s m o o t h i n g a l g o r i t h m 
с o n v e r g e n s o n W* a s h 1 ^ 4 , a n d o n W 1 a s h 1 ' . 
Г 00 
О I f p * O C l / n D , t h a n t h e o r d e r o f t h e c o n v e r g e n c e o l t h e 
s & . o o t h l n g a l g o r i t h m o r W*, p = i , 2 , o o , e q u a l s t о t h e o n e o f t h e 
P 
I n t e r p o l a t i n g a l g o r i t h m . 
I t i s u s e f u l t o t a l e i n t o a c c o u n t t h o s e r e m a i n s when 
c h o o s i n g t h e s m o o t h 4 . n g p a r a m e t e r p . 
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C o n s i d e r t h e b o u n d a r y v a l u e p r o b l e m : 
x ' " - f ( t , x , x ' , x " b ( 1 ) 
I i x ( - ) « r ļ , i - 1 , 2 , 3 , ( 2 ) 
w h e r e f * « C a r ( I x R 3 , H ) , 1^ t A / ( I , R ) - * R , 1^ - l i n e a r c o n t i n u o u s 
f u n c t i o n a l * , T jCR, i - l # 2 , 3 , I - [ a , b ] , - « < a < b < + « , C a r ( I x R 3 , R ) 
d e n o t e t h e a r t o f f u n c t i o n s f * I x R 3 - » R , s a t i s f y i n g t h e 
C a r a t h e o d o r y c o n d i t i o n s [ 1 ] , A C ^ ( I , R ) - t h e s e t o f 
d i f f e r e n t i a h l e f u n c t i o n s w i i t h a b s o l u t e l y c o n t i n u o u s s e c o n d 
o r d e r d e r i v a t i v e s , <?(I,H) - t w i c e c o n t i n u o u s l y d i f f r r e n t i a b l e 
f u n c t i o n s • 
I n t h e w o ^ k s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s *\re g i v e n f o r t h e m e t a o d 
o f s u c c e s s i v e , a p p r o x i m a t i o n s t o b e c o n v e r g e n t w h e n s o l v i n g t h e 
p r o b l e m ( 2 ) . S i m i l a r r e s u l t s a r e s e a t e d a l s o i n t h e w o r k 
I * ] f o r t h r e e - p o i i n t BVP. 
We a s s u m e t h a t f s a t i s f i e s t h e L i p s с h i t a c o n d i t i o n . F o r a n y 
{х1.хя,хэ), ( У 1 # У 2 / У Э ) Л Э ? n d a l m o s t e v e r y w h e r e i n I h o l d s : 
| f ( t / x i f x a , x 3 ) - f ( t , y i r j 2 , y 3 ) | * 
**(t) | х г У 1 1 + 1 < t ) ļ x 2 - y 2 1 + m ( t ) |х з ­у з I , 
w h e r e f u n c t i o n s t ­ » J c ( t ) , t ­ » l ( t ) , t ­ » m ( t ) a r e p o s i t i v e , b o u n d e r 
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a. e . IN 1 . IJANOTE 
К V I D I SUP h(t), • * V R A I SUP L ( T ) , M>VRAI EUP M ( T ) . 
tel с € Г TEL 
^ЦРРОЬЕ THAT THE ' ANOQEN)OUS BVP 
* " ' « 0 , I,.y ( « ) e 0 1 * 1 , 2 , 3 
has OR LY THE TRIVIAL SOLUTION AND DENOTE BY G(t,x) A 
I:oI Iesp^NDING GREEN'S FUNCTION. TH«»N THE MATRIX 
A - 1 2 ( D 
V 1 ­ J 3 < £ > 
.[4! 
has AN INVEREE Л . 
DENOTE BY T­*K Q ( t ) t h e SCALAR PRODUCT OF THREE­DIMENSIONAL 
R 
VECTOR e ļ 1 / 1 , —j-ļ , Д"1 
SET FOR ANY TEL 
Q(t)-|f(t #K o(M/^ 0(t) #h-(t)| 
TND SUPPOSE THAT G^VRAI &UP Q { T ) C R « 
DENOTE 
B 
j" | 0 t(t , e)|ds - g ^ t ) , 
J \Gtt(t,s)\ds ­ G a ( t ) 
T h e o r e n . L e t t h e CONDITION 
max (t)*lr (t)­i-/fgr{t))-g<l. 
t € l 
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H e n c e 
|x;(t)-x;<t)| * q ļ\Gt(L,s)\ds « qg <t), 
a 
b 
Jx^(tHx - ( M | s q J|G t t(t,a))da - qg2(t). 
.a 
l x^xj - max [lC|x i(t)-x 0(t)|+L|x;(t)-x;(tn + 
+H|xŗ(t)-xJ(t) ļ | s max [ lCgg o ( t t ) + W q 7 2 ( t ) j - q g . 
E s t i m a t e |x a-X ļ| m a k i n g use o f the L i p s c h i t z c o n d i t i o n . We h a v e 
b 
I x ^ t j - X ^ t ) | * l\Q(t,S)\\f{8,Xtt8).S'xlS\.X-{S))-
a 
- Г ( 5 , Х в ( 5 ) , Х о ( 8 | , 1 ; ( в Ц < 1 8 -
b 
T h e n t h e BVP С1.), ( 2 ) h a s a u n i q u e s o l u t i o n . 
P r o o f . L e t t V ( I , R ) b e a l i n e a r nor ihdd s p a c e e q u i p p e d w i t h 
t h e n o r m 
[ x j - max ( K | x ( t ) | + L | x ' ( t ) | + * | x " ( t ) | ) . ( 3 ) 
D e f i n e s u c c e s s i v e a p p r o x i m a t i o n s 
r 0(t)-k o;t), 
b 
x m i ( t ) " j G(t>s)f(stxn(s),x'n(s)txļļ(s))ds + kQ(t) 
a 
f o r n - 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
L e t e s t i m a t e Jx ļ - x Qļ. We h a v e 
b 
| x i : t ) - x o ( t ) | * q ļ\G(t,s)\ds - qgQ(t), 
b 
1 5 2 
b 
+m(s) | j r - ( s ) - x £ ( s ) | ) Q j * ļ\G(tts)\[K\xils\~xQ{s)\ + 
a 
+L\z'ļts)-x'Q(3)\+H\x'lis)-x»o(s)\}ds * 
* I V * o l " * o ( t > * ^ ( t ) . 
A n a l o g o u s l y 
| x ; { t ) - x ; ( t ) | * qgg^t), 
| ^ ; t ) - x ; ( t ) | * qgg2(t), 
i . e . 
|* 2 * I - *гчх ļ x | i r 2 / t ) - r ( t ) | + ^ | x ; ( t ) - x ; ( t ) | + 
^ | x ; ( t ) - j r ; , t ) | j s max [xgggQ ( t ) + L g g g 4 ( t / + * g g g 2 ( t ) J s 
s g g s a x [ * g o < t ) + L g / ( t )+Mg^t )j - g g * . 
By i n d u c t i o n we h a v e f o r n- 0 , 1 , . . . 
|x - x I * IkJK 
L e t u s s h o w t h a t t h e s e q u e n c e n+xn i s f u n d a m e n t a l * He h a v e 
В е п с з f u n d a m e n t a l i t y o f t h e s e q u e n c e n * x ^ ^ o l l o w a a n d , i n v i e % 
o f t h e " o o m p l e t n e s s o f ° C ? ( J , l l ) rfith r e s p e c t t o t h e n o r m (3), i t 
c o n v e r g e s t o a n e l e r a e n t у*<?{1,Щ srr>h t h a t . 
b 
y ( t ) ­ \G\t9s\f{8,y(L),r{s),r{s))ds + k Q ( t ) . 
a 
T h i s в > е а м t h a t y « J C a ( I , F ) e n d t h e r e f o r e s o l v e s t h e BVP ( 1 ) , 
( 2 ) . 
S h o w t h e u n i q u e n e s • o f y . L e t у b e a n o t h e r s o l u t i o n o f t h e 
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p r o b l e й (1), ( 2 ) . T h e n 
\у-у ļ =s max 
1 #- т t€l 
-f(s,yļ(s),rļ(s),ri{s))\da + 
b 
•\\Gt(t,s\\-\f(a,yl8),y' [*),/"(s))-
a 
-f{8,yit8),y[{8),y;{S))\d8 + 
Ь 
a 
-fia.y^ay.ylia) y*(s))\ds s (y­yjg < ly ­y j . 
T h e c o n t r a d i c t i o n o b t a i n e d p r o v e d t h e t h e o r e m . 
Remark. . An a n a l o g o u s a s s e r t i o n i s v a l i d f o r n ­ t h o r d e r 
e q u a t i o n s . 
1 . C o d d i n g t o n E . # L e v i n s o n N . T h e o r y o f o r d i n a r y d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n s . ­ M o s c o w , I L , 1 9 5 8 . 
2 . B e a p a l o v a S . A . U n i q u e n e s s o f s o l u t i o n s i n a t h r e f t ­ p o i n t 
b o u n d a r y v a l u e p r o b l e m f o r „ h i r d o r d e r o r d i r . & r y d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n / / L a t v i a n M a t h . A n n u a l , 2 1 . ­ R i g a t Z i n ā t n e , 1 9 7 7 . 
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В. Пономарев. Метод последовательных приближение для решения 
к р а е р о й задачи для дифференциального уравнения третьего порядка 
с функциональными граничными условиями. ' 
Аннотация. Приволятся достаточнее условля для сходимости 
м е т о д а последовательных приближений к решению краевой ггдачи. 
УДК 5 1 7 . 9 2 7 
V . P o r i o m a r j o v s . P a k ā p e n i s k o t u v i n ā j u m u l e t o d e r o b e ž p r o b l r m a s 
a t r i s i n ā š a n a i t r e š ā s k ā r t a s d i f e r e n c i ā l v i e n ā d o j u m a m a r 
f u n k c i o n ā l i e m r o b e ž n o s a c i J u r i e m . ' 
A n o t ā c i j a . D o t i p i e t i e k a m i e n o s a c ī j u m i p a k f pt. n i e k o 
t u v i n ā j u m u m e t o d e s k o n v e r ģ e n c e i a z r o b e ž p r o b l ē m a s a t r i s i n a j u i . u . 
U n i v e r s i t y o f L a t v i a , R e c e i v e d 2 9 . 0 3 . 9 4 
I n s t i t u t e o f M a t h e m a t i c s .'':'J*Ķ 
a n d C o m p u t e r S c i e n c e , 
R a i n i s L o u l e v a r d 2 9 , 
R i g a , L A T V I A , T .V-145«> 
L a t v i j r c U n i v c r o i t r t e r , S i n r t n i r ^ i < 3 fta3c$t>£'f 5^5 ( 1 o r , | 0 . H^emfHik 
Some p e r s o n a l r e f l e c t i o n s o n ICM94 
The ICM ( t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o n g r e s s o f M a t h e m a t i c i n s ) was 
h e l d in Z u r i c h ( S w i t z e r l a n d ) from August ? t i l l A u g u s t 1 1 . T h i s 
was t h e 2 2 C o n g r e s s and i t had s o m e important f e a t u r e s . 
F i r s t o f a l l t h e r e was a v e r y 1arge n u m b e r o f p a r t i c i p a n t 
from East European c o u n t r i e s a n d R u s s i a ( i f c o m p a r e d w i t h t h e 
s i t u a t i o n a t t h e p r e v i o u s C o n g r e s s e s ) . T h i s c a n b e e x p l a i n e d by 
two r e a s o n s . F i r s t , now t h e r e a r e n o a r t i f i c i a l * a d m i n i s t . n t i v e 
C T p o l i t i c a l o b s t a c l e s in t h e s e c o u n t r i e s a n d p e o p l e a r e f r e e t o 
move a b r o a d . S e c o n d , the O r g a n i z i n g C o m m i t t e e o f t h e C o n g r e s s 
had c a r r i e d out an e n o r m o u s work i n o r d e r t o o b t a i n f . n a n c i a l 
h e l p f o r p a r t i c i p a n t s from t h e s e c o u n t r i e s . 
E s p e c i a l l y I would l i k e t o e m p h a s i z e t h e u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f 
t h e imnortance o f s c i e n c e , m a t h e m a t i c s in p a r t i c u l a : , a n d 
n e c e s s i t y t o s u p p o r t i t f i n a n c i a 1 l y , w h i c h was m a n i f e s t e d b y t h e 
S w i t z e r l a n d Goyp . rn . , i en t»by the a u t h o r i t i e s o f t h e Z u r i c h Canton 
and by t h e I business - ( e s p e c i a l l y , by b a n r ^ ) . 
A n d , on t h e second h a n d , w i t h t h i s a l t i t u d e towards 
M a t h e m a t i c s . q u i t e good r e l a t e s t h e o p i n i o n e x p r e s s e d a t t h e 
C o n g r e s s t h a t t h e s c i e n t i f i c ( i n d , in p a r t i c u l a r m a t h e m a t i c a l 
among them) community must t a k e c a r e t o e x p l a i n t o t h e w i d e 
s e c t i o n s o f t h e p o p u l a t i o n a b o u t the r o l e o f t h ^ s c i e n c e and 
t h e p o s s i b l e b e n e f i t s which t h e s o c i e t y can g e t o u t f r o m i t . 
One o f t h e r e a l s t e p s in t h i s d i r e c t i o n was the f a c t t l . a t 
a t t h e I C M 9 4 t h e r e was o r g a n i z e d a s p e c i a l s e c t i o n : a p p l i c a t i o n s 
o f m a t h e m a t i c s In t h e s c i e n c e ( i n f a c t t h i s meant a p p l i c a t i o n s 
o f m a t h e m a t i c s o f t h e n e e d s o f t h e s o c i e t y ) . 
The f i n a n c i a l h e l p , o f f e r e d by t b e O r g a n i z i n g Committee o f 
t h e C o n g r e s s , by t h e S o r o s F o u n d a t i o n o f L a t v i a and by l o c a l 
s p o n s o r s , e n a b l e d 8 L a t v i a n m a t h e m a t i c i a n s t o p a r t i c i p a t e at t h e 
C o n g r e s s T h e s e u a t h e a a t i c i a n a r e p r e s e n t e d a l l t h e main c e n t e r s 
o f m a t h e m a t i c s i n L a t v i a : t h e U n i v e r s i t y c f L a t v i a , the 
I n s t i t u t e o f M a t h e m a t i c s and Computer S c i e n c e , t h e I n s t i t u t e o f 
M a t h e m a t i c s and t h e R i g a T e c h n i c a l U n i v e r s i t y - and from t h e 
L a t v i a U n i v e r s i t y o f A g r i c u l t u r e . 
U n f o r t u n a t e l y * b e c a u s e o f some l a c k o f i n f o r m a t i o n and a 
c e r t a i n p a s s i v i t y from some c o l l e a g u e s t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n s o f 
L a t v i a n m a t h e m a t i c i a n s in the f i e l d of a p p l i c a t i o n s o f mathema-
t i c s were not enough r e p r e s e n t e d a t the C o n g r e s s . 
The w o r d i n g s t r u c t u r e o f t h e C o n g r e s s : P l e n a r y A d d r e s s e s 
( t h e y were 1 6 ) , S e c t i o n L e c t u r e s (about 1 7 0 ) and Short Communi-
c a t i o n s i n t h e form o f p o s t e r s ( a b o u t 1 0 0 0 ) seems to be a d e q u a t e 
t o a c h i e v e g o a l s o f t h e C o n g r e s s . The p l e n a r y a d d r e s s e s w e r e 
aimed t o g i v e an i n s i g h t i n t o t h e most Important p r o b l e m s and 
c u r r e n t t r e n d s i n m a t h e m a t i c s , t h e s e c t i o n l e c t u r e s - m a i n l y i o 
p r e s e n t s u r v e y s o f the r e c e n t d e v e l o p m e n t o f a c t u a l p r o b l e m s in 
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a g i v e n f i e J d o f m a t h e m a t i c s ь л П е t h e p u r p o s e o f t h e s h o r t 
coinmup ? at o i i s v.as t o g i v e an i d e a a b o u t t h e l a t e s t ~ e s u l t s . 
i. f o r t u n . t e l y a p a r t o f l e c t u r e r s ( m a i n l y i n s e c t i o n s ) d i d 
n o t s i ; c e e d e d . h e s e p u r p o s e s . Some l e c t u r e s w e r e f u l l o f t e c h n i ­
c a l d e t a i l s l a c k i n g c l e a r e x p o s i t i o n o f t h e p i a c e o f t h e 
riibtussed s u b j e c t a i i o n g o t h e r i n v e s t i g a t i o n s . 
From my p r o f e s s i o n a l p o i n t o f v i e w I w o u l d l i k e t o s a j 
t h a i J h a v e g o t a f e e l i n g t h a t n o w t h e t h e o r y o f n o n l i n e a r 
p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s i s b e i n g d e v e l o p e d A t t h e 
b o u n d a r i e s o f t h e p r e s e n t k n o w l e d g e . A n d , b y m a k i n g s m a l l s t e p s 
in v a r i o u s d i r e c t i o n s t h e s e a r c h o f new i d e a s , new s t a t e m e n t s o f 
p r o b l e m s i s [<o ing o n . In p a r t i c * l a r , t o m e e t t h e d e m a n d s o f n o n ­
l i n e a r i t i e s o n e c a n n o t i c e t h e t e n d e n c y t o w o r k i n m o r e g e n e r a l 
S p a c e s o f f u n c t i o n a l a r g u m e n t s . I t s e e m s t h a t t h e t r a d i t l o n a l 
( a n d handy o r c o n v e n i e n t t o u s e ) s p a c e s , f o r i n s t a n c e s t a n l a r d 
a o b o l e v s p a c e s , a r e n o t a d e q u a t e e n o u g h t o d e a l w i t h new n o n l j ­
n r a r p r o b l e m s . Q u i t e o f t e n and f r u i t f u l i s u s e d t h e a p p r o a c h : 
by c o n s i d e r i n g n o n ­ t r i v i a l r e f i n e d e x a m p l e s t o d e s c r i b e how f a r 
t h e e x i s t i ng i d e a s met h o d s , e t c . c o u I d b e a p p 1 i e d . 
P a r t i c u l a r l y o n e c o u l d c o m e t o t h e s e c o n c l u s i o n s f r o m t i i e 
l e c t u r e s g i v e n by F i e l d s m e d a l i s t s . As i t i s w e l l known t h e 
F i e l d s Me d a i s i s ь c e r t a i n a n a 1 o f ч е o f t l . e N o b e l p r i z e p r e s e n t e d 
t o m a t h e m a t i c i a n s . T h e s e m e d a l s a r e b e i n g a w a r d e d t o y o u n g , 
i . e . , b e l o w 4 0 y e a r s m a t h e m a i i c i a n s f o r t h e i r o u t s t a n d i n g 
a c h i e v e m e n t s i n m a t h e m a с i c s . 
T h i s t i m e t h e f o l l o w i n g m a t h e m a t i c i a n s w e r e a w a r d e d by t h e 
r i e l d s M e d a l : P . ­ L . L i o n s (Uл i v e r s i t e P a r i s ­ D a u p h i n e ) f o r h i s 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n s i n t l i e t h e o r y o f n o n l i n e a r p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n s ; J . B o u r g a i n ( U n i v e r s i t y c f I l l i n o i s , I n s t i t u t d e s 
H a u t e i E t u d e s S c i e n t i f i q u e s , P r i n c e t o n ) f o r t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n s 
i n t h e t h e o r y o f f i n i t e d i m e n s i o n a l B a n a c h s p a c e s ; J . ­ C . Y o c c o z 
( U n i v e r s i t e P a r i s ­ S u d ) f o r t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n s i n d y n a m i c s y s t e m s ; 
E . Z e h n a n o v ( f ' n i v e i s i t y o f M a d i s o n ; f o r t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n s i n t h e 
g r o u p t h e o r y . 
The s p e c i a l R o l f N e v a n l i n n a P r i z e i n t h e f i e l d o f a p p l i c a ­
i o n s o f riiat h e i „ a t i c s i n i n f o r m a t i c s w a s a w a r d e d t o A . W l d g e r f t o n 
( H e b r e w U n i v e r s i t y ) f o r h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n s i n t h e f i e l d o f t h e 
c o m p l e x i t y t h e o r y . 
For me i t w a s v e r y i n t e r e s t ! n g t h a t o n e o f t h e F i e l d s 
M e d a l s was a w a r d e d f o r i n v e s t i g a t i o n s w h i c h w e r e c l o s e t o my 
p r o i ' e s i o n a l f i e l d o f w o r k . 
At t h e c l o s i n g c e r e m o n o f t h e C o n g r e s s t h e new P r e s i d e n t 
o f he I n i r n a t i o n a l U n i o n o f M a t h e m a t i c i a n s a s we 11 a s t h e 
p l a c e anJ t i m e o , t h e n e r t I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o n g r e s s o f M a t h e m a t i ­
c i a n s w e r e a n o u n c e d . 
Now t h e P r e s i d e n t r*i t h e IUM i s p r o f e s s o r D a v i d M u m f o r d 
f r o m t h j H a r v a r d U n i v e r s i t y a n d t h e n e x t C o n g r e s s w i l l b e h e l d 
i n t h e A u g u s ' o f l n 9 8 i n B e r l i n . 
In t h e c o n c l u s i o n I w o u i d l i k e t o s a y t h a t t h e C o n g r e s s 
was v e r y v a l u a b l e f o r mu f r o m t h e p o i n t o f v i e w o f t h e g e n e r a l 
m a . h ­ m a t i c a ! e d u c a t i o n and p a r t i c u l a r l y i t e x t e n d e d my o u t l o o k 
oi. ma t hcmH t i C S on t l з w h o l e . 
U.Ra i turn* 
